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Abstract
Mucin-type O-Glycosylation is a posttranslational modification of proteins found on secreted
and cell surface proteins in most animals which serves multiple important biological functions. In
humans, mutations and changes in the expression levels of O-glycosylating polypeptide GalNactransferases (GALNTs) have been linked to diabetes and multiple cancers. In most animals the
GALNTs are compose a large family of isoforms with humans having 20 isoforms. Presently, the
prediction of the sites that will be O-glycosylated is a difficult task due to each isoforms different
substrate preference. In this work ISOGlyP, an isoform specific O-glycosylation prediction
program, was redesigned and expanded to incorporate new programming features and to increase
its overall accuracy. ISOGlyP was shown to perform as well as NetOglyc4.0, another commonly
used O-glycosylation predicting program which lacks GALNT specificity. ISOGlyP was
redesigned so that the core prediction program could be accommodate additional functionality, for
example the inclusion of new data and the ability to perform further data analyses, in addition to
providing online access at ISOGlyP.utep.edu via a web.py framework.

This included the

recognition of the effects of prior GalNAc glycosylation of the peptide and the differences between
the glycosylation of threonine and serine residues. One novel feature that was developed the ability
to generate a list of peptide sequences specific for one or more GALNTs with the exclusion of
other GALNTs. To further increase the accuracy of the prediction additional features, such as
protein structure, predicted protein disorder, coiled regions and relative solvent accessibility, were
tested for incorporation into the predictive algorithm. Finally, an iterative approach to mimic the
O-glycosylation of a protein with multiple glycosites was created. This approach will help us
model how the presence of different sets of transferases could alter the overall glycosylation of a
protein. It is anticipated that ISOGlyP, by linking GALNTs to the sites that they glycosylate, will
be an invaluable tool for the prediction and interpretation of mucin type O-glycosylation, from
which a better understand the biological roles of mucin type O-glycosylation can be obtained.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

O-Glycosylation and its biological significance
When people think of the building blocks of living cells, they tend to think of DNA, RNA,

and proteins. What people tend not to think of is the amount of modifications that occur on each
of the components of the cell. For example, there are a variety of ways of modifying the proteins
of cells, such as glycosylation, methylation, phosphorylation, and acetylation, and these
modifications each have their respective set of functional results.
Glycosylation is the process of adding a sugar moiety to a protein within the cell and there
are two main types of glycosylation, N-glycosylation and O-glycosylation. They differ by the
enzymes that perform the glycosylation and their amino acid preference. O-glycosylation is the
addition of either fructose, glucose, N-acetylglucosamine, mannose, xylose or Nacetylgalactosamine (GalNAc). More specifically, mucin-type O-glycosylation is the addition of
a GalNAc that can occur on select Serine (Ser), Threonine (Thr) or Tyrosine (Tyr) amino acid
residues. The mucin-type modifications are found in a variety of organisms, ranging from
parasites such as Toxoplasma gondii to mice (Bennett et al. 2012, Stwora-Wojczyk et al. 2004,
Bandini et al. 2019). In humans there are 20 known isoforms of the polypeptide GalNAc
transferases (GALNTs) that specifically place a GalNAc onto specific Thr or Ser in proteins within
the Golgi forming the mucin type O-glycosylation. GALNTs have different expression levels in
different tissues, and O-glycosylation has been shown to be related to many biological functions
and changes in the gene expression of the transferases have been associated with a range of
diseases, for example gastric (Gao et al. 2013) and renal (Liu et al. 2014) cancers, diabetes
(Marucci et al. 2013) and coronary artery disease (Willer et al. 2008).
To better understand the role of mucin-type O-glycosylation within the different diseases,
researchers need a way to quickly and efficiently search for likely sites of protein O-glycosylation
to limit the number of sites that need to be manually examined while performing proteomic
analysis.
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1.2

Prediction of the O-Glycosylation sites of proteins
The ability to predict posttranslational modifications of proteins, as with most predictions,

must utilize collected data to determine the likelihood of a site being modified by an enzyme.
Unlike many posttranslational modification predictions, such as N-glycosylation that has a very
specific pattern, the Asparagine-X-Serine/Threonine motif where X is any amino acid except
Proline and the glycosylation occurs on the Asparagine, the program only needs to look at
structural features for determining whether a site will be glycosylated (Chuang et al. 2012), Oglycosylation is much more complicated because there are no such clear consensus sequences (de
las Rivas et al. 2019). In the case of humans, there are 20 GALNTs with each having a slightly
different sequence preference, and thus determining the sites that are O-glycosylated can be
challenging because the prediction will require knowing which GALNT(s) are present and the
preference of those GALNT(s).
O-glycosylation predictions are performed by only a few currently available programs,
such as NetOGlyc 3.1 (Julenius et al. 2005), NetOGlyc 4.0 (Steentoft et al. 2013) and CKSAAPOGlySite (Chen et al. 2008), which can be found on the web and were developed using datasets
lacking isoform specific information. ISOGlyP was developed using random peptide studies for
ten transferases (Gerken et al. 2006, Gerken, Ten Hagen, and Jamison 2008, Gerken et al. 2011)
giving rise to isoform specific information. This information was then incorporated into a
predictive program written in C++ and implemented as a website to predict isoform specific Oglycosylation. This formed the original prototype of the web-server ISOGlyP (Isoform Specific
O-Glycosylation Prediction) in 2014. The expansion and development from the ISOGlyP
prototype into its present form is the focus of my dissertation research.
1.3

Specific Aims
To better understand the roles of the different GALNTs within the cells and diseases, there

needs to be a better understanding of which sites are likely to be glycosylated. The following work
will focus on addressing the problem of predicting O-glycosylation sites for specific GALNTs in
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a way that can easily be applied to the ISOGlyP program. Three specific aims are identified below
to address the needs for making more reliable O-glycosylation predictions.
Specific Aim 1. Redesign the core of the ISOGlyP program and add additional features.
ISOGlyP is an online O-glycosylation prediction program that uses experimentally
determined amino acid preferences from positions -5 through +5 to determine the likelihood of a
site’s glycosylation for ten different isoforms. This appears to be a unique approach, different
from other current O-glycosylation prediction algorithms that use a dataset, such as OGlyBase, to
train their programs. In such a dataset, which of the isoforms that are performing the glycosylation
of the protein is unknown, and thus one cannot use it in developing a prediction specific for a
particular isoform. With over twenty isoforms of the GALNTs in humans, their preferences are an
area of interest.
The core of the ISOGlyP program needs to be rewritten from its original coding to allow
for easier incorporation of new features. Expanded functionality, such as, the difference in the rate
of glycosylation between Thr and Ser sites by the individual GALNTs can then be added to
increase accuracy of the program. Furthermore, the core code can be expanded to include nonprediction tools and information as well. For example, a peptide generator can take the information
from ISOGlyP to generate random peptides that are specific for a set of transferases. Additionally,
the interactions of the GALNTs with surrounding O-glycosylation sites can be highlighted.
Specific Aim 2. Explore additional protein level features to improve ISOGlyP prediction.
Although ISOGlyP is isoform specific and comparable to other prediction algorithms in
accuracy, there are additional data that may help in the overall prediction of the isoform specific
predictions. Information used within ISOGlyP’s prediction has been limited to only the sequence
around the site of interest. To increase the accuracy of the program while looking at a full protein
additional information should be considered.
Structural features, have been shown to increase prediction accuracy of other
posttranslational modifications predictions and within O-glycosylation. These features need to be
3

explored and incorporated into the overall prediction of O-glycosylation of a protein to see if an
increase in overall accuracy can be accomplished.
Specific Aim 3. Explore O-glycosylation events through an iterative method.
The preferences of some of the isoform transferases include sites that have already been
glycosylated, but current predictions require users to place glycosylated sites within the sequence
after each prediction. This can be improved by using an iterative method in which the prediction
is repeated with each Threonine or Serine site surrounding the site of interest as being considered
glycosylated. An efficient algorithm will need to be developed and an understandable graphic
display will need to be designed to allow for a visualization of the results of the iterative method.
1.4

OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION
O-glycosylation by the GALNTs is a complex process. This study combines the

experimental work done by collaborators with mathematics and computer science to not only
create better predictions methods, but to increase the knowledge of O-glycosylation so that
additional questions may be constructed. By expanding the original ISOGlyP program in the
above ways, the foundation is laid for understanding O-glycosylation in more detailed biochemical
manner, as with the feature selection and peptide generator, and for elucidating the effects of the
expression of different transferases in development and diseases as with the iterative method.
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2, first describes background information
about O-glycosylation, the prediction of O-glycosylation, and then some groundwork for the
methods and formulas used for assessing prediction accuracies. Next, Chapter 3 is dedicated to
the summary of the O-glycosylation data available. The additional peptide level program
enhancements, the core program rewrite and the incorporation of additional programming features
such as the Thr/Ser ratio and peptide generator, are discussed in Chapter 4. Then in Chapter 5 the
protein level exploration of new structural features to be incorporated into the program is
elaborated on. Next in Chapter 6, the iterative method of predicting O-glycosylation of a protein
is delineated. Finally, in Chapter 7, the future work and overall conclusions are presented.
4

Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter summarizes the literature and concepts used throughout the rest of the
dissertation. First, what O-glycosylation is and its significance is covered. Then programs that
predict the O-glycosylation of proteins are described. Next the chapter will review the original
ISOGlyP program in more detail. Metrics used in analyzing the accuracy of predictions will then
be described along with how the efficiency of parallel computing can be monitored. Finally,
feature selection methodology will be introduced at the close of the chapter.
2.1

O-Glycosylation
Posttranslational modifications (PTM) are a diverse set of modifications of proteins that

can have impact on the functional and structural roles of the protein. Glycosylation is the general
term for the addition of sugar moieties to specific amino acid residues of a protein. These
glycosites, amino acid residues that are glycosylated, may have large branching structures added
to the initial glycan. Various transferases sequentially add additional sugar residues to form the
final arrange branched structure (Joshi et al. 2018, Darula and Medzihradszky 2018). This process
can also happen on phospholipids, but this work will focus on proteins. Common glycan sugar
building blocks are glucose (Glc), galactose (Gal), mannose (Man), xylose (Xyl), GalNAc, Nacetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and fuctose (Fuc) in addition to others. There are three types of
glycosylation: C-glycosylation, N-glycosylation and O-glycosylation. C-glycosylation is
exemplified by the addition of mannose to a Tryptophan of a protein. N-glycosylation is the
addition GlcNAc to an Asparagine of a protein. O-glycosylation is more diverse in the types of
glycans that are added to the protein via an oxygen on either a Thr, Ser or Tyr. Within Oglycosylation there can be O-Fuc, O-Man, O-Glc, O-GlcNAc, O-Xyl, and O-GalNAc. This study
will focus primarily on the mucin-type addition of GalNAc to a protein. This initial O-GalNAc
step often serves as the initial protein anchor for more complex glycan structures as described next
(Brockhausen 1997).

5

2.1.1

Biosynthesis of O-glycans
Glyco-structures containing GalNAc as the link between the peptide and the rest of the

glycan structure can be extremely complex. The initial transferase reaction performed by the
different GALNTs releases an uridine diphosphate (UDP) as it transfers the GalNAc from an UDPGalNAc substrate onto the oxygen of either the Serine, Threonine or Tyrosine’s side chain. The
GalNAc additions can be either at an isolated Thr within the protein or can be a part of a Thr rich
region, see Figure 2.1 for examples. The resulting Tn antigen, the GalNAc-Thr structure, then
forms the base of the eight GalNAc core glycosylation structures by additional modifications
(Brockhausen 1997, 1999).

Figure 2.1: Cartoon depiction of O-glycosylation of mono-, di-, and poly-glycosites.
Modifications of the Tn antigen leads to four common core structures, named Core 1 to
Core 4, with an additional four cores that are less common.(Brockhausen, Schachter, and Stanley
2009) Each core can then be further elongated with additional backbone structures that vary
depending on the cell type and core structure they are attached to. For example, the core 1 or 2
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structures can be extended with Gal-beta-1-4-N-acetylglucosamine-beta-1-3 unit by a combination
of actions by a beta-4-galactose transferase and i-beta-N-acetylglucosamine transferase.
Additional backbone structures can include galactose-beta-1-4-N-acetylglucosamine-beta-1-3
units and N-acteylglucosamine-beta-1-6 units as examples. After the glycans are extended,
terminal structures are then added to form the completed structure. These terminal structures can
stop further elongation and include, but are not limited to, sialylation, blood group and Lewis
antigens, and sulfation, and the protein with its modifications would then be considered complete
and released from the Golgi (Brockhausen 1999).
The biosynthesis of mucin-type O-glycans takes place in the Golgi complex, with the
GALNTs and core transferases performing their transfers at the cis portion of the Golgi. As the
modified proteins move through the Golgi, the O-glycans are extended and the terminal structures
are added. The final structures will often be determined by the presence or absence of the
transferases within the Golgi.
2.1.2

Isolation and Analysis of the O-glycome
The O-glycome is the collection of all the O-glycosylation of a particular tissue or cell line

and is made possible by different high throughput experiments and is described briefly in the next
few paragraphs. Glycomic studies can allow for comparisons of disease states to that of a healthy
state, and can help characterize what role the glycosylation may play in the disease by looking at
all the proteins of a given sample. The isolation and analysis of the O-glycome also provides
experimental data for not only training and testing of individual glycosylation predictions but can
be used for testing predictions of a larger set of proteins within a sample.
Isolation of peptides containing O-glycosylation can be performed by selective lectin
binding (Bai et al. 2015) but the diversity in the core structures makes isolation more complicated
than the isolation of other modifications like N-glycosylation. Once the peptides are isolated, the
characterization of the peptides containing O-glycosylation can be accomplished in a variety of
ways, including but not limited to techniques such as liquid chromatography tandem mass
7

spectrometry (LC-MS-MS) or matrix-assisted laser-desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDITOF) MS.
Although the process is delicate and time consuming, Bai (2015) report the characterization
of O-glycosylation sites in human plasma proteins. They used a combination of Jacalin-affinity
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and linear ion trap-Orbitrap hybrid mass
spectrometer (LTQ-Orbitrap) LC system. The results were analyzed using MASCOT and then
verified by the individual MS-MS data manually. By this method, they isolated 49 O-glycosylated
peptides from 36 glycoproteins from a small amount of blood, many of which had been identified
previously.
Another example of looking at the glycome can be seen in the SimpleCell system
developed by Steentoft (2011), in which they use cell lines that have been modified to prevent the
cells from elongating the glycans using zinc finger nuclease gene targeting. The authors take the
elongation deficient cells and then use lectin binding to isolate glycopeptides, which were then
identified using mass spectrometry. By this, they were able to identify more than 100 glycoproteins
and over 350 O-glycosylation sites. Steentoft (2013) then followed this study up with additional
human cell lines, and increased the number of glycoproteins to more than 600 and over 3000 Oglycosylation sites.
Schjoldager (2015) continued with the SimpleCell strategy, and looked at the SimpleCell
HepG2 cell line using a MOLDI-TOF method of the enriched glycopeptides. Knockouts of T1 and
T2 were conducted along with the addition of T3 into the cell line. Using the knockouts and the
T3 knockin, Schjoldager was able to identify 75 glycopeptides specific to T1, 81 specific to T2
and 131 specific to T3. In all three cases, some of the glycopeptides also required the presence of
another transferase, suggesting a prior glycosylation events play a role in the sites being
glycosylated.
King (2017) isolated glycopeptides from four random blood samples of human plasma and
platelets and primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC). They characterized the
O-glycome using an enrichment and mass method similar to that of Schjoldager and Steentoft. The
8

results identified an additional 231 glycoproteins within the study compared to the 655 previously
shown. The identification of the transferases present was reported as well to show which
transferases were present within the samples. Furthermore, they described the importance of
glycosylation in relation to protease cleavage of various proteins thus showing the impact of
glycosylation on additional functions within the cells.
2.1.3

GALNTs
The initial GalNAc addition to the Thr is performed by a set of GALNTs. Currently, there

are 20 known GALNTs in human (T1 to T20), with many orthologs found in a variety of
organisms, ranging from parasites such as Toxoplasma gondii to mice (Bennett et al. 2012, StworaWojczyk et al. 2004, Bandini et al. 2019). Within mammals, homologs between human
transferases and mouse transferases range from 72% to 98% identity, with the majority being
within the 90% range (Bennett et al. 2012). For comparison, Drosophila melanogaster share
between 67% and 86% similarity with their mammalian counterparts (Ten Hagen et al. 2003).
In 2004, the structure of murine GALNT1, an ortholog of the human GALNT1, was
released with functionally conserved residues of the transferase crystalized with Mn2+ and UDPGalNAc but only the Mn2+ was present in the final density map (Fritz et al. 2004). Later, in 2006,
Fritz (2006) published the structure of human GALNT2 with and without EA2, a short acceptor
peptide substrate, bound to the catalytic domain.
In each of the transferases there are three domains: i) cytosolic/transmembrane, ii) catalytic
(shown as blue in Figure 2.2), and iii) lectin (shown as green in Figure 2.2). The cytosolic domain
helps anchor the transferases to the membrane of the Golgi, and the various transferases use
different localization mechanisms to be placed in distinct compartments of the Golgi (Becker,
Tran, and Tabak 2018). The catalytic domain is responsible for transferring the GalNAc from
UDP-GalNAc to the Thr or Ser of a protein within a pocket that is formed in the transferase when
in an activate state (de Las Rivas et al. 2018). Gerken, et al (Gerken et al. 2011, Gerken et al. 2006,
Perrine, Ju, et al. 2009) have reported the amino acid preferences of the catalytic domains of ten
9

GALNTs

using

random

peptide

containing

a

layout

as

follows,

GAGAXXXXX(T/S)XXXXXAGAG, where X belongs to the set of amino acids,
[G,A,P,R,E,N,Y,V,D,Q,H,F,I,M,W,K,L]. The position specific molar ratios of individual amino
acids are calculated by the ratio of the position specific molar fraction of the glycosylated
polypeptide over that of the polypeptide that was not glycosylated. The position specific molar
ratio of each amino acid then shows the preferences of each of the ten GALNTs for that amino
acid at that position. A common motif among many of the transferases is a preference for P-G-P
in the +1 to +3 positions (Gerken et al. 2011).
Glycopeptide-preferring transferases, T4, T7, T10, and T12 prefer various prior
glycosylation. Prior glycosylation within five amino acids of the potential glycosylate interacts
with catalytic domain of the transferase and is considered “neighboring glycosylation”. By using
random peptide studies containing a glycosylated Thr and an unmodified Thr within five amino
acids of the glycosylated Thr the preferred location can be determined by Edman sequencing. By
looking at random positioning of the modified Thr to either side of the original glycosylated Thr
allows for determination of C- or N-terminal preferences of the transferases (Revoredo et al.
2016).
The lectin domain is connected to the catalytic domain and determines the extended prior
glycosylation preferences of the transferases. A short linker sequence that has been shown to allow
the domain to rotate, and this movement allows for the lectin domain to bind to a sugar and then
bring the rest of the substrate to be modified into contact with the catalytic domain (Lira-Navarrete
et al. 2015). Gerken, et al (2013) reported that a glycosylated Thr between 6 and 13 amino acids
in the N-terminal, C-terminal, or either direction with an optimal distance around 10 amino acids,
has an increased likelihood of being glycosylated for some transferases.
Molecular dynamics studies of various T2 constructs show how the flexible linker between
the catalytic and lectin domains is the source of the different preferences (de Las Rivas et al. 2017).
As shown in the mentioned articles and depicted in Figure 2.3 (which is modified from Revoredo’s
article), the lectin preference for the N-terminal or C-terminal glycosylated sites varies from
10

transferase to transferase. The lectin domains may also act as a competitive inhibitor of other
transferases, keeping sites from being glycosylated by a particular transferase (Lorenz et al. 2016)
The glycopeptide preferences of the transferases allow for the glycosylation of mucin and
mucin-like proteins to occur when there is more than one O-glycosylation site. An example of this
can be found in porcine submaxillary mucin where

Gerken et al (1997) determined the

glycosylation of a porcine submaxillary gland mucin tandem repeats by GALNT1 and T2 over
four time points.

Figure 2.2: GALNT2 structure
The transferases have been grouped into 9 subgroups within two main families, as shown in Figure
2.3. The phylogenetic tree was constructed using sequence alignment by Bennett, et al (Bennett
et al. 2012) and used by the Gerken group to highlight the binding preferences of the transferases
(Gerken et al. 2013, Revoredo et al. 2016).
The cellular expression of the different transferases varies from tissue to tissue, with T1,
T2, and T11 expressed in most tissues at varying levels. While the other transferases have more
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variable expression levels in a different tissues, for example, transferase T20 is expressed only in
the brain and the testis (Raman et al. 2012, Joshi et al. 2018). Certain tissues, such as the sublingual
gland, have a broad range of the transferases present, whereas other tissues, such as the heart and
liver, only have a few transferases being expressed (Young et al. 2003). To add to the complexity
of the transferase expression, alternative splicing of T13 has been reported, with either a loss of
function in the alternative splice or no effect (Festari et al. 2017).
2.1.4

Biological and medical significance of O-Glycosylation
The variation in polypeptide transferase expression between tissues has given insight into

the roles of O-glycosylation in biological systems. The O-glycosylation performed by the different
transferases affects the functions of mucins and mucin-like proteins. Mucins are proteins that have
up to 500 repetitive elements and can contain 100’s of sites for glycosylation in each of the
repetitive elements. The cell surface mucins are either associated with the cell membrane or can
be secreted (Hollingsworth and Swanson 2004). An example of a secreted mucin is the MUC5AC,
which is present in the gastric (Nordman et al. 1995) and respiratory (Hovenberg, Davies, and
Carlstedt 1995) tracts, and provides a protective layer between the epithelial cells and the
environment by being part of the mucosal lining. MUC1 is an example of membrane associated
mucin that is located on many epithelial cells, and it contains a large glycosylation structure, like
other mucins, but also contains a cytoplasmic tail that is linked to metabolic transcriptional
regulation (Mehla and Singh 2014). Of note, not all the proteins glycosylated by the GALNTs are
mucins, and thus are considered as mucin-like glycosylated proteins.
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Figure 2.3: GALNT phylogenetic tree and glycosylated site preferences. Modified from de la
Rivas, et al (de las Rivas et al. 2019).
O-glycosylation is important for numerous developmental and normal biological functions
of the body. As already mentioned, MUC5AC and MUC1 are important factors in protecting the
epithelial cell surfaces from the harsh environments, such as the low pH of the gastric tract.
Transferase expression has also been linked to a variety of developmental processes, such as a
GALNT9 deficiency and abnormal brain development (Nakamura et al. 2005) and GALNT1
deficiency and abnormal heart valve development (Tian et al. 2015). Tran and Ten Hagen
published a review article in 2013 (Tran and Ten Hagen 2013) highlighting the developmental
importance of different GALNTs, including a highlight of the lethal effects of mutations within
the transferases during various embryonic stages of development of the fly.
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The effect of GALNTs abnormal expression is not only seen in development, but is also
seen in many types of cancer. A partial list of cancers in which GALNT expression is associated
with are testicular germ cell tumors (Rajpert-De Meyts et al. 2007), liver (Huang et al. 2015),
gastric (Gao et al. 2013), kidney (Liu et al. 2014), prostrate (Chen et al. 2014), pancreatic
(Hofmann et al. 2015), ovarian (Vitiazeva et al. 2015), and breast cancer (Chou et al. 2015). Zuo
(2018) showed that GALNT14 specific glycosylation modifies the cell motility of breast cancer
cells. In addition to cancer, Marucci, et al, (2013) suggest a link in the reduction of GALNT2
expression and a role of hyperglycemia in diabetes. Finally, the cellular glycosylation machinery
and GALNTs are utilized for the completion of viral proteins such as the herpes simplex virus type
1 (Bagdonaite et al. 2015).
2.2

Select O-glycosylation prediction programs
In the following sub-sections are descriptions of O-glycosylation specific prediction

algorithms that have been implemented on a web server for individual researchers. Although they
are not the complete list of algorithms reported in literature, they are the ones that are current and
publicly available.
2.2.1

NetOGlyc 3.1
Julenius, et al (2005) published their NetOGlyc 3.1 paper in 2005. NetOGlyc 3.1 predicts

O-glycosylation sites based on a feed-forward neural network with back-propagation. To train the
program, they used 86 mammalian sequences from O-GlycBase v6.00 (Gupta et al. 1999) and
mouse the interleukin-3 protein that is known to not have any O-glycosylation. Within the study,
they also showed that 70% of glycosylated Threonine and Serine sites are exposed on the surface,
while only 35% of the Threonine and Serine sites that are non-glycosylated are exposed. This was
then incorporated into the prediction model.
NetOGlyc3.1 is hosted within the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis web server
(CBS, http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetOGlyc-3.1/) at the Technical University of Denmark.
The prediction server runs a signal peptide check to see if the protein is transferred to the Golgi
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and the program makes a note that if any protein doesn’t have the signal peptide, this prediction
should be ignored. The site has a limit of 50 protein sequences or 200,000 total amino acids and
can be submitted via an uploaded file or the sequences can be entered in a text box. The results
page gives a score for each site and, if selected, a graph of the results with the sequence position
along the x-axis and the score along the y-axis.
2.2.2

NetOGlyc 4.0
In 2013, Steentoft et al (2013) published the release of NetOGlyc 4.0. Instead of the neural

network of the version 3.1, version 4.0 is a support vector machine that was built using features
from surface accessibility (NetSurfP), protein disorder (DISEMBL), transmembrane prediction
(TMHMM), and results of the SimpleCell technology proteome from the paper. The article reports
that the results from the predictions from version 3.1 overlap considerably with that of the newer
version.
Like

NetOGlyc3.1,

version

4.0

is

hosted

within

the

CBS

web

server

(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetOGlyc-4.0/) and much of the same restrictions in regards to
the limits on the sequence submission and the results page are the same as the prior version.
2.2.3

CKSAAP-OGlySite
The method and CKSAAP-OGlySite prediction server was published by Chen, et al (2008).

A composition of k-spaced amino acids pairs (CKSAAP) encoding scheme was utilized in a
support vector machine predictive model was trained with mucin-type O-glycosylation sites
retrieved from Swiss-Prot mammalian protein sequences. The encoded amino acid pairs have a
high dimensionality, so the researchers calculated the correlation coefficient from known sites to
limit the features in the prediction by using the highest correlated pairings.
CKSAAP-OGlySite allows for single protein sequence up to 3000 amino acids with no
header to be submitted at http://bioinformatics.cau.edu.cn/zzd_lab/CKSAAP_OGlySite/ and a link
to the results is sent out to the user. The results page displays the score for the residues and a
graphic displaying the results in relation to the sequence position.
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2.3

ISOGLYP

2.3.1 General description
The ISOGlyP program was first developed at UTEP in 2010, and the current version can
be found at ISOGlyP.utep.edu. Unlike other O-glycosylation programs, ISOGlyP returns an
isoform specific prediction for each submitted Thr and Ser site. The program uses a product of
isoform specific enhancement values to determine the likelihood of glycosylation at each Ser and
Thr site. The enhancement values (EV, see Figure 2.4 for GALNT1 EV table example) for the
individual amino acids were calculated by Gerken, et al (Gerken et al. 2006, Gerken et al. 2011,
Gerken, Ten Hagen, and Jamison 2008) by taking the ratio of amino acids from glycosylated
random peptides to the original random peptides for six of the 20 human GALNTs:
T1,T2,T3,T5,T10 and T12. Similar values were determined by Gerken’s group for an additional
four human GALNTs: T11, T13, T14, T16 (Gerken, personal communication). The EV’s obtained
from the experiments included incorporation of O-glycosylated threonine within five amino acids
of the site of potential glycosylation. Using the values associated with the various amino acids, an
enhancement value product (EVP) is produced. EVP values greater than one indicate that
glycosylation at that position is more likely, equal to one is neutral, and less than one being
unlikely.

Figure 2.4: GALNT1 Enhancement Value Table screenshot from ISOGlyP.utep.edu
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ISOGlyP allows for either submission by uploading a file or pasting the sequence into a
text box which can include GalNAc-O-glycosylated Ser or Thr by using $ and + respectively.
Prediction parameters are selected via checkboxes, and allow for the selection of the range of
amino acids to be included in the EVP calculation as well as the transferases to be used in the EVP
calculations for each site. The results are given in a table with the calculated EVP values for each
of the sites, and allow for an export of the sequence and an Excel spreadsheet containing the results.
See Figures 2.5 A and B below for examples of the submission and results pages.

Figure 2.5: Current ISOGlyP.utep.edu submission (A) and results (B) pages.
Google analytics was used to track the usage of the ISOGlyP starting in August of 2015.
Between August 15, 2015 and February 26, 2019, the site had a total of 14,802 page views with
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over 5200 submissions based on the number of unique views of the results page. 91 countries
were identified as using ISOGlyP with the United States, China and the United Kingdom being
the top locations.
2.3.2 Reported use of ISOGlyP in peer reviewed articles
Miwa, et al (2010) studied the GALNT1 knockout mouse model. Osteopontin and bone
sialoprotein in GALNT1-null mouse showed a decrease in molecular weight confirming
differential glycosylation. To determine the location of specific glycosylation sites, probable sites
were determined using both NetOGlyc 3.1 and the enhancement factors used to determine the
ISOGlyP EVP. Using these sites, small peptides were constructed to determine the specific
glycosylation sites using GALNT1, T2, and T3 within the osteoblast proteins. The paper also
shows a hierarchical order of glycosylation performed by the GALNTs in the necessity of having
a site modified by one GALNT and then another.
In 2013, Saldova, et al (2013) published a study on the glycosylation of serum CA125
within ovarian cancer patients. CA125 is a large (22,152 amino acids) extracellular mucin protein.
These repetitive units account for majority of the glycosylation and the authors used ISOGlyP to
predict over 3700 O-glycosylation sites with the GALNT1, T2, T5 and T12 transferases. The aim
of the paper was to look for differences in glycosylation between control patients and those with
ovarian cancer patients.
Then in 2014, Ali, et al, published a study with an analysis of Lubricin (Ali et al. 2014).
Lubricin is located in joints and acts as lubrication between the bones. The authors were
comparing the rheumatoid arthritis, an autoimmune disease, with that of osteoarthritis, caused by
mechanical stress, to see if there were differences within the glycosylation. Given the relevant
proteins, ISOGlyP predicted that 191 sites would be glycosylated. In their experiment, 168 sites
were confirmed as being glycosylated by mass spectrometry, of which, 166 were identified by the
ISOGlyP predictions. The synovial region identified in their study that was glycosylated but not
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predicted by ISOGlyP but they thought it was glycosylated by GALNT15, which was expressed
in the cells but is not an available option for ISOGlyP.
Norden, et al, published a paper studying the herpes simplex virus gC-1 to investigate the
order of glycosylation of Serine and Threonine in the mucin domain.(Norden et al. 2015) In the
article, the authors used ISOGlyP to help predict the order of the O-glycosylation events by ranking
the EVP values of expressed transferases and assuming the highest values would be glycosylated
first. Their approach was that any EVP values greater than ten would occur rapidly, between four
and ten would have a moderate rate and slow rate would occur between one and four. Using these
cutoffs, the predicted and experimental order of events matched fairly well.
Yun Kong, et al, showed a comparison of 10 transferase substrate preferences in vitro to
develop a comprehensive isoform specific O-glycosylation dataset (Kong et al. 2015). The authors
plotted the EVP scores of each of the 195 peptides with the experimental results of the in vitro
analysis for the different transferases.

In the paper, the ISOGlyP values showed a strong

correlation between the predicted sites and experimentally confirmed sites for a number of
transferases. Thomas Gerken later reviewed the analysis and determined that some of peptides had
additional Threonine sites with larger EVP values than the original sites chosen indicating they
should be glycosylated. This allowed for an even better alignment of the predicted glycosylation
with the experimental results (Gerken, personal communication).
In 2018 (Uslupehlivan, Deveci, and Un 2018), ISOGlyP was used to predict transferase
specific sites of the prion protein (PrP). O-glycosylation of the PrP is believed to be related to the
change of a normal PrP protein into that of one that has the infectious structure that is the causative
agent of scrapie in sheep and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in humans. By looking at the EVP values
of PrP, variants could be made that increased the glycosylation of the protein and thus provide
protection from the disease.
The usage of ISOGlyP continues to grow with others using it for various other studies from
analyzing protein glycosylation in silico (Uslupehlivan, Şener, and Deveci 2018, Matsuura et al.
2018, Stewart et al. 2019) or looking at effects of protein variants within the range of the glycosite
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(Curtis et al. 2018). Du, et al, (2018) even utilized ISOGlyP to try to optimally engineer sites of
glycosylation within bacteria using GALNT1 and -T2. Du, et al, concluded that the ISOGlyP
prediction was useful in regards to the peptides analyzed, but did not work as expected in the full
protein context.
2.4

Metrics for Program Evaluation
Described below are common measures generally used in comparing the accuracy and

efficiency of prediction methods. These will be applied in subsequent chapters to show the
improvement and scalability of the ISOGlyP program.
2.4.1

Prediction Measurements (Carugo and Eisenhaber 2010)

Contingency Table
The contingency table is a way to depict the summarized results of prediction against that
of a known result and is laid out in the fashion of Figure 2.6. In the case of just a positive or
negative outcome, the contingency table would be a two-by-two table with the following four
items. First, true positives (TP) are the number of items in which the prediction agrees with the
known positive result. Similarly, true negatives (TN) are that which the prediction predicts the
known negative result. False positives (FP) are predicted as positive but are known to be negative.
Finally, false negatives (FN) are predicted as negative but are known to be positive.
Accuracy
The accuracy of a prediction is the total number, both negative and positive, of correctly
predicted instances divided by the number of total number of instances. This value can be
misleading when either the positive or negative instances are greatly outnumbering the other within
the pool of samples.

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁
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(1)

Figure 2.6: Contingency table showing the different relationships between the actual results and
predicted results.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is a way to look at the true positive sites as a ratio of predicted true positives to
the total actual positives. It measures how well the prediction method can find the positive
instances.

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

(2)

Specificity
Specificity of a prediction is a ratio of the predicted true negatives to the total actual
negatives. It measures how well the prediction method can find the negative instances.

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

(3)

Positive Predictive Value
Positive predictive value is the fraction of predicted true positives over all the predicted
positives. It is also called precision, or positive prediction power.

𝑃𝑃𝑉 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
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(4)

False Positive Rate
False positive rate is the fraction of false positives over all actual negatives. It is
complementary to specificity and allows for an idea of how many of the predicted positives are
not positive.

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =

𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃

= 1 − specificity

(5)

Matthew Correlation Coefficient
Matthew correlation coefficient calculates the correlation between the predicted
classification and its actual classification. The values can range from negative one as being
completely negatively correlated, to zero, which is no correlation or completely random, to
positive one which has a perfect correlation between the predicted and actual classification. It is
particularly when the dataset is unbalanced in the number of positive and negative instances.

𝑀𝐶𝐶 =

2.4.2

(𝑇𝑁 ∗ 𝑇𝑃) − (𝐹𝑃 ∗ 𝐹𝑁)
√(𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁) ∗ (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃) ∗ (𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) ∗ (𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃)

(6)

Analysis of Algorithms
As with comparing prediction programs in terms of accuracy, programs can also be

compared in terms of how many steps are needed to process a set of n elements along with the
amount of memory necessary. To allow scaling of data analysis, parallel programs have been
designed to use multiple computers or processors to accomplish the desired task. This section
describes some ways of comparing different algorithms or of the algorithm implementations.
Analysis of Parallel Programs (Rauber 2010)
To reduce the time required to run a program, programmers have changed the way they
program to utilize multiple computers in distributed computing and multiple cores on a single
machine in parallel computing. Many factors need to be considered in the creation of a parallel
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computing to determine the value of implementing the program in parallel, including memory
access, communication costs, etc. Speedup and efficiency are two general metrics that can be used
to measure the benefit of using a program in its parallel form.
Speedup is simply the time taken for the implementation of the sequential program for n
elements, T*(n), divided by the time taken for the p processors processing the same n elements,

Tp(n).
𝑆𝑝 (𝑛) =

𝑇 ∗ (𝑛)
𝑇𝑝 (𝑛)

(7)

An ideal speed up would be equal to p, but this usually cannot be achieved.
Efficiency is the way of determining the effectiveness of the parallel program processor
usage by looking at the fractional utilization of each of the processors. It is determined by taking
the speedup, Sp(n) divided by the number of processors, p.

𝐸𝑝 (𝑛) =

𝑆𝑝 (𝑛)
𝑇 ∗ (𝑛)
=
𝑝
𝑝 ∗ 𝑇𝑝 (𝑛)

(8)

An efficiency of one means that there is no loss in processor utilization when the program is run
in parallel.
2.5

Feature Selection
Features are a way of describing an object or process. There are four basic types of features

to select from: 1) Binary, 2) Nominal, 3) Ordinal, and 4) Continuous. Binary features are simply
two choices, an example would be true or false, yes or no, etc. Nominal features can have many
discrete values, examples of nominal features include types of clouds, cancer types, etc. Ordinal
features are discrete categories but has order to the groups, and examples of ordinal features can
include letter grades or hurricane classifications. Continuous features are those that are continuous
in nature, such as height and weight, or amount of rain collected in milliliters. Prediction of O23

glycosylation can incorporate features that are continuous in nature, but can also contain the other
feature types.
Feature selection techniques will often use a simple prediction method, such as decision
trees, to help determine which variables that are important. For the feature selection methods used
within this study, a basic understanding of a decision tree is needed. Decision trees use a set of
rules based on the features available in which a group of objects are separated into their eventual
respective classes. The process of creating rules based on the features continues until a set number
of levels, i.e. splits, or error threshold is met. The root node contains all the presorted objects. The
internal nodes contain the rules to split the objects at that point. Terminal nodes are the final node
in which the classification is based on the majority of the objects within that node. A simple
example of a decision tree can be found in Figure 2.7 below. The rest of this section covers the
basics of feature selection, both the metrics used within and the general approach of the methods,
to allow for the most informative features to be used in training and implementation of predictive
models

Figure 2.7: Simple Decision Tree Example.
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2.5.1 Metrics used to select features
Information gain, IG, is a way of determining the most relevant features to help create a
classification system. The objective function, Equation (9), maximizes the IG at each node, where
f is the feature in of the split and Dp is the data at the parent node and Dj is the data at the individual
child nodes (Raschka 2015). I(D) is a measurement of impurity, see Classification Error, Entropy,
and Gini Index below, and Np and Nj are the number of samples in the parent node and that in the
child node j respectively. The number of splits m is usually two for most machine learning
packages to reduce the search space.

𝑚

IG(𝐷𝑝 , f) = I(𝐷𝑝 ) − ∑
𝑗=1

𝑁𝑗
𝐼(𝐷𝑗 )
𝑁𝑝

(9)

As an alternative to information gain, a correlation-based method will also be described.
Classification Error
The proportion, p(i|t), of samples that belonging to class i to the total number samples
within the node t is first calculated for the Classification Error, IE, impurity measurement. Next,
the maximum proportion over all non-empty classes is subtracted from one and returned for the
calculation of the overall Information Gain, see Equation (10). (Raschka 2015) The values are
based on model built using a subset of possible features.
𝐼𝐸 = 1 − max[𝑝(𝑖|𝑡)]

(10)

Entropy
The entropy measurement captures the homogeneity of a node, and determined by Equation
(11) (Raschka 2015). A completely homogeneous sampling would have an entropy value of zero
where a completely mixed group would have a value of one.

Where the proportion, p(i|t), of

samples that belonging to class i to the total number samples within the node over the classes c for
a particular node.

𝑐

𝐼𝐺 (𝑡) = ∑ p(𝑖|𝑡)(𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝(𝑖|𝑡))
𝑖=1
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(11)

Gini Index
The Gini Index shown in Equation (12) is used within decision trees to determine the
feature that causes a split that isolates objects to similar objects (Raschka 2015). Gini index
highlights the diversity of the samples within the split, and a value close to zero indicates that a
subgroup is homogenous. The Gini index is calculated for all available features at each node to
determine which feature creates the most homogenous subgroup. As before, the proportion, p(i|t),
of samples that belonging to class i to the total number samples within the node over the classes c
for a particular node.
𝑐

𝑐

𝐼𝐺 (𝑡) = ∑ p(𝑖|𝑡)(1 − p(𝑖|𝑡)) = 1 − ∑ 𝑝(𝑖|𝑡)2
𝑖=1

(12)

𝑖=1

Correlation-based
Correlation-based analysis of the features is an alternative to the information gain approach above
and tries to minimize the intercorrelation of the selected features while maximizing the correlation
with the class. Equation (13) depicts the correlation-based analysis of feature subsets. Where MS
is the heuristic measure of a particular subset of k features, where ̅̅̅̅
𝑟𝑐𝑓 is the mean feature-class
correlation and ̅̅̅̅
𝑟𝑓𝑓 is the mean feature-feature correlation. (Hall 1999)

𝑀𝑆 =

𝑘𝑟̅̅̅̅
𝑐𝑓
√𝑘 + 𝑘(𝑘 + 1)𝑟̅̅̅̅
𝑓𝑓

(13)

2.5.2 Methods used to select relevant features
Subset Selection
Subset selection of features can occur by either adding or removing one or more features
at a time. The Forward Search starts by adding the most informative features until the desired
number of features is added to the list of features to be used. The Backward Search starts with all
possible features, and then removes a feature at a time until the desired number of features is
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retained. The Best First Search is similar to the Forward Search, but utilizes all the prior
information in selecting the next feature. Additionally, these can be extended to include sets of
features being added or removed at a given time.
Subset selection can use a variety of measures to determine which features to keep and
which to discard. Information gain and correlation-based metrics, described above, can both be
used to determine which features are relevant.
Random Forest Importance Feature Selection
Random forests are a collection of decision trees that have various subsets of the total
features and are used in classification problems. In the process of creating the random forest
classifier, feature relevance can be determined as well. In short, for each individual tree within the
random forest, relevant features are identified using methods described above when creating the
trees. The Gini index of features within the individual trees are determined. The Gini index of the
features are then compiled from all the trees and the values are normalized. The Random Forest
Importance Feature Selection then reports the mean decrease in the Gini when the feature is not
used within the tree. By using the Mean Decrease in Gini, the features can then be ranked from
most relevant to those that are not based on the cost of their exclusion (Breiman 2001).
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Chapter 3: Construction of GalNAc glycosylation datasets
In recent years, studies have produced data linking sites of GalNAc glycosylation to
GALNTs present in a cell. Unlike other O-glycosylation prediction tools, ISOGlyP is a GALNT
specific prediction program with the original version based on data from random peptide studies.
To test and expand the original ISOGlyP prototype, positive and negative site specific
glycosylation data with determined GALNTs was needed. This chapter will first define the
relevant components of the peptide sources and then describe how the individual peptide data was
collected. Next, for the structural feature incorporation, terminology, necessary experimental meta
data, and experimental limitations will be described that relate to the compiled glycosylated protein
dataset along with a brief description of the source of the data. Finally, the chapter will discuss
how the data were compiled and stored for various downstream usage.
3.1

PEPTIDE DATASETS
To optimize and test the reliability of the EVP generated, small peptides will be used. In

this section, a common terminology and relevant features will be defined. Next, the sources of the
peptides will be described.
3.1.1

Dataset terminology and relevant features
Peptides are defined within this study as strings of less than 30 amino acids, and can either

be random, designed or derived from a known protein sequence. Random peptides are generated
by randomly adding an amino acid from a known set of possible amino acids to the growing chain.
Peptides can be designed to test specific hypothesis in regard to amino acid sequences. Finally, as
a specific type of designed peptides, a known protein sequence can be used as a template.
To efficiently utilize the different peptides, a single GALNT must be used in an isolated
system to determine the relative level of glycosylation of the peptide. This combination of
transferase and peptide can then be repeated across multiple transferases to determine the level of
GALNT specific glycosylation.
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3.1.2

Description of data sources
The following are sources of peptides that were used for developing and testing the

enhancement value products in the core of the ISOGlyP prediction software.
Gerken, et al.(2006, 2008, 2011)
The initial EV data was generated by a series of random peptide substrates within the
Gerken laboratory. The peptide designs were reported in 2006 and then expanded upon in 2008
and 2011. The core of the construct consisted of the following pattern: GAGAXnTXnAGAGK,
where Xn were random n amino acid residues that were incorporated depending on the peptide
group, see Table 1 for list of different peptide groups and the associated residues that were
incorporated. Aliquots of the peptide mixes were mixed with isolated soluble GALNT along with
UDP-[3H]GalNAc overnight. Using an immobilized lectin column, the glycosylated random
peptide mix was isolated. Using Edman sequencing of both the pre-bound control and lectin
isolated fractions, the mole fraction of each residue type was then obtained for each sample. The
enhancement values were determined by the ratio of the lectin bound mole fraction and the control
pre-bound mole fraction for each residue at each position of the random peptide.
Table 3.1: GALNT random substrates constructs
Peptide

# of X

Group

Residues

P-I

3

G,A,P,R,E,N,Y,V

2006,2008

P-II

3

G,A,P,J,D,Q,H,F,I,M,W

2006

P-III

3

G,A,P,R,D,Q,K,F,I

2006, 2008

P-IV

3

G,A,P,R,E,Q,H,L

2006, 2008

P-V

3

G,A,P,R,D,N,K,M,Wa

2006, 2008

P-VI

5

G,A,P,V,L,Y,E,Q,R,H

2008, 2009, 2011

P-VII

5

G,A.P.I.M,F,D,N,R,K

2008, 2009, 2011

P-VIII

5

G,A,P,V,T,E,N,S,R,K

2011

GP-I

4

G,A,P,V,I,F,Y,E,D,N,R,K,H,SER-O--GalNAc

2009

Random residues = X
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Publication
Years

The determination of the enhancement values (EV) used within the ISOGlyP program for
GALNT1, T2, T3, T5, T10, and T12 was completed by Gerken, et al.(2011) The recently published
enhancement values for T4 (de las Rivas et al. 2018) and T13 (Festari et al. 2017) were added.
Data for the unpublished T11, T14 and T16 values were also determined and incorporated (Gerken,
personal communication). The data are represented in a table with specific enhancement values
given for each position. Amino acids such as cysteine are not included because of the chemical
properties of the amino acid disrupt the experimental procedure and are accounted for in the table
as a value of one to not increase or decrease the final EVP value. Additionally, Tryptophan,
Threonine and non-standard amino acid designations, such as X, are coded within the tables as one
for the same reason. The EV at each position are independent of any other site due to the random
nature of the peptides and the Edman sequencing approach, thus additional amino acid features,
such as dipeptides or k-spaced amino acid pairs, cannot be derived from this data.
Kong, el al. (2014)
Kong and colleagues designed a panel of 195 peptides containing either a Thr or Ser with
at least one acceptor site based on glycosites discovered in a SimpleCell O-glycoproteome study
(Steentoft et al. 2013). Ten GALNT clones (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T7, T11, T12, T14, and T16) were
expressed in High five insect cells, a cell line useful for over expressing and purifying eukaryotic
proteins, and purified with either a SP-sepharose or NiNTA agarose columns. The peptides
suspended in a reaction buffer were incubated for four hours and overnight. The O-glycosylation
of the peptides was determined by MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry. Results were obtained in an
Excel file as one of five ordinal values (-, (+), +, ++, +++) representing the amount of glycosylation
seen on the peptide.
The mass spectrometry results that were reported contain only the amount of Oglycosylation, and not the location of the glycosylation on the peptides. In cases where the number
of possible glycosites was greater than one, the location was assumed to be where Steentoft (2013)
reported the glycosylation event which could be incorrect in some of the cases. Additionally, the
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glycosites assumed to be positive were taken in reference to the whole glycoprotein, and no
consideration was considered for the change in protein structure in the isolated peptide. These
peptides nevertheless do allow for transferase specific glycosylation patterns to be identified in an
ambiguous manner.
King, et al. (2017)
King, et al, (2017) published a work in which they identified glycosites within proteins
from human plasma, platelets and endothelial cells using LC-MS/MS. 33 synthetic 20-mer
peptides based on their glycoproteomics study were created, see below for more details on the
study. The glycosylation of these peptides was tested in vitro with either, T1, T2, T3 or all three
transferases for a duration of 4 and 16 hours. 31 of the 33 peptides were glycosylated by more than
one transferase. Multiple peptides had more than one identified glycosite and 12 peptides
contained ambiguous regions of glycosylation. This data set provides for a small of number of
peptides that have transferase specific information about them allowing for individual transferase
testing using these peptides.
3.2

FULL PROTEIN DATASETS

3.2.1

Dataset terminology and relevant features
The following is a description of the information deemed necessary for the collected O-

glycosylation datasets beyond that of general characteristics such as protein name, accession
number, and protein sequence. The information will allow for the Serine and Threonine sites to
be sorted into positive and negative locations given a set of experimental parameters.
Within each experiment, sites can be classified one of three ways. The first is a positive
identification of O-glycosylation of the site of interest that has been experimentally confirmed.
Secondly, ambiguous sites are a region of sites considered positive because the specific site of
glycosylation is not known. This could be due to lack of resolution within the experiment or
alternative glycosylation events within the region. Alternative glycosylation is where transferases
are not consistent in glycosylating the same site on multiple copies of the same protein. Negative
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sites are considered as no glycosylation events are found at that site. Positive and negative sites
would be considered unambiguous because of their clear status.
Within cells, proteins are transported to various compartments of the cell and can include
being secreted into the surrounding medium or intracellular space. There are two main fractions
of interest, the first is the total cell lysate (TCL) which is where the cells are concentrated and
protein is extracted regardless of where they are within the cell. Secondly, the secreted proteins
or those proteins found in the supernatant of the centrifugation isolation the cells. These proteins
are proteins that are secreted from the cells or to a smaller degree those proteins that are broken
off of the cells during the processing of the centrifugation. In both cases, the same transferases
should be at work on each isolated protein fractions.
Next, a list of transferases found to be expressed in the samples needs to be associated with
the data. This data is derived mainly from real-time PCR (rtPCR) analysis of the cell samples.
rtPCR measures the amount of a specific transcript within the sample using amplification by PCR.
This list of GALNTs can then be used to determine which of transferases could have a role in
glycosylating the proteins within the sample. Thus positive, ambiguous and unambiguous sites,
could then be linked to a set of transferases that are likely responsible for glycosylation of the site.
As with the ambiguous sites, the actual transferase responsible for the glycosylation cannot be
determined if there is more than one transferase transcript present in the sample.
3.2.2

Description of data sources

Steentoft, et al (2013)
The SimpleCell data from this work was generated from 12 human cancer cell lines with
2100 unambiguously identified glycosites with another 700 ambiguous sites from over 600
glycoproteins. After isolating proteins from the cell lysate and supernatant, the glycoproteins were
enriched on a VVA agarose. The glycoproteins were eluted using heating the lectin with RapiGest
to avoid further dialysis steps. The eluted proteins were then digested for analysis via mass
spectrometry. The data was compiled and stored in an Excel file that contains the glycosite data
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for each of the cell lines’ lysate and supernatant associated with the protein identification and
positional information of the site. The file separated the glycosites by whether they were
ambiguous or unambiguous. Additionally, the expression of the different GALNTs were tested
using monoclonal antibodies for each of the cell lines.
While the transferases were identified, the issue remains as to which transferase
glycosylates any given site. So, in testing ISOGlyP against the dataset, the identified transferases
will all have to be considered when testing the predictions. Also, the results do not quantify the
amount of glycosylation present limiting the knowledge of how common a glycosylation occurs
at the sites. Finally, in considering the different results, the ambiguous results highlight regions
that have a glycosylation site, but it is not clear as to which exact amino acid it is located on or if
the sites vary for individual copies of the protein.
Schjoldager, et al (2015)
Schjoldager, et al(2015) took the SimpleCell HepG2 liver cell line (Steentoft et al. 2013)
and modified the expression of the different transferases to start to analyze sites that glycosylated
by many GALNTs and those that are glycosylated by only one GALNT.

By creating separate

knockouts of the GALNT1 and T2, and induction of T3, sites of transferase specific glycosylation
are determined using mass spectrometry methods.

The study identified 328 additional

glycoproteins containing 1,018 mono-glycosylated sites. Of those sites, 75 were specific for T1,
81 for T2 and 121 for T3 when looking at both the total cell lysate and the secreted proteins. While
there was minimal expression of T4, T10, and T11, the majority of glycosylation can be assumed
to be due to T1, T2 and T3 in the HepG2 modified cells.

The data also contained numerous

ambiguous sites.
King, et al (2017)
Unlike the SimpleCell technology, this glycoproteomics study looked at the primary source
of the glycoproteins without any directed mutations to the genes. King, et al(2017) took four
random donors from a blood bank and isolated platelets and plasma, and purchased primary human
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umbilical view endothelial cells (HUVEC) to perform the study. After using a trypsin digestion
and isolating glycopeptides using a lectin column, mass spectrometry was used to identify the
glycoproteins and sites that were glycosylated. 649 glycoproteins were identified within the
analysis with 231 that are unique to this study. A total of 1123 specific glycosites were identified
with an additional 547 ambiguous sites.
As before, the transferases for the different sample types were reported showing that each
cell type contain more than one transferase. So, in the predictions accounting for the multiple
transferases will need to be dealt with. Also, because this is using primary samples, not all sites
that were glycosylated may have been identified and would be limited to sites that contained
enough protein in the sample to be glycosylated and enough of the glycosylated peptides to be
identified.
3.3

STORED DATASET STRUCTURE
Peptide and full-length protein sequences were compiled to allow for easy extraction of

peptide sequences. For the 195 short peptide sequences, a fasta file was created where the header
of the sequences contains a unique index number to keep the sequences separate, along with a
list of GALNTs that glycosylated the peptide and study information including author, year, and
journal if applicable. For the full-length protein sequences, we have compiled information on
2836 positive glycosites across the 869 different proteins. A CSV file was generated that
contains a list of all the possible glycosites for the sequences. Each possible glycosite forms a
row that contains the sequence identification number, the position of the glycosite, and whether it
is a Threonine or Serine in separate columns. Results for each cell line for the individual studies
are recorded in additional columns as “N” for sites that did not show any glycosylation and “Y”
for positive sites where the glycosite was unambiguous. For both the peptide fasta file and the
CSV file, the consistent format allow for additions to both sets in an easy manner so new data
can be incorporated easily and tested quickly.
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Figure 3.1: Example of the peptide data stored in a fasta format

Figure 3.2: Example of the CSV file containing the positive data from protein studies showing
the first four columns containing individual cell type results.
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Chapter 4: Peptide Level Predictions
4.1

INTRODUCTION
The core of the ISOGlyP prediction algorithm is its use of the preference data obtained

from the random peptide studies from the Gerken lab (Gerken et al. 2006, Gerken, Ten Hagen, and
Jamison 2008, Gerken et al. 2011, Gerken et al. 2013, Perrine, Ganguli, et al. 2009, Revoredo et
al. 2016). As more data on the individual transferases has become available, the program needs to
be able to expand. This chapter first covers the redesign of the program to handle the expansion
of ISOGlyP. Next, we examine the addition of prior glycosylation effects on sites of interest. Then
the use of a Thr/Ser ratio to capture the increased preference of Thr over that of Ser by the different
GALNTs is introduced. This is followed by an application of ISOGlyP to design peptides that are
specific for one or more transferases while not being preferred by others. Finally, the chapter
concludes with a comparison of prediction accuracies of ISOGlyP with other prediction programs.
4.2

THE ISOGLYP PROGRAM AND WEBSITE REDESIGN
The original ISOGlyP prototype code was written in C++ by Gerardo Cardenas with all the

HTML described previously within the main program. We decided to redesign the ISOGlyP code
in a modular fashion to facilitate addition of new features and to allow for easier modification as
additional data from various types of experiments avail and as the technology in the biological
sciences evolve. The main ISOGlyP scripts are now written in Python and are located in a main
ISOGlyP core folder that contains functions to read and write fasta files, calculate enhancement
values, and create CSV output files from a command line script, isoglypCL.py.
To include the ability to declare which enhancement value table versions are used in the
prediction of the EVP, the EV tables were removed from the core code and placed in CSV files to
be called when needed.

As the enhancement tables are refined or as information of new

transferases are added, such as the recently added T4 transferase data, only limited effort is needed
to expand the main script of the program to account for these changes. This functionality also
allows for a researcher to repeat analysis using older values to replicate previously published work.
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To allow the ease of identifying the top EVP value, an additional column was added to the results
file listing the max EVP for each site. While this functionality increases the ease of generating and
analyzing the predictions, other additional expansions, such as the incorporation of the Thr/Ser
rate ratios, highlighting of remote prior glycosylation effects, and developing a peptide generator
that is selective for a particular transferase(s) are described in more detail below.
The ISOGlyP program has been made accessible at the website, ISOGlyP.utep.edu, see
Figure 4.1 for the home page, and is built on a Web.py framework (www.webpy.org) that calls the
main command line python script. All relevant parameters are captured using a web form and
passed to the main website script, isoSubmitServer.py. This script contains all the functions related
to calling the different web pages using HTML templates and passing common information, such
as links, CSS files, etc., to the pages as they are being called by Apache when a user requests the
website. Like the consolidation of the python scripts within a core set of files, the single source
for information necessary for the webpages allows for ease of updating the entire site. The site
does not limit the number of sequences, and in processing large sets of sequences, a processing
page and email option is given so that the user does not need to remain on the page. A pagination
option was also implemented to allow for quicker loading of the result pages when large numbers
of sequences are submitted. An example of the redesigned results page can be seen in Figure 4.2
showing the Max EVP values highlighted in blue under the transferase header and in the right most
column.
ISOGlyP.utep.edu

is

hosted

on

a

Dell

PowerEdge

R320

blade

server,

webapps01.bioinformatics.utep.edu, with Intel Xeon processor with 6 cores and 2 MB of cache
running CentOS 7. The server is also configured with 16 GB of memory and 3 TB of storage,
upgradeable to 192 GB and 16 TB respectively, and is located in the Research and Data Center at
the University of Texas at El Paso. Other sites are hosted on the machine, but in comparison to the
other sites the processing resources needed for the ISOGlyP requests is minimal.
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Figure 4.1: Redesigned ISOGlyP Home Page
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Figure 4.2: Redesigned Results page after prediction with max EVP values highlighted in blue
4.3

HIGHLIGHTING PRIOR GLYCOSYLATION EFFECTS
Most GALNTs prefer one to five amino acid residues to be free of prior GalNAc

glycosylation, while others, T4, T7, T12, and T10, prefer the presence of the neighboring GalNAc
glycosylation at -1, +1, +3 and +1 respectively at the glycosylation site. Remote prior GalNAc
glycosylation between 6 and 17 residues to either the C- and/or N-terminal sides are utilized by
the lectin domain of most GALNTs thus giving the remote prior glycosylation specificity
(Revoredo et al. 2016). To incorporate these transferase specific preferences, the core ISOGlyP
code was modified to add position specific slots to represent the extended regions (+/- 20 residues)
around the glycosite of interest. Currently, the values within these positions are place holders for
the individual transferase preferences and indicate whether a prior GalNAc glycosylation event
would increase, decrease, or have no effect on the current site of interest for each of the selected
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GALNT in the prediction. The N- and C-terminal related effects consist of both neighboring (<5
amino acids) and remote (between 5 and 20 amino acids) regions and are recorded in the ISOGlyP
program’s CSV output as four extra columns per transferase.
To separate the values predicted by the main ISOGlyP prediction and the effects of the
extended regions, a new results page was constructed to highlight the positions in which prior
glycosylation could have an effect on the site of interest while not cluttering the main results page.
To indicate the possible effects, three superscript symbols are used. A plus sign (+) is used for
positive effects, a dash (-) is for negative effects, and a zero (0) is used for the neighboring
interactions when there is no effect on the prediction.

Figure 4.3: Results page including highlighted extended regions.
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4.4

THREONINE/SERINE RATE RATIO
The GALNTs generally prefer glycosylation of Thr over that of Ser amino acids.

Experimentally derived ratios have been determined by the Gerken lab (personal communication)
that describe this transferase specific preference. To relay this data within the ISOGlyP algorithm,
the final EVP values of the Ser predictions were reduced by this ratio.
To test the validity of using the ratios in the calculations, platelet data from King et al
(2017) were used to compare prediction accuracy with the addition of the ratio to that without
including the ratio.

In short, for ten replicates, an equal number of randomly selected

experimentally confirmed glycosylated Ser were matched with unglycosylated Serine sites. The
mean and standard deviation of the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, MCC, PPV, and FPR were
calculated using an EVP cutoff value of 1. The results are shown in the following table.
Table 4.1: Prediction accuracy of O-glycosylation with and without the Thr/Ser rate ratio.
Metric

Ser Without Added Ratio

Ser With Added Ratio

Thr

Correction

Correction

Accuracy

0.52 (0.01)

0.66 (0.02)

0.64 (0.03)

Sensitivity

0.98 (0.01)

0.41 (0.04)

0.77 (0.02)

Specificity

0.07 (0.02)

0.90 (0.03)

0.5 (0.05)

MCC

0.11 (0.05)

0.44 (0.06)

0.34 (0.07)

FPR

0.93 (0.02)

0.10 (0.03)

0.50 (0.05)

PPV

0.51 (0.01)

0.81 (0.04)

0.61 (0.02)

An accuracy of 0.52 is deceiving in this case, because almost all of the sites were
considered to be positive and with a balanced dataset you would get an overall accuracy of 0.50 if
you considered them either all positive or all negative. In this case, almost all the positives were
found, indicated by the sensitivity of 0.98, and almost none of the negatives were identified, as
indicated by a specificity of 0.07. Including the Thr/Ser reduced the number of false positives
while increasing the number of false negatives, but the MCC shows an overall increase in the
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balance between the number of true positives and negatives being detected. For comparison, the
Thr only analysis is also shown, where the MCC of the Thr only analysis is lower than the Ser
only ratio now. The values determined show that there is room for improvement in predicting
GalNAc glycosylation which will be discussed more in Chapter 5 while discussing additional
feature selection. As a side note, the Ser dataset used to test the ratio is not isoform specific but
instead it was using the max of the six GALNTs found to be expressed in the platelet study. This
fact maybe a factor leading to the poorer overall predictive accuracy because it cannot determine
which of individual isoform ratios may be off.
Although the Thr/Ser ratios are added into ISOGlyP with default values for the individual
transferases as determined by the Gerken lab (personal communication), the values can be
modified if the user chooses. See Figure 4.1 for location and values of the isoform specific ratios.
4.5

GALNT SPECIFIC PEPTIDE CREATION
There are no strong isoform specific amino acids consensus sequences around possible

glycosylation sites and there is overlap of the various GALNT preferences. Thus, the design of
transferase specific peptides is difficult. A method to isolate small peptide sequences that should
be specifically glycosylated by a desired set of transferases (positive transferases) while not being
glycosylated by another transferase set (negative transferases) is desirable and was constructed
using the ISOGlyP program core and the EVP tables.
To construct a list of peptides that are specific to a given transferase, a set of random
peptides with a Threonine in the center are first generated using the uniform random function
within the numpy package on select amino acids with known EVs. This series of unique sequences
were added to a list for further analysis. EVP values were then calculated for the positive
transferases that the user chooses using the isoResults function within the core ISOGlyP functions.
EVP values are then determined for the series of peptides using the negative transferases. Max
EVP values for both sets are retrieved and stored in separate lists. An index of the sorted positive
list is then constructed. The list is iterated through while the positive EVP values remain above a
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desired positive threshold or until the user defined requested number of peptides is reached. A
negative cutoff value is also in place to remove peptides with EVP values that are higher than the
cutoff. Resulting fasta and CSV files are generated for the user to view in either a text editor or
Excel.
As expected, the number of possible peptides that are tested will affect the number of that
will pass both filters, but will also cause the program to run longer. To monitor the number of
peptides retrieved along with the length of time to complete the analysis, a set of run time
experiments was conducted where the number of random peptides generated was increased using
GALNT1 and T2 for the positive transferases while excluding T3 and positions ranging from -3
to +3. For each value chosen, five replicates were run where the number of possible returned
peptides was increased to the amount of randomly generated peptides. As the number of sequences
are increased, the number of peptides returned are increased as well as expected. To retrieve a
high EVP value, the testing would show that you would need at least 10,000 to retrieve an average
max EVP greater than 10 with the above set up.
Table 4.2: Selective Peptide Generator run analysis. Each column represents the average of five
trials with the standard deviation within parenthesis. The last column is the max
EVP value obtained across all five runs.
Number of
Peptides Tested
100
1000
10000
100000
1000000

Time (seconds)

Peptides Returned

0.29 (0.01)
1.20 (0.01)
10.60 (0.084)
105.00 (2.21)
1073.99 (31.09)

9.2 (1.6)
91.8 (8.63)
840.4 (23.58)
8317.6 (50.72)
83264.4 (42.91)

Averaged
Max EVP
3.92 (1.04)
8.18 (2.70)
14.33 (4.35)
19.47 (1.46)
31.33 (7.03)

Overall Max
EVP
5.55
13.19
21.51
21.45
42.91

The peptide generator was expanded to allow for sequences in a fasta format to be imported
into the script to identify sites that would be selectively glycosylated by the list of selected
transferases. The process is similar to above, except all possible peptides are identified within the
sequences and placed within a list to be analyzed. A list of peptides is returned that have a EVP
value above the selected cutoff as above.
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Figure 4.4: ISOGlyP Selective Peptide Generator Submission

Figure 4.5: ISOGlyP Selective Generator Results Page
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4.6

COMPARISON TO OTHER O-GLYCOSYLATION PREDICTION SITES
ISOGlyP’s isoform specific approach to predicting mucin-type O-glycosylation is unique,

but with the addition of the above features ISOGlyP stands out in its functionality even more. (See
Table 4.2 below for comparisons) The Thr/Ser ratio is adjustable in ISOGlyP while not within the
other programs whereas in the other programs it is static and hidden within the prediction
algorithms. ISOGlyP’s peptide generator and its highlighting of extended prior glycosylation
effects are functionalities that allow for additional questions to be addressed that would not be are
not possible with the other programs. Finally, the ability to submit unlimited amount of sequences
and retrieving the results in a CSV file allows for large scale analysis, such as identifying the
glycome of a cell line, and is easier than other programs would allow.
Table 4.3: Comparison of features from different mucin-type O-glycosylation prediction
programs

Max Size
Input Type
Output Type
Isoform Specific
Training Set
Adjustable T/S Ratio
Highlights Effects of
Prior Glycosylation
Publication Date
Algorithm Type

NetOGlyc
3.1

NetOGlyc4

CKSAAP

ISOGlyP

50 seq /200k aa
File/Text Box
HTML
No

50 seq/ 200k aa
File/Text Box
HTML
No

1 seq /3k aa
Text Box
HTML
No

OGlycBase

SimpleCell
Experiments
No
No

OGlycBase
No
No

None
File/Text Box
HTML/CSV
Yes (11 of 20
isoforms)
Random peptide
studies
Yes
Yes

2013
Neural Network

2008
Support Vector
Machine

Enhancement
Value Product

No
No
2005
Support Vector
Machine

To compare the accuracy of ISOGlyP against the other mucin-type O-glycosylation
prediction tools, data from the King platelet study was analyzed. For ten rounds, two-thirds of the
positives, 256 sites, and equal number of negatives were taken and accuracy metrics were
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calculated using the same sites for both the ISOGlyP and NetOGlyc 4.0 programs. The average of
the ten rounds is reported in Table 4.3. In addition, because many of the glycosites identified
within the King dataset were also used to develop the NetOGlyc 4.0 prediction software, an
additional round of accuracy calculations was performed to see how well ISOGlyP performs
against NetOGlyc 4.0 when the data is not within the training data, and these results are
summarized in Table 4.4 below. When looking at the full King platelet dataset, ISOGlyP
performed slightly worse in overall accuracy, 0.69 verse 0.71, but had a better positive predictive
value of 0.71 as compared to NetOGlyc 4.0’s 0.34. When removing the data that was used to train
the NetOGlyc 4.0 program, the accuracy of the NetOGlyc 4.0 dropped to 0.65 while ISOGlyP’s
maintained the same overall accuracy which shows that the ISOGlyP program is more consistent
across different data sources. An overall accuracy of 0.69 put ISOGlyP in the range of prediction
accuracy of different types of PTMs predictions. The program deepPhos predicts sites of
phosphorylation using a deep neural network with a reported accuracy of 0.69 (Luo et al. 2019)
and the program RF-GlutarySite which predicts glutarylation on lysine residues using a random
forest has a reported accuracy of 0.72 (Albarakati et al. 2019).
Table 4.4: Comparison of ISOGlyP accuracy verse NetOGlyc 4.0 using the full King platelet
dataset.
Metric

ISOGlyP

NetOGlyc 4.0

Accuracy

0.69 (0.01)

0.71(0.01)

Sensitivity

0.65 (0.01)

0.76 (0.01)

Specificity

0.74 (0.02)

0.66 (0.03)

FPR

0.26 (0.02)

0.34 (0.03)

PPV

0.71 (0.02)

0.69 (0.02)

MCC

0.50 (0.03)

0.55 (0.05)

Due to the age of NetOGlyc 3.1, and it being replaced by NetOGlyc 4.0, results using it is
not shown. Initial studies on CKSAAP compared to ISOGlyP and NetOGlyc 4.0 showed an
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accuracy around 0.80, but was not done for the above King analysis because of the website’s
intermittent unavailability and the time required to submit individual sequences.
Table 4.5: Comparison of ISOGlyP accuracy verse NetOGlyc 4.0 using the King platelet dataset
with sites that were used to train NetOGlyc 4.0 removed.
Metric

ISOGlyP

NetOGlyc 4.0

Accuracy

0.69 (0.02)

0.65 (0.03)

Sensitivity

0.60 (0.02)

0.67 (0.03)

Specificity

0.77 (0.04)

0.64 (0.06)

FPR

0.23 (0.04)

0.36 (0.06)

PPV

0.72 (0.04)

0.65 (0.04)

MCC

0.48 (0.08)

0.37 (0.10)

4.7

CONCLUSION
ISOGlyP, and the associated website, is a useful tool in predicting a complex

posttranslational modification of mucin-type O-glycosylation. The number of factors that play a
role in determination of whether a Thr or Ser would be glycosylated by a GALNT is large. The
addition of programming features such as the Thr/Ser ratio shows how as more data becomes
available the results of the various wet lab experiments can be incorporated into the overall
prediction. Other features, such as the extended effects of prior O-glycosylation are not currently
quantifiable, but we have a system that highlights these effects and thus allows researchers to
acknowledge that the surrounding regions can play a role on the site of interest. Additionally,
functionality such as the peptide generator allows for peptides to be designed that are specific for
a given transferase, and also to identify glycosites that should be unique to a given transferase
within a list of proteins.
The results of ISOGlyP do not give a binary prediction of positive or negative, but the EVP
gives a likelihood of a site being glycosylated. EVP values can then be used to determine the
likely order of glycosylation by ranking the sites from highest to lowest, whereas the binary result
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of NetOGlyc 4.0 lacks this information. Although the NetOGlyc 4.0 showed slightly higher overall
accuracy when looking at the King dataset, the removal of the data that was used in training
NetOGlyc 4.0 lowered the overall predictive accuracy of NetOGlyc 4.0 while not effecting the
metrics within ISOGlyP predictions. The comparison of ISOGlyP and NetOGlyc 4.0 shows
relative similar results, but there is room for growth within the ISOGlyP program as will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Incorporation of structural features into ISOGlyP
5.1

INTRODUCTION
Programs like NetOGlyc-4.0 (Steentoft et al. 2013), GlycoMine (Li et al. 2015), and

CKSAAP-OGlySite (Chen et al. 2008) that predict O-glycosylation sites were trained on data that
did not account for the transferases available in the cell lines. While determining if a site can be
glycosylated is important, being able to determine the effects of absence or presence of specific
transferases is important in understanding the biology of the diseases related to the differential
expression of the transferases. ISOGlyP is currently the only algorithm to perform isoform specific
predictions. As seen in Kong (2015), Norden (2015), Ali (2014) and our preliminary studies on
test data, ISOGlyP performs at least as well as other O-glycosylation prediction programs.
However, in some cases, the prediction and the experimental results do not coincide, suggesting
that by including additional features other than the sequence information contained within the
current ISOGlyP predictions, the prediction algorithm might be improved.
As reported in Julenius (2005) and Steentoft (2013), secondary structure features such as
whether the amino acid belongs in a helix or beta-sheet can be used to help predict whether or a
site will be glycosylated.

For example, sites inside secondary structures that make them

inaccessible to GALNT would be less likely to be glycosylated. Additional features, such as
presence in transmembranes or in disordered regions, will be screened to determine if such
information can yield better O-glycosylation site predictions.
This chapter will first describe the generation of these additional features for analysis.
Next, the selection of the relevant features will be discussed. Then, the chapter will explain how
the features were incorporated into the enhancement value product. Summary statistics, such as
accuracy will be explored. Finally, a general discussion on the insertion of the features into the
algorithm and website will be included.
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5.2

GENERATION AND SELECTION OF RELEVANT FEATURES
The summarized protein information necessary for feature selection and analysis was

derived from the SimpleCell dataset (Steentoft et al. 2013). The assumption was made that all
transferases would prefer similar features, and that the site would be considered positive if the site
was glycosylated in any cell line, thus provided 1806 glycosites. Of these, 1200 were randomly
sampled for the feature selection, and 600 for initial testing of the features in simple models. An
equal number of sites that were not identified as glycosylated were also retained for both the
training and testing.
5.2.1

Generation of feature values
Features are values that are either numerical, ordinal or categorical, that can be used to help

predict an outcome.

In the analysis of peptide sequences, features can be just sequence

information, such as amino acid composition or dipeptide composition, or they can incorporate the
biochemical properties of the amino acids, such as the case with Chou’s pseudo amino acid
composition (Chou 2001) where hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity and side-chain mass of the amino
acids are used. Structural features look at regional characteristics of a protein such as secondary
structures, regional disorder, and surface accessibility. To determine these features, the use of
other prediction tools is necessary because the number of proteins in which all this information
has been experimentally confirmed is low.
ISOGlyP’s EVP values were calculated as the first set of features. Possible glycosites of
each protein within the dataset was run through the ISOGlyP program to generate EVP values
using the default positions ranging from -3 to +3 and the Thr/Ser ratios for GALNT1, T2, T3, T5,
T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T16. Additionally, the maximum value from all the transferase specific
EVP values as reported by ISOGlyP was included giving a rise to a total of 11 numeric features.
Next we calculated Chou’s pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) which considers
three characteristics of a desired set of amino acids in a sequence, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity
and side-chain mass of the surrounding amino acids (Chou 2001). The program PseAAC-General
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(Du, Gu, and Jiao 2014) was used to calculate the PseAAC using a window size of 10 for both
single and di-peptide compositions. The process retrieved 420 additional numeric features that
were added to the list of features.
For generation of features related to protein disorder, the Spritz program (Pollastri et al.
2007, Vullo et al. 2006) was utilized. Spritz has three types of predictions, X-ray like, Disprotlike and NMR-like, and can be used with or without psi-blast. Furthermore, the final results are
selected by using either the Sw measure or a 5% false positive rate cutoff. Each of the possible
combination of parameters returns a fasta sequence with either D or O, for disordered or ordered
respectively for each amino acid site. The value at the locations of the possible glycosylation event
was extracted increasing the feature set by another 12 non-numerical features.
The Scratch suite of programs was used to generate values of relative solvent accessibility
and secondary structure from the complete protein sequences using ACCpro and SSpro
respectively (Cheng et al. 2005, Magnan and Baldi 2014). There are two versions of SSpro, one
that utilizes three secondary structure classes and the SSpro8 that has eight possible secondary
structure classes. Similarly, ACCpro comes in two flavors, the first reports either the findings as
either e or – for exposed or buried. The ACCpro returns a value between 0 and 95% and increments
by 5% with the higher values set to be more exposed. The features derived by the Scratch suite
expands the number of non-numerical values by three and adds one discrete value.
Each program was downloaded and installed on a local CentOS 7 machine. A python
script, ran each of the programs and compiled the results into a single file. For each possible
glycosite within the protein sequences, the total number of features generated was 447, of which
15 were not numerical.
5.2.2

Feature selection
To determine the relevant features for inclusion in the final prediction of glycosylation by

the GALNTs, various feature selection techniques were used utilized within R. The feature
selection process was then conducted twice, with and without ISOGlyP values, to determine
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relevance of ISOGlyP values in the predictions. The R package FSelector (Cheng, Wang, and
Bryant 2012) was used for most of the feature selection process. The first set feature selection
methods used were “Best First”, “Forward” and “Backward” searches. These are subset feature
selection methods that used a decision tree-based evaluator method using the R package rpart.
Additionally, from FSelector, the cfs and the general information.gain functions were used as well
which uses the “Best First” methodology to select relevant features. Finally, the random.forest R
package was used to generate a set of features that were important within the training of a random
forest model. The results from the various subset methodologies, whether using entropy based or
correlation, returned similar results as the random forest variable importance (RFVI) feature
selection, so for the remaining part of the chapter, the focus will be on the RFVI analysis.
The RFVI analysis showed that of the features within the compiled dataset, a little over
twenty features are needed based on cross validation testing, see Figure 5.1 panel A. The decrease
in mean Gini is plotted for all the features, and it can be seen that most of the values were low
except for the first twenty, see Figure 5.1 panel B. By looking at the top twenty, see Figure 5.1
panel C, it is evident the importance of the structural features. The RFVI also shows that when
using the ISOGlyP EVP values as features, that only a few amino acid composition features were
relevant, suggesting that when using ISOGlyP in the prediction, additional amino acid composition
can be removed from the final predictive model. (See Figure 5.1 panels C and D) Among the
structural features, seven were chosen among the features while using the ISOGlyP values.
Relative solvent accessibility, netsurf_asa and netsurf_rsa, are the most informative with
secondary structure, scratch_ss and scratch_ss8, and relative solvent accessibility, scratch_acc20,
also having a high predictive value. (See Figure 5.1 panel D)
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Figure 5.1: Random Forest Variable Importance Results.
5.3

INCORPORATION OF STRUCTURAL INFORMATION INTO PREDICTION ALGORITHM

5.3.1

Calculation of EVP with New Features
For each selected structural feature, an enhancement value was created by randomly

selecting 1200 of the 1806 confirmed glycosites and 46,500 of the 72,805 of the possible sites
within the Steentoft SimpleCell dataset. For the features that contained various categories,
espritz_D_1, espritz_X_1, scratch_ss and scratch_ss8, the unique values were obtained, see Table
5.1 for list of values for each feature. For each value within the feature, the ratio of that value
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within the positives across all positives was then divided by the ratio of that value divided by the
total number of possible glycosites. As an example, for espirtz_D_1 the number of times the
protein was considered ordered with a value of “O” at a given positive position was tallied and
then divided by the total number of positives. Next the value “O” was counted within both the
negative and positive sites and then divided by the total number of the negative and positive sites.
The positive value was then divided by the negative and positive value to give the enhancement
value. This process is then repeated for the disordered values to complete the enhancement values
for espirtz_D_1. Equation (14) depicts this in an equation form, where EVf,i is the i-th enhancement
value within feature f. The value cf,i,+ is the number of times a value is found within the positive
subset of sites and cf,+ is the count of positives checked. Similarly, cf,i and cf are the counts within
all possible sites for the i-th value and all possible values respectively.
Table 5.1: List of Features Used in EVP calculations
Feature Abbreviation Program Used Feature Measures
ED1
Espritz
Protein Disorder
NRSA

NetSurf

Relevant Surface
Accessibility

SS8

Scratch

Secondary Structure
– 8 levels

ACC20

Scratch

Surface Accessibility
– 20 levels

Enhancement Values
D: 1.8568
O: 0.6378
2: 0.2732
7: 1.4783
3: 0.3503
8: 1.3722
4: 1.0209
9: 1.3537
5: 1.3069
10: 4.7793
6: 1.6017
C: 1.4621
B: 0.2344
H: 0.5804
T: 0.5804
E: 0.3585
G: 0.1896
S: 0.4633
I*: 1
2: 0.6329
7: 0.8169
3: 0.9488
8: 1.0433
4: 1.3146
9: 1.0021
5: 1.4886
10: 0.5754
6: 1.475

For the continuous features, scratch_acc20, netsurf_rsa, and netsurf_asa, the values were
sorted into nine bins ranging from with assigned values of two to nine. As an example, netsurf_rsa
calculated values ranged between 0.014 and 0.94, so each value was then assigned a bin. Anything
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below 0.2 was assigned to bin 2, below 0.3 and 0.2 or more was assigned to bin 3, and so on to the
last bin which was anything greater than 0.9 and above. For each of the bins, the same calculation
was performed to calculate the enhancement value for that bin within the feature. This procedure
was repeated 10 times and the mean and standard deviation was determined for each of the 41 total
values across the seven chosen features. Select enhancement values are displayed in Table 5.1.

𝐸𝑉𝑓,𝑖

𝐶𝑓,𝑖,+
⁄𝐶
𝑓,+
=
𝐶𝑓,𝑖
⁄𝐶
𝑓

(14)

Using the new enhancement values along with the values generated by the Gerken lab, the
EVP score was calculated by multiplying the enhancement value of the feature, EVf,i, for all
selected features f, see Equation (15) below. For features that are not utilized, for example if the 4 and -5 positions are not selected, the value will be set to one thus not changing the overall EVP
score. As before, values above one would be considered as a positive prediction and anything
below as not likely to be glycosylated.

𝐸𝑉𝑃 =

∏

(𝐸𝑉𝑓 )

(15)

𝑓∈𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

5.3.2

ISOGlyP predictions with new features
To determine the effectiveness of adding the features into the EVP calculation, HEK293,

HeLa and HaCaT cell line data from the Steentoft study (2013) was used to make sure that the
results were consistent across multiple sets of transferases. EVP values were calculated using
ISOGlyP and various combinations of structural features. Two-thirds of the experimentally
confirmed glycosites along with an equal number of negative sites were selected for use in
calculating the various accuracy metrics. This process was repeated ten times and the results
shown are an average with the standard deviation for each cell line. As an external reference,
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NetOGlyc 4.0 was used, but should be noted that the data used to train NetOGlyc 4.0 is the same
data used within this test. Results are shown in Table 5.2.
Using the mean of the sensitivity and specificity, the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves were generated along with determining the area under the curve (AUC). The ROC
curves are displayed in figure 5.2. The green line represents the curve of a random prediction as
the baseline with an AUC of 0.5. The red line is the curve with of the ISOGlyP which has an AUC
of 0.67. The blue line represents the ISOGlyP with the incorporated features is shown in blue with
an AUC of 0.77. The increase of the AUC and the shift up of the ROC curve shows the
improvement by including the features.

ROC Curves
1

1

Sensitivity

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1-Specificty
ISOGlyP w/ Features (AUC: 0.77)

ISOGlyP Only (AUC: 0.67)

Figure 5.2: ROC curves and AUC values of ISOGlyP predictions with and without the addition
of the netsurf_asa, scratch_ss8, and espritz_D1structural features.
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Table 5.2: Accuracy metrics of various features used
Cell
HaCaT
Lines
NRSA ED1
Metric ISO

HaCaT Hela
Thr
SS8

ACC20

NRSAED1

NRSAED1SS8

0.64
(0.01)
0.52
(0.01)
0.76
(0.03)
0.34
(0.04)
0.24
(0.03)
0.68
(0.03)

0.62
(0.03)
0.52
(0.02)
0.72
(0.04)
0.27
(0.07)
0.28
(0.04)
0.65
(0.04)

0.68
(0.02)
0.59
(0.02)
0.77
(0.04)
0.45
(0.06)
0.23
(0.04)
0.72
(0.03)

0.70
(0.01)
0.63
(0.01)
0.76
(0.02)
0.51
(0.01)
0.24
(0.01)
0.73
(0.02)

Only

Acc
Sen
Spe
MCC
FPR
PPV

0.62
(0.01)
0.49
(0.02)
0.74
(0.03)
0.28
(0.04)
0.26
(0.03)
0.66
(0.02)

0.65
(0.02)
0.53
(0.01)
0.77
(0.03)
0.36
(0.05)
0.23
(0.03)
0.69
(0.03)

0.66
(0.03)
0.56
(0.01)
0.76
(0.04)
0.41
(0.08)
0.24
(0.04)
0.70
(0.04)

NRSAED1SS8ACC20
0.70
(0.01)
0.67
(0.01)
0.73
(0.02)
0.52
(0.04)
0.27
(0.02)
0.71
(0.02)

NetOGlyc NRSA4.0
ED1SS8ACC20
0.76
0.69
(0.01)
(0.02)
0.88
0.75
(0.01)
(0.01)
0.65
0.62
(0.02)
(0.03)
0.79
0.48
(0.04)
(0.06)
0.35
0.38
(0.04)
(0.03)
0.72
0.66
(0.01)
(0.02)

Table 5.3: Average run times in minutes of the feature creation programs per protein
Netsurf

Scratch

Espritz

Average

8.08

0.0022

6.33

Std. Dev.

3.84

0.0007

3.57
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Hela

HEK293 HEK293

ISO
Only

NRSAED1SS8

ISO Only

NRSAED1-SS8

0.66
(0.02)
0.55
(0.01)
0.77
(0.03)
0.41
(0.06)
0.23
(0.03)
0.71
(0.03)

0.70
(0.01)
0.61
(0.01)
0.78
(0.02)
0.51
(0.03)
0.22
(0.02)
0.74
(0.01)

0.63
(0.01)
0.51
(0.01)
0.75
(0.02)
0.31
(0.04)
0.25
(0.02)
0.67
(0.02)

0.68
(0.01)
0.62
(0.01)
0.74
(0.01)
0.44
(0.02)
0.26
(0.01)
0.70
(0.01)

5.4

CONCLUSIONS
The original ISOGlyP program was designed around random peptide studies, and is now

being expanded to include structural features, such as relative solvent accessibility and second
structure predictions. The feature selection process showed that the ISOGlyP’s enhancement value
approach capture most of the information necessary for correctly predicting O-glycosylation. This
allows us to ignore other sequence composition information and focus on the structural features in
this study.
At a EVP cutoff of one, an increase in accuracy between 6 and 8% was achieved depending
on the cell line used using three of the structural features, netsurf_asa, scratch_ss8, and
espritz_D1. For each feature, an incremental increase in overall accuracy was achieved when used
individually, suggesting that the features capture different aspects of the protein which coincides
with what each of the features are reporting. The additional three features caused the MCC value
to go from 0.28 to 0.51 due to the increase in the detection of the true positives and while reducing
the number of false positives. The ROC curves with associated AUC values in Figure 5.2
highlights the better prediction with an increase in 0.1 in the AUC value.
To determine the optimal EVP cutoff value, the Youden Index (Sensitivity + Specificity 1) was calculated. For ISOGlyP without the structural features, the highest value was found at an
EVP cutoff of 0.6 and the index was 0.27. For ISOGlyP with the structural features, the optimal
cutoff dropped to 0.5 but the index increased to 0.44.
The structural features help in predicting the overall O-glycosylation accuracy but the extra
programs cause two problems. The first is the ease of using the program, some have needed work
arounds to allow the program to be run in an effective manner including writing a wrapper script
that can be called within the working directory to process the sequences. Secondly, some of the
programs take a while to run to be able to generate the features for the use within ISOGlyP, see
Table 5.3 for average runtimes among the programs used. With the Netsurf program taking an
average of 8 minutes to run per sequence, the processing time per sequence increases dramatically
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over the original ISOGlyP predictions, and the Espritz program was not much better at a little over
6 minutes. Both programs run multiple predictions at the same time, but would require a rewrite
of the program to make it more efficient with no guarantee that the speed up would be significant.
Newer and more efficient software that captures the same information may also be an alternative.
Additionally, recently reports have come out that sites of known phosphorylation are
correlated to potential glycosylation sites in certain cases (Darula and Medzihradszky 2018). As
more detail information comes out on different PTMs, a search as to whether they are correlated
could be useful as a feature in predicting O-glycosylation needs to be conducted. These additional
features could further the accuracy by removing more false positives and increasing the sensitivity
in detecting the true positives.
Finally, due to technological restraints the ability to detect every O-glycosylation site is
limited when determining at the glycome of a cell line. These restraints can include the threshold
of occupancy of an O-glycan necessary for detection as well as the overall quantity of the protein
itself. With advances in the techniques for identifying O-glycosylation events, what are predicted
classified as false positives may change thus increasing the overall accuracy and specificity of the
prediction program. With the limits of detection, moving the cutoff value to 1 instead of the optimal
cutoff of 0.5 would be advisable while trying to look for sites that are actually glycosylated to
compensate for the detectable sensitivity of the proteomic technologies.
This chapter shows that the original ISOGlyP values are effective in predicting Oglycosylation and can be improved by adding information related to structure. While there is a
cost of determining those features by the use of outside programs, a tradeoff in accuracy verse
speed can be obtained. This work has laid the foundation so that additional features can be
explored and incorporated if they are relevant. Additionally, as more and more glycomic studies
are published, updating the existing structural enhancement values can help to further provide
better predictions.
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Chapter 6: Iterative Predictions using ISOGlyP
6.1

INTRODUCTION

Many proteins have multiple glycosylation sites within a short range of each other, and the effects
of specific GALNTs on the likelihood of a site being glycosylated have been documented.
Reports, such as Norden, et al (2015) and Gerken, et al (1997), have shown that sites of
glycosylation have a preferred order but nevertheless may vary. Figure 6.1 panel A contains
information reported by Norden, et al that shows the order of glycosylation events at various time
intervals. Norden’s findings are shown as numbers and the order of by ISOGlyP values are shown
by the asterisk in each round of glycosylation. For each period, Norden’s results lack the specific
location of the next addition because they fall across multiple possible sites. To show how the
EVP change as the sites are being modified as neighboring sites are glycosylated, Panel B shows
the EVP values at each site during the various time points. To highlight the change in EVP, Panel
C shows the change in EVP values from one time point to the next. Panel D shows the order if no
values are changed and the top EVP value is changed as a reference. As seen in panel C, the big
change of the EVP value at for peptide position 100 went from about two to about 14 after site 101
was glycosylated causing it to be glycosylated next in the iterative method, which matches the
experimental results. This simple example shows the effect of knowing prior glycosylation can
have on the final prediction and how by iteratively updating values may help in the final prediction.
Using the information and the knowledge of the transferases present, the prediction of the
glycosites throughout a protein can be determined using ISOGlyP prediction methods that simulate
a protein being glycosylated. This chapter illustrates two approaches for the iterative method, the
first is a simplistic iterative and then a more complex method that tries to capture the random
nature of enzymatic activities of proteins.
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Figure 6.1: ISOGlyP predictions verse Norden, et al, findings.
6.2

SIMPLE ITERATIVE METHOD
The simple premise is that a GALNT would choose the site with the highest EVP value

first is used within this method. The program first predicts all the possible sites of glycosylation,
and the EVP value is stored in a list. Assuming the highest value is above the cutoff, a value of
one is used generally but can be raised or lowered as desired, the first site with that value is deemed
glycosylated. The sequence is changed accordingly, adding a + or $ in place of the T or S
respectively, and the EVP values of the remaining possible sites are recalculated. This continues
until all sites have been glycosylated or the EVPs within the list are all below the cutoff value. To
test the accuracy of the method, data from the HepG2 and HEK 293 cell lines from the Steentoft
(2013) study was used. For each sequence with a confirmed O-glycosylation site, the sequences
were put through the iterative method. The accuracy metrics were compiled and are shown in Table
6.1. The iterative method provided an increase in the overall accuracy of the predictions by
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increasing specificity, correctly identifying negatives, but it increased the number of false positives
identified as well. This finding shows that the iterative method is finding sites that would be
glycosylated because of prior neighboring glycosylation.
The original work on the simple iterative method was performed before the Thr/Ser ratios
were incorporated and direct comparison with above numbers are not advised and because it would
be predicting many Ser as being positive. An additional limitation on this current study is that the
knowledge of prior glycosylation events is limited to a small set of GALNTs (T1, T2, and T10).
As the rest of the data for the GALNTs become available, the reliability of the iterative method
will increase. Do to this limitation, the remaining analysis will focus more on the efficiency of the
scripts and methodology.
The time necessary for analysis of the proteins varied depending on size, see Figure 6.2
panel A, and ranged from 0.013 seconds to 33.75 hours. (Figure 6.2 does not include the MUC
proteins due to the extreme times necessary to compute causes the scale of the graph to be
uninformative.) Muc2 was the protein that took the longest time, having numerous repeats causing
the extremely long runtime. To decrease the processing time per protein, the code was eventually
modified to only update values surrounding the site of interest, 30 amino acids to either side to
accommodate for extended regions once the enhancement values are made available. The rewriting
of the code reduced the time necessary to process a file dramatically, see Figure 6.2 and note that
the Y-axis values differ between panels A and B.
Additionally, to reduce the time for analysis of the numerous proteins that may be
submitted, such as that of the Steentoft (2013) study, parallel computing techniques were
implemented. Python’s multiprocessing library was used to split sets of proteins needing to be
processed across multiple cores. Seven files of 20 proteins each and a file containing Muc2 were
used to determine the speed up of the multiprocessing approach. In this case, using six cores with
the 20 proteins per file gave an average speedup of 4 and an efficiency of 0.66. The general
speedup didn’t increase, but the efficiency dropped when using more cores, see Table 6.2. Finally,
in the cases of proteins such as Muc2 (Q02817), the process will take a while, approximately five
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minutes, because of the sheer number of possible glycosites within the protein and should be
considered a worst case scenario.
Table 6.1: Accuracy Scores for the Simple Iterative Method
HepG2

HEK293

ISOGlyP

ISO-Iter

Net4.0

ISOGlyP

ISO-Iter

Net4.0

Acc

0.50 (0.01)

0.65 (0.03)

0.78 (0.02)

0.51 (0.01)

0.56 (0.03)

0.75 (0.02)

Sen

0.98 (0.01)

0.59 (0.04)

0.92 (0.02)

1.00 (0.00)

0.56 (0.03)

0.87 (0.02)

Spe

0.01 (0.01)

0.71 (0.05)

0.65 (0.05)

0.01 (0.01)

0.56 (0.05)

0.64 (0.05)

PPV

0.50 (0.01)

0.67 (0.04)

0.72 (0.03)

0.50 (0.01)

0.56 (0.03)

0.71 (0.03)

MCC

NA

0.31 (0.06)

0.59 (0.05)

NA

0.13 (0.06)

0.59 (0.05)

Figure 6.2: Time required to run proteins through iterative methods
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Table 6.2: Speedup and Efficiency of iterative method parallelization
Cores
1
2
4
6
8
10
6.3

Run Time (s)
8.25
3.81
2.44
2.10
2.04
1.85

Speedup

Efficiency

2.16
3.41
3.98
4.09
4.47

1.08
0.85
0.66
0.51
0.45

WEIGHTED RANDOM ITERATIVE METHOD
Enzymatic reactions performed by proteins act in a more stochastic manner, in which they

have preferences but may not always choose the most optimal choice. To capture this within the
prediction of O-glycosylation of proteins, a random component was added to the iterative method
described above. Instead of taking the highest EVP value, a weighted choice was made using
Python’s uniform random number generator. Each EVP value was tallied along the protein, and
each EVP value was then divided by the total. Next, the site of simulated glycosylation was
selected based on the value generated by Python. As an example, if two positions were identified
in a protein with EVP values of 12 and 0.5, then by weighting the chance of selecting the values
on a scale from zero and one would be 0.00 to 0.96 for the EVP value of 12 and 0.96 and 1.00 for
the second site. If a random value of 0.76 is generated by the uniform random number generator
in python, then the site with an EVP value of 12 is chosen. Because of the random nature of the
selection there is a small chance that the second site could glycosylated, within the toy example,
if the random value generated is 0.99, then a site with a low EVP value would be glycosylated. As
in the prior method, any EVP values that need to be updated are changed. The values of the
glycosylated site remain within the list as a way of limiting the chances of a site with low EVP
value being glycosylated. This continues until a set cutoff in the number of rounds of glycosylation
occurs or all values fall below the desired minimal cutoff. Finally, multiple copies of this process
were performed per protein to capture the stochastic nature of the glycosylation and to keep an
early “bad” glycosylation site from distorting the remaining sites. The number of repetitions can
be variable but should be enough to allow variation to be seen. To analyze the results, the number
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of sites being classified as being glycosylated were counted if they were glycosylated more than a
given percentage of the total iterations. The percentage data was also visualized in Excel plots to
show the variation among all the sites of the protein.
To test this method, a protein from the Steentoft dataset was selected based on the number
of possible glycosylation sites. P13611, a human veriscan core protein, contains 760 residues of
interest with 23 confirmed sites of O-glycosylation. The protein was run through the method both
1,000 and 8,000 times to look at the changes given more iterations on the final numbers. Table
6.3 shows the results of the predictions with various cutoffs based on the percentage of times a site
was glycosylated and the plot displaying the percentage of times each site was glycosylated is
shown in Figure 6.3. Due to the random nature of the selection process, all sites were chosen as
being glycosylated and as the value of the cutoff was increased less and less sites were identified.
The difference between repeating the process 1,000 and 8,000 times lies mainly within the 100%
category in which the sites had to be predicted as glycosylated 100% of the repeats.
The standard ISOGlyP predicted that there would be 236 glycosylated sites using a EVP
cutoff value of 1 which is less than the predicted amount by NetOGlyc 4.0 of 639 sites. The simple
iterative method predicted a total of 750 sites showing even worse results than the standard
ISOGlyP and NetOGlyc 4.0 programs.
6.4

CONCLUSIONS
Some GALNTs prefer having neighboring sites to be either glycosylated or not be

glycosylated, which suggests that neighboring glycosylation should be incorporated into the
overall prediction. This was attempted with the iterative methods described above.
In the initial design of the program, the runtime requirements for analyzing a large number
of proteins, i.e. that of proteomics scale, was shown to be prohibitive to screen all transferase
configurations. By adjusting the code to only modify sites of interest around the changed site, a
large reduction in time was obtained. Additionally, the incorporation of parallel computing to
distribute the tasks across multiple cores will make proteomic scale studies more tractable.
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Table 6.3: The number of sites predicted as glycosylated by the Random Iterative Method
compared to other methods.
Cutoff
All
>50%
>90%
>99%
100%
Standard ISOGlyP
Iterative ISOGlyP
NetOGlyc 4.0
Exp. Glyc.
[TS] Count

P13611 (1k)
760
295
106
42
26

P13611 (8k)
760
295
108
41
13
236
750
639
23
760

Figure 6.3: Percentages of predicted glycosylation at each site of two proteins using the Random
Iterative ISOGlyP method.
The results of the simple iterative method suggest that the incorporation of the method into
the overall prediction of proteins may be beneficial. Due to the data currently being limited to the
neighboring glycosylation effects of GALNT1, T2, and T10 the script’s predictive accuracy is
limited. This current limitation was accounted for by designing the script to incorporate additional
transferase data as it becomes available which should increase the accuracy of the final iterative
prediction.
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To further mimic the stochastic nature of the glycosylation occurring in the cells, the
iterative method was further modified to randomly pick a site with preferences for those sites that
have a greater EVP value. The use of the random iterative method shows that the overall count of
sites in agreement across all simulations is closer to the reported number of sites that are actually
glycosylated as seen in Table 6.3 with the 100% cutoff with 26 predicted sites and 23 experimental
sites. Unfortunately, the overlap of the final predictive sites and that experimentally identified was
low. This could be due in part to the lack of extended effects of the transferases being included
into the analysis. Additionally, the amount of each transferase expressed in the samples will also
play a part in the final preferences, as reported by Hintze, et al (2018) and is also not captured in
the current model.
Numerous sites are identified as ambiguous in the various glycoproteomic studies because
the exact location of a site could not be determined within the region of interest. As more data on
the neighboring glycosylation effects becomes available, the ambiguous sites within the proteomic
studies maybe explained by using the random iterative method using a cutoff of 70% (see Table
6.3). The 70% coverage would suggest that the sites are likely to be glycosylated but may not
have high values or may fall within regions where one site is glycosylated and surround sites being
glycosylated block further glycosylation. Additionally, sites reported in the cell studies are limited
to either positive or negative but the quantity of glycosylation is not known. The random iterative
method may identify sites with lower amounts of glycosylation.
The above facts, which are known but not incorporated into ISOGlyP along with unknown
features will limit the overall accuracy of the method. Inclusion of such additional information,
and items like the structural features described earlier, will continue to make the ISOGlyP
predictions better and should start highlighting areas that will need to be reviewed within the
laboratory. This method, although in its infancy, maybe able to start addressing questions such as
ambiguous regions where glycosylation is known to occur but is not clear as to the exact location
of glycosylation is occurring.
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Chapter 7: Future Work and Conclusions
7.1

FUTURE WORK
In all three of the main aims of this work, answers have been found and more importantly,

additional questions have also been identified. This section will cover future directions that can be
taken when looking at the ISOGlyP prediction program and the ISOGlyP modeling of Oglycosylation of proteins using multiple transferases.
Predictions
The structural features play an important part in the preferences of the GALNTs, but
additional features should continue to be explored.

For example, other post-translational

modifications, such as cleavage sites, phosphorylation, etc, should be explored because most
features explored by other PTM prediction programs revolve around the same structural
characteristics. As more and more biological data on PTMs become available, a better
understanding of the interplay between the multiple PTMs will lead to better predictive programs,
which can then be used to better predict not just the PTMs occurring but the effects of the loss of
those PTMs. A continued balance in the relevance of the feature and the runtime necessary to
generate the feature will need to be monitored such that the computational cost of the program
does not exceed the benefit of the predictions containing the feature. This may include rewriting
or developing new tools to accomplish the same task but with a narrower focus of the relevant
information needed.
There are numerous factors that play a part in determining whether or not a site is
glycosylated. These factors should be explored for prediction purposes as much as possible. For
example, the numerical values attributed to the remote prior glycosylation should be studied.
Additionally, the amount of transferase present should be explored and incorporated into the
prediction software. While these would probably not affect the peptide level prediction, the overall
prediction would be more accurate and more useful in using the data for understanding effects of
the changes in transferases within various diseases.
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Finally, in regard for the GALNT predictions, incorporation of the final nine human
transferases would complete the set within the ISOGlyP program. Additionally, the GALNT
homologs in other organisms could be incorporated in a variety of ways. These include being able
to predict glycosylation in the fly or mouse for which data are already available. As more data are
obtained, one can expand to include homology searches among the known GALNTs to predict the
specificity of a new transferases.
Iterative Method
Certain transferases require interactions with prior glycosylation, and the iterative method
will eventually capture the effects of surrounding glycosylation and how over- or underexpression of a transferase can change the overall glycosylation of a protein. Also, with a large
number of experimental sites being reported as ambiguous, the modeling of a full protein sequence
may highlight regions where glycosylation should be occurring but the exact location may not
have been identified by the mass spectrometry methods. In both cases, additional experiments will
need to be designed for incorporation in a better model.
With the iterative method, the interplay between the in-silico findings can be used to design
in vitro studies, which can then be fed into cell line/in vivo studies. From there the results can
then be used to update the in-silico model, and the process would start all over again with a better
understanding of both the biological processes going on while developing a more accurate
predictive program.
Disease phenotypes with differential expression and mutations within GALNTs
As a greater understanding of the biological preferences and processes of the GALNTs are
gathered, the data generated within the prediction and iterative methods could be further utilized
for the analysis of various cancers and other diseases. Additionally, public databases contain
numerous mutations found in the specific GALNTs. COSMIC, Catalogue of Somatic Mutations
in Cancer, for example shows that out of 35,247 samples tested there are 300 missense mutants
that have been identified from cancers ranging from prostrate to brain (Tate et al. 2018). These
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mutations and those of the other transferases should be examined to look for change in
functionality of the proteins, whether it is lack of function, reduced function or expanded
functionality.
7.2

CONCLUSIONS
This work presented research improving the program ISOGlyP, that predicts O-

glycosylation sites in proteins by GALNTs. A new ISOGlyP web server has been designed for
easier incorporation of the new experimentally derived data and improved programming features.
It was done in a way that allows for individuals to quickly understand the layout and functionality
of the program. By adding in the Thr/Ser rate ratios, the accuracy of the Serine glycosylation site
predictions was increased. With the inclusion of prior glycosylation effects highlights results in a
better understanding of the complexity surrounding the O-glycosylation of proteins. To further
design peptides selective for individual GALNTs, the peptide generator was developed to create
peptides specific to a certain group of GALNTs while excluding others to be easily created.
In examining the many features that contribute to the prediction of Thr or Ser glycosylation,
the GALNT specific EVP values were confirmed as a major contribution. Additional important
feature selections, such as disordered state, also provides additional biological insight into the
mechanisms on how the enzymes select their targets that can now be followed up within further
study.
Finally, the modeling of the glycosylation of a protein lays a framework in which can
deepen the understanding of the roles of multiple transferases working together to form the fully
modified glycosylated protein. This initial work will allow for others to continue to develop a
complete model as more and more information becomes available.
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Abbreviations
EV – Enhancement Value
EVP – Enhancement Value Product
FPR – False Positive Rate
GalNAc - N-acetylgalactosamine
GALNT – polypeptide GalNAc transferase
MCC – Matthew Correlation Coefficient
Ser – Serine
Thr - Threonine
PTM – Posttranslational modifications
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Appendix
A1.

PYTHON CODE

A1.1 isoglypCL.py
#! /usr/bin/python
import os
import re
import sys
import argparse
workdir = os.getcwd()
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
if abspath == '':
abspath = '.'
sys.path.append(abspath)
import isoEVPtables
import isoReadWrite
import isoResults
os.chdir(abspath)
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()
parser.add_argument('-f', '--fasta', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-p', '--parameters', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-j', '--jobId', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-c', '--cutoff', type=str)
args = parser.parse_args()
fileIn = args.fasta
parIn = args.parameters
if args.jobId:
jobId = args.jobId
else:
jobId = 'null'
if args.cutoff:
cutoff = args.cutoff
else:
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cutoff = 1
sequences = isoReadWrite.readFastaFile('%s'%(fileIn))
para = open('%s'%(parIn), 'r')
parLines = para.readlines()
para.close()
cscore = 1
tscore = 1
out_path = '/'.join(parIn.split('/')[0:-1])
for line in parLines:
if re.search('^pos',line):
positions = []
positions = positions + [int(pos) for pos in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
if re.search('^trans', line):
transferases = []
transferases = line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')
if re.search('^ratio',line):
sweight = []
sweight = [float(swei) for swei in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
if re.search('^cscore',line):
cscore=line.strip().split('=')[1]
if re.search('^tscore',line):
tscore=line.strip().split('=')[1]
if re.search('^evd',line):
ev_dir = line.strip().split('=')[1]
resultsCSV = ''
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#O-glycosylation Prediction from ISOGlyP.utep.edu\n'
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#Positions used in Calculation: %s\n'%(' '.join('%s'%pos for pos in
positions))
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#Thr/Ser Ratio: %s\n'%sweight
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + ','.join(['Sequence Name', 'S/T', 'Position', 'Pattern',
'Extended','Extended','T1','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended','T2','Extended','Extended','
Extended','Extended', 'T3','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended',
'T4','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended','T5','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended','
T10','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended','T11','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended
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','T12','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended','T13','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extend
ed','T14','Extended','Extended','Extended','Extended','T16','Extended','Extended','Max']) + '\n'
count = 0
for n in sequences:
scores = isoResults.constructResults(n[1], positions[1:11], transferases, cscore, tscore, sweight,
ev_dir)
for m in scores:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + n[0].replace(',','') + ',' + m[1][5] + ',' + str(m[0]+1) + ',' +
','.join(str(m[x]) for x in range(1,len(m))) + '\n'
count += 1
if count%20 == 0:
log = open('%s/%s.log'%(out_path,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0]), 'a')
log.write('Processed %s of %s sequences...\n'%(count,len(sequences)))
log.close()
f = open('%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(out_path, jobId), 'w')
f.write(resultsCSV)
log = open('%s/%s.log'%(out_path,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0]), 'a')
log.write('Completed')
log.close()

A1.2 isoEVPtables.py
def returnHTMLtable(file, trans):
if trans == '':
return ''
Tdict = returnEVTable(file)
keyIndex = ['A','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','S','V','Y','X','+','$','T','C','W']
toReturn = "<br><strong>" + trans + "<strong><br>\
<table border='1' cellpadding='3' cellspacing='3' width='100%'>\
<tr>\
<td>&nbsp;</td><td><center><strong>-5</strong></center></td><td><center><strong>4</strong></center></td><td><center><strong>-3</strong></center></td>\
<td><center><strong>-2</strong></center></td><td><center><strong>1</strong></center></td><td><center><strong>0</strong></center></td>\
<td><center><strong>+1</strong></center></td><td><center><strong>+2</strong></center></
td><td><center><strong>+3</strong></center></td>\
<td><center><strong>+4</strong></center></td><td><center><strong>+5</strong></center></
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td>\
</tr>\
<tr><td style='border: 1px solid #00033; ' align='center'>"
el = estList(trans)
for i in keyIndex:
if i in el:
toReturn = toReturn + '<tr><td><font color=\'#FF0000\'><center><strong>' + i +
'</strong></center></font></td>'
for n in range(1,6):
toReturn = toReturn + '<td><font color=\'#FF0000\'><center>' + str(Tdict[i][n]) +
'</center></font></td>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<td>&nbsp;</td>'
for n in range(6,11):
toReturn = toReturn + '<td><font color=\'#FF0000\'><center>' + str(Tdict[i][n]) +
'</center></font></td>'
toReturn = toReturn + '</tr>'
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<tr><td><center><strong>' + i + '</strong></center></td>'
for n in range(1,6):
toReturn = toReturn + '<td><center>' + str(Tdict[i][n]) + '</center></td>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<td>&nbsp;</td>'
for n in range(6,11):
toReturn = toReturn + '<td><center>' + str(Tdict[i][n]) + '</center></td>'
toReturn = toReturn + '</tr>'
toReturn = toReturn + '</table>'
return toReturn
def returnEVTable(file):
f = open(file,'r')
lines = f.readlines()
f.close()
trans = {}
for line in lines[1:]:
sl = line.split(',')
temp = [sl[1]]
for n in sl[2:-1]:
temp.append(float(n))
temp.append(sl[-1].strip())
trans[sl[0]] = temp
return trans
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def estList(trans):
#Used to return which values are estimated
if trans == 'T1':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', 'W']
if trans == 'T2':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', 'W']
if trans == 'T3':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T4':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T5':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T10':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T11':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T12':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T13':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T14':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
if trans == 'T16':
return ['C', 'T', 'X', '+', '$', 'W']
return []

A1.3 isoResults.py
def constructResults(seq, pos, transferases, cscore, tscore, sweight, ev_dir):
import re
from isoEVPCalc import basicEVP
from isoEVPCalc import preExtEVP
from isoEVPtables import returnEVTable
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#create index of TS's within the sequence
ind = [m.start() for m in re.finditer('[ST]',seq)]
toReturn = []
if len(seq) < 12:
for n in range(len(seq),12):
seq = seq + '-'
for m in ind:
toSubmit = ''
if m < 5:
for n in range(0,5-m):
toSubmit = toSubmit + '-'
toSubmit = toSubmit + seq[0:m+6]
elif m+6 > len(seq):
toSubmit = seq[m-5:len(seq)]
for n in range(len(toSubmit),11):
toSubmit = toSubmit + '-'
else:
toSubmit = seq[m-5:m+6]
toReturnScores = []
toReturnScores.append(m)
toReturnScores.append(toSubmit)
max = -100
#Determine if the site of interest has a upstream or downstream prior potential glycosylation
effect
start = m - 15
if start < 0:
start = 0
end = m - 5
if end < 0:
end = 0
ex_neg_len = len([n.start() for n in re.finditer('[ST]',seq[start:end])])
start = m - 5
if start < 0:
start = 0
cl_neg_ind = [n.start() for n in re.finditer('[ST]',seq[start:m])]
end = m + 15
if end > len(seq):
end = len(seq)-1
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start = m+5
if start > len(seq):
start = len(seq)-1
ex_pos_len = len([n.start() for n in re.finditer('[ST]',seq[start:end])])
end = m + 5
if end > len(seq):
end = len(seq)-1
cl_pos_ind = [n.start() for n in re.finditer('[ST]',seq[(m+1):end])]
#GalNAc T1
if transferases[0] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T1')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T1.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[0]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
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#GalNAc T2
if transferases[1] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T2')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T2.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[1]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T3
if transferases[2] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
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toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T3')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T3.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[2]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T4
if transferases[3] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T3')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T4.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
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dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[2]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T5
if transferases[4] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T5')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T5.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[3]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
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toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T10
if transferases[5] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T10')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T10.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[4]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if 0 in cl_pos_ind:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
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toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T11
if transferases[6] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T11')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T11.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[5]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T12
if transferases[7] != '0':
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if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T12')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T12.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[6]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if 2 in cl_pos_ind:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T13
if transferases[8] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
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#dict = returnDict('T13')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T13.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[7]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T14
if transferases[9] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T14')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T14.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
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score = score / sweight[8]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
#GalNAc T16
if transferases[10] != '0':
if ex_neg_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
if len(cl_neg_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
#dict = returnDict('T16')
dict = returnEVTable('%s.T16.csv'%ev_dir)
if cscore == 0:
dict['C'] = dict['S']
if tscore == 0:
dict['T'] = dict['S']
score = preExtEVP(toSubmit, pos,dict)
if toSubmit[5] == 'S':
score = score / sweight[9]
toReturnScores.append(score)
if score > max:
max = score
if len(cl_pos_ind) > 0:
toReturnScores.append('-1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
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if ex_pos_len > 0:
toReturnScores.append('1')
else:
toReturnScores.append('0')
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturnScores.append('-')
if transferases[11] != '0':
toReturnScores.append(max)
else:
toReturnScores.append('-')
toReturn.append(toReturnScores)
return toReturn
A1.3 isoReadWrite.py
def readFastaFile(filename):
f = open(filename,'r')
lines = f.readlines()
f.close()
sc = list("1234567890[];:<,.?\'\"\ ")
numlines = len(lines)
i=0
results = []
name = ''
seq = ''
boo = 0
while i < numlines:
if boo == 0 and lines[i][0] == '>':
name = lines[i].strip()
boo = 1
elif boo == 1 and lines[i][0] == '>':
results.append([name,seq])
name = lines[i].strip()
seq = ''
else:
for ch in sc:
if ch in lines[i]:
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lines[i] = lines[i].replace(ch,'')
seq = seq + lines[i].strip().strip(u'\u200b').upper()
i = i +1
if boo == 1:
results.append([name,seq])
return results
A1.4

isoSubmitServer.py

import os
import re
import sys
import json
import glob
import time
import subprocess
import cStringIO
import string
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
sys.path.append(abspath)
os.chdir(abspath)
import web
import isoglyp_core
from Config import *
sys.path.append(PROJECT_ROOT+'/pylib/')
sys.path.append(PROJECT_ROOT+'/pipeline/src/python/web/')
ISOGLYP_HOME = PROJECT_ROOT
# Map of URLs to their handler classes.
urls = (
'/', 'Index',
'/results', 'Results',
'/background', 'Background',
'/instructions', 'Instructions',
'/references', 'References',
'/links','Usefullinks',
'/contactus','Contactus',
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'/enhancevalues','EVP',
'/getCSV','getCSV',
'/getFasta','getFasta',
'/PepFasta','PepFasta',
'/processing','Processing',
'/exprocessing','ExProcessing',
'/exresults','ExResults',
'/peptides','SelectivePeptides',
'/pepprocessing','PepProcessing',
'/pepresults','PepResults'
)
# Load the template HTML files.
render =
web.template.render("%s/pipeline/src/templates/"%ISOGLYP_HOME,globals={'str':str})
def getVars():
vars = {'css': getCSS(),
'banner': getBanner(),
'navBar': getNavBar(),
'favIco': getFavico(),
'menu': getHTMLMenu()}
return vars
JOB_ID = time.time()
def getNextJobId():
global JOB_ID
JOB_ID += 1
return JOB_ID
def getHTMLMenu():
LINK_DIVIDER = '&nbsp;|&nbsp;'
return '\n'.join([
'<center>',
LINK_DIVIDER.join([
'<a href="%s">Home</a>'%URLROOT,
'<a href="..%s/background">Background</a>'%URLROOT,
'<a href="..%s/instructions">Instrcutions</a>'%URLROOT,
'<a href="..%s/enhancevalues">Enhancement Values</a>'%URLROOT,
'<a href="..%s/peptides">Peptide Generator</a>'%URLROOT,
'<a href="..%s/usefullinks">Useful Links</a>'%URLROOT,
'<a href="..%s/versions">Versions</a>'%URLROOT,
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'<a href="..%s/contactus">Contact Us</a>%URLROOT'
]),
'<br><br><div class="grantInfo"><center>This project is supported in part by NIH Grant
#2G12MD007592 from the National Institutes on Minority Health and Health Disparities
(NIMHD), a component of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to UTEP\'s Border
Biomedical Research Center for Research Resources and NIH grant NCI-CA78834 (TAG). Its
contents are solely the responsibility of the authors.</center></div>'
' </center>',
])
def getCSS():
return "<link rel='stylesheet' type=\"text/css\" href='..%s/static/css/reset.css'/>\
<link rel='stylesheet' type=\"text/css\"
href='..%s/static/css/styles.css'/>"%(URLROOT,URLROOT)
def getResultsCSS():
return "<link rel='stylesheet' type=\"text/css\" href='..%s/static/css/reset.css'/>\
<link rel='stylesheet' type=\"text/css\"
href='..%s/static/css/stylesResults.css'/>"%(URLROOT,URLROOT)
def getBanner():
return "<div id='header-wrap'><img src='..%s/static/img/ISOGlyPbanner.png'></div>"%URLROOT
def getFavico():
return "<link rel='shortcut icon' href='..%s/static/img/fav.ico' type='image/xicon'>"%URLROOT
def getNavBar():
return "<div id='menu-bar' >\
<ul>\
<li><a href='..%s'>Home</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/background'>Background</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/instructions'>Instructions</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/enhancevalues'>Enhancement Values</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/peptides'>Peptide Generator</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/links'>Useful Links</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/versions'>Versions</a></li>\
<li><a href='..%s/contactus'>Contact us</a></li>\
</ul></div>"%(URLROOT,URLROOT,URLROOT,URLROOT,URLROOT,URLROOT,U
RLROOT,URLROOT)
def pagination(current, max, step_size,jobid):
page = current/step_size + 1
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to_pages = max/step_size + 1
last_start = (max/step_size)*step_size
# fm ='<input name="current" id="current" type="text" class="num" size="3" sid="1"
value="%s" onchange="page.submit()">'%(page)
toReturn = '<form name="page" action="" method="post"><div class="pagination"
align=\"left\"><input name="pagemax" type="hidden" id="maxpage" value="%s">'%(max)
# toReturn = toReturn + '<input name="step_size" type="hidden" id="step_size"
value="%s">'%step_size
if page == 1:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="inactive page_link">&lt;&lt; First</span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="inactive
page_link">&lt; Prev</span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"> <strong>Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s" >
Next &gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s" > Next &gt;</a>
</span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start)
elif page == to_pages:
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid)
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toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s">&lt; Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,currentstep_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"><strong> Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="inactive page_link next"> Next &gt;</a> </span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"> Last &gt;&gt; </span></div>'
else:
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s">&lt; Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,currentstep_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"> <strong>Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s" >
Next &gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s" > Next &gt;</a>
</span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start)
toReturn = toReturn + '</form>\n'
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return toReturn
def expagination(current, max, step_size,jobid):
page = current/step_size + 1
to_pages = max/step_size + 1
last_start = (max/step_size)*step_size
toReturn = '<form name="page" action="" method="post"><div class="pagination"
align=\"left\"><input name="pagemax" type="hidden" id="maxpage" value="%s">'%(max)
if page == 1:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="inactive page_link">&lt;&lt; First</span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="inactive
page_link">&lt; Prev</span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"> <strong>Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"
> Next &gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s" > Next
&gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start)
elif page == to_pages:
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
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class="active page_link"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"><strong> Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="inactive page_link next"> Next &gt;</a> </span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"> Last &gt;&gt; </span></div>'
else:
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"> <strong>Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"
> Next &gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s" > Next
&gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start)
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toReturn = toReturn + '</form>\n'
return toReturn
class Background:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.background(setup=vars)
class Instructions:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.instructions(setup=vars)
class References:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.references(setup=vars)
class Usefullinks:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.usefullinks(setup=vars)
class Contactus:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.contactus(setup=vars)
class EVP:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
inmap = web.input(cds = '')
cds = inmap.cds
if cds:
vars['table'] =
isoglyp_core.isoEVPtables.returnHTMLtable('%s/%s/%s.%s.csv'%(EVT_ROOT,CURRENT_E
V,CURRENT_EV,cds),cds)
else:
vars['table'] = ''
return render.enhancevalues(setup=vars)
class ExResults:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
vars['css'] = getResultsCSS()
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inmap = web.input(jobId=None,seq_start='0',step_size='100')
jobId = inmap.jobId
step_size = int(inmap.step_size)
seq_start = int(inmap.seq_start)
cur_page = (seq_start+1)/step_size
mypath = '%s/output/%s'%(ISOGLYP_HOME,jobId)
resultsFile = open('%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(mypath,jobId))
resultsCSV = resultsFile.readlines()
no_sequences = len(resultsCSV) - 4
positions = resultsCSV[1].split(': ')[1].split()
ratios = resultsCSV[2].split(': ')[1]
results = '<center>To view without possible prior O-glycosylation effects, <a
href=\"%s/results?jobId=%s\">click here.</a>\n<br>'%(URLROOT,jobId)
results = results + '<div class=\"ppGalNAcResults\">\n<center><strong>ppGalNAc
T</strong></center><center><strong>Positions: '
for n in positions[1:6]:
if n == '1':
results = results + 'X '
else:
results = results + '- '
results = results + '<font color=\'#FF0000\'><b>S/T </b></font>'
for n in positions[6:12]:
if n == '1':
results = results + 'X '
else:
results = results + '- '
results = results + '<br>Thr/Ser Ratio: %s'%ratios
results = results + '</strong><br>'
results = results + 'Download: <a href=\"%s/getCSV?jobId=%s\" download
target=\"_blank\">Results</a> or \n'%(URLROOT,jobId)
results = results + '<a href=\"%s/getFasta?jobId=%s\" download
target=\"_blank\">Fasta_Submission</a>\n'%(URLROOT,jobId)
#Place page information here.
if (seq_start + step_size) > no_sequences:
seq_stop = no_sequences
else:
seq_stop = seq_start + step_size
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if no_sequences > step_size:
results = results + '\n\n<table width=\"100%\"><tr>'
results = results + '<td style=\"width:800px\"><div class="pagination"><span>Predictions:
%s to %s of %s</div></td>'%(seq_start+1, seq_stop,no_sequences)
results = results + '<td>'
results = results + expagination(seq_start, no_sequences,step_size,jobId)
results = results + '<td></table>\n\n'

results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =
results =

results + '<table border=\"1\" cellpadding=\"4\" cellspacing=\"4\" width=\"100%\">'
results + '<tr bgcolor=\"#FFFFFF\">'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>Sequence</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>S/T</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>Position</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"15%\"><strong>Pattern</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T1</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T2</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T3</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T4</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T5</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T10</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T11</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T12</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T13</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T14</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T16</strong></th>'
results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>Max</strong></th></tr>'

name = ''
for n in resultsCSV[(seq_start+4):seq_stop+4]:
# for n in resultsCSV[4:]:
sl = n.split(',')
ex_u_eff = [sl[m] for m in range(4,len(sl)-1,5)]
lo_u_eff = [sl[m] for m in range(5,len(sl)-1,5)]
evp_values = [sl[m] for m in range(6,len(sl)-1,5)]
ex_d_eff = [sl[m] for m in range(8,len(sl)-1,5)]
lo_d_eff = [sl[m] for m in range(7,len(sl)-1,5)]
rb = string.maketrans('','')
if not re.match(sl[0].translate(rb,'[]'), name):
name = sl[0].translate(rb,'[]')
results = results + '<td align=\"left\" colspan=\"15\"><strong>' + sl[0] +
'</strong></td></tr>'
results = results + '<tr><td align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>' + '</strong></td>'
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results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>' + sl[1] + '</strong></td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>' + sl[2] + '</strong></td>'
results = results + '<td style=\"white-space: nowrap\" align=\"center\"
width=\"15%\"><strong>'
if '1' in ex_u_eff:
#results = results + '<div title=\"Upstream prior O-glycosylation may effect the
glycosylation preferences by certain transferases\">T...</div>'
results = results + '<font color=\'cc00ff\'>T...</font>'
if sl[3][3] == 'N' and sl[3][4] != 'P':
results = results + '<strong>' + sl[3][0:3] + '<font color=\'#00FF00\'>'
#results = results + '<div title="Asparagine may cause changes in the Oglycosylation"><strong>' + sl[3][0:3] + '<font color=\'#00FF00\'>'
results = results + sl[3][3]+ '</font>' + sl[3][4] + '<font color=\'#FF0000\'>'
results = results + sl[3][5]+ '</font>' + sl[3][6:11]
else:
results = results + sl[3][0:5] + '<font color=\'#FF0000\'>'
results = results + sl[3][5]+ '</font>' + sl[3][6:11]
if '1' in ex_d_eff:
#results = results + '<div title=\"Downstream prior O-glycosylation may effect the
glycosylation preferences by certain transferases\">...T</div>'
results = results + '<font color=\'cc00ff\'>...T</font>'
results = results + '</strong></td>'
listEV = []
#for m in range(4,len(sl)):
for m in range(0,len(evp_values)):
if evp_values[m] not in '-':
listEV.append(float(evp_values[m]))
evp_values[m] = float(evp_values[m])
mx = max(listEV)
#for m in range(6,len(sl),5):
for m in range(0,len(evp_values)):
if evp_values[m] == '-' or evp_values[m] == 0:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong></strong></td>'
else:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>'
if '1' == ex_u_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207a;'
elif '-1' == ex_u_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207b;'
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else:
results = results + '&nbsp;'
if '1' == lo_u_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207a;'
elif '-1' == lo_u_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207b;'
elif '1' == ex_u_eff[m] or '-1' == ex_u_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x2070;'
else:
results = results + '&#32;'
if evp_values[m] == mx:
results = results + '<font color=\'#0000FF\'>' + '%.2f'%evp_values[m] + '</font>'
else:
results = results + '%.2f'%evp_values[m]
if '1' == lo_d_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207a;'
elif '-1' == lo_d_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207b;'
elif '1' == ex_d_eff[m] or '-1' == ex_d_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207b;'
else:
results = results + '&nbsp;'
if '1' == ex_d_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207a;'
elif '-1' == ex_d_eff[m]:
results = results + '&#x207b;'
else:
results = results + '&nbsp;'
results = results + '</strong></td>'
if sl[-1] == '-':
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong></strong></td>'
elif float(sl[-1]) == mx and float(sl[-1]) > 1:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong><font color=\'#0000FF\'>'
+ '%.2f'%float(sl[-1]) + '</font></strong></td>'
results = results + '</tr>'
results = results + '</table></div>'
results = results + '<table width=\"100%\"><tr>'
results = results + '<td style=\"width:800px\">\n'
results = results + '<form name="step" action="%s/exresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"
method="post">'%(URLROOT,jobId,seq_start)
results = results + '<select id="step_size" name="step_size" onchange="step.submit()">'
if step_size == 25:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="25">25</option>'
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else:
results = results + '<option value="25">25</option>'
if step_size == 50:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="50">50</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="50">50</option>'
if step_size == 100:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="100">100</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="100">100</option>'
if step_size == 250:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="250">250</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="250">250</option>'
if step_size == 500:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="500">500</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="500">500</option>'
if step_size == 750:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="750">750</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="750">750</option>'
results = results + '</select></form>'
results = results + '</td><td>\n'
if no_sequences > step_size:
results = results + expagination(seq_start, no_sequences,step_size,jobId)
results = results + '<td></table>'
vars['res'] = results
return render.exresults(setup=vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
inmap = web.input(jobId=None,seq_start='0',step_size='100')
jobId = inmap.jobId
step_size = inmap.step_size
raise web.seeother("/exresults?jobId=%s&step_size=%s"%(str(jobId),step_size))

class Results:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
vars['css'] = getResultsCSS()
inmap = web.input(jobId=None,seq_start='0',step_size='100')
jobId = inmap.jobId
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step_size = int(inmap.step_size)
seq_start = int(inmap.seq_start)
cur_page = (seq_start+1)/step_size
mypath = '%s/output/%s'%(ISOGLYP_HOME,jobId)
resultsFile = open('%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(mypath,jobId))
resultsCSV = resultsFile.readlines()
no_sequences = len(resultsCSV) - 4
positions = resultsCSV[1].split(': ')[1].split()
ratios = resultsCSV[2].split(': ')[1]
results = '<center>To view with possible prior O-glycosylation effects, <a
href=\"%s/exresults?jobId=%s\">click here.</a>\n<br>'%(URLROOT,jobId)
results = results + '<div class=\"ppGalNAcResults\">\n<center><strong>ppGalNAc
T</strong></center><center><strong>Positions: '
for n in positions[1:6]:
if n == '1':
results = results + 'X '
else:
results = results + '- '
results = results + '<font color=\'#FF0000\'><b>S/T </b></font>'
for n in positions[6:12]:
if n == '1':
results = results + 'X '
else:
results = results + '- '
results = results + '<br>Thr/Ser Ratio: %s'%ratios
results = results + '</strong><br>'
results = results + 'Download: <a href=\"%s/getCSV?jobId=%s\" download
target=\"_blank\">Results</a> or \n'%(URLROOT,jobId)
results = results + '<a href=\"%s/getFasta?jobId=%s\" download
target=\"_blank\">Fasta_Submission</a>\n'%(URLROOT,jobId)
#Place page information here.
if (seq_start + step_size) > no_sequences:
seq_stop = no_sequences
else:
seq_stop = seq_start + step_size
if no_sequences > step_size:
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results = results + '\n\n<table width=\"100%\"><tr>'
results = results + '<td style=\"width:800px\"><div class="pagination"><span>Predictions:
%s to %s of %s</div></td>'%(seq_start+1, seq_stop,no_sequences)
results = results + '<td>'
results = results + pagination(seq_start, no_sequences,step_size,jobId)
results = results + '<td></table>\n\n'
#Start constructing the results table
results = results + '<table border=\"1\" cellpadding=\"4\" cellspacing=\"4\" width=\"100%\">'
results = results + '<tr bgcolor=\"#FFFFFF\">'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>Sequence</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>S/T</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"4%\"><strong>Position</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"10%\"><strong>Pattern</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T1</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T2</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T3</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T4</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T5</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T10</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T11</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T12</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T13</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T14</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>T16</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>Max</strong></th></tr>'
name = ''
#Display
for n in resultsCSV[(seq_start+4):seq_stop+4]:
sl = n.split(',')
rb = string.maketrans('','')
if not re.match(sl[0].translate(rb,'[]'), name):
name = sl[0].translate(rb,'[]')
results = results + '<td align=\"left\" colspan=\"12\"><strong>' + sl[0] +
'</strong></td></tr>'
results = results + '<tr><td align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>' + '</strong></td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"3%\"><strong>' + sl[1] + '</strong></td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"3%\"><strong>' + sl[2] + '</strong></td>'
if sl[3][3] == 'N' and sl[3][4] != 'P':
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"12%\"><div title="Asparagine may cause
changes in the O-glycosylation"><strong>' + sl[3][0:3] + '<font color=\'#00FF00\'>'
results = results + sl[3][3]+ '</font>' + sl[3][4] + '<font color=\'#FF0000\'>'
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results = results + sl[3][5]+ '</font>' + sl[3][6:11] + '</strong></div></td>'
else:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"12%\"><strong>' + sl[3][0:5] + '<font
color=\'#FF0000\'>'
results = results + sl[3][5]+ '</font>' + sl[3][6:11] + '</strong></td>'
listEV = []
for m in range(4,len(sl)):
if sl[m] not in '-':
listEV.append(float(sl[m]))
sl[m] = float(sl[m])
mx = max(listEV)
for m in range(6,len(sl),5):
if sl[m] == '-' or sl[m] == 0:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong></strong></td>'
elif sl[m] == mx:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong><font
color=\'#0000FF\'>' + '%.2f'%sl[m] + '</font></strong></td>'
else:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong>' + '%.2f'%sl[m] +
'</strong></td>'
if sl[-1] == '-':
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong></strong></td>'
elif sl[-1] == mx and float(sl[-1]) > 1:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"6%\"><strong><font color=\'#0000FF\'>'
+ '%.2f'%sl[-1] + '</font></strong></td>'
results = results + '</tr>'
results = results + '</table>'
results = results + '<table width=\"100%\"><tr>'
results = results + '<td style=\"width:800px\">\n'
results = results + '<form name="step" action="%s/results?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"
method="post">'%(URLROOT,jobId,seq_start)
results = results + '<select id="step_size" name="step_size" onchange="step.submit()">'
if step_size == 25:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="25">25</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="25">25</option>'
if step_size == 50:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="50">50</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="50">50</option>'
if step_size == 100:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="100">100</option>'
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else:
results = results + '<option value="100">100</option>'
if step_size == 250:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="250">250</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="250">250</option>'
if step_size == 500:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="500">500</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="500">500</option>'
if step_size == 750:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="750">750</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="750">750</option>'
results = results + '</select></form>'
results = results + '</td><td>\n'
if no_sequences > step_size:
results = results + pagination(seq_start, no_sequences,step_size,jobId)
results = results + '<td></table>'
vars['res'] = results
vars['paging'] = ''
#set paging options
return render.results(setup=vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
inmap = web.input(jobId=None,seq_start='0',step_size='50')
jobId = inmap.jobId
step_size = inmap.step_size
raise web.seeother("/results?jobId=%s&step_size=%s"%(str(jobId),step_size))
def write_para(path, parameters):
f = open('%s/isoPara.txt'%path, 'w')
f.write('trans=%s\n'%parameters[4])
f.write('pos=%s\n'%parameters[3])
f.write('ratio=%s\n'%parameters[2])
f.write('cscore=%s\n'%parameters[0])
f.write('tscore=%s\n'%parameters[1])
f.write('evd=%s\n'%parameters[5])
f.close()
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class Index:
""" Handle the root URL. """
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.index(setup=vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
inmap =
web.input(positions=[''],transferases=[''],FastaSequence='',FastaFile=[],CScore='',TScore='',SWei
ght=[''],exresults='',email='', EVTV=CURRENT_EV)
jobId = getNextJobId()
#grab the information from the form
positions = inmap.positions
transferases = inmap.transferases
SWeight = inmap.SWeight
email = inmap.email
evtv = inmap.EVTV
parameters = []
parameters.append(inmap.CScore) #0
parameters.append(inmap.TScore) #1
fasta = inmap.FastaSequence
file = inmap.FastaFile
exres = inmap.exresults
cutoff = 1
# check for which of the positions are checked
pos = ['0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0']
if any("npe" == s for s in positions):
pos[0] = '1'
if any("np5" == s for s in positions):
pos[1] = '1'
if any("np4" == s for s in positions):
pos[2] = '1'
if any("np3" == s for s in positions):
pos[3] = '1'
if any("np2" == s for s in positions):
pos[4] = '1'
if any("np1" == s for s in positions):
pos[5] = '1'
if any("pp1" == s for s in positions):
pos[6] = '1'
if any("pp2" == s for s in positions):
pos[7] = '1'
if any("pp3" == s for s in positions):
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pos[8] = '1'
if any("pp4" == s for s in positions):
pos[9] = '1'
if any("pp5" == s for s in positions):
pos[10] = '1'
if any("ppe" == s for s in positions):
pos[11] = '1'
# check for which of the transferases are checked
trans = ['0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0']
if any("t1" == s for s in transferases):
trans[0] = '1'
if any("t2" == s for s in transferases):
trans[1] = '1'
if any("t3" == s for s in transferases):
trans[2] = '1'
if any("t4" == s for s in transferases):
trans[3] = '1'
if any("t5" == s for s in transferases):
trans[4] = '1'
if any("t10" == s for s in transferases):
trans[5] = '1'
if any("t11" == s for s in transferases):
trans[6] = '1'
if any("t12" == s for s in transferases):
trans[7] = '1'
if any("t13" == s for s in transferases):
trans[8] = '1'
if any("t14" == s for s in transferases):
trans[9] = '1'
if any("t16" == s for s in transferases):
trans[10] = '1'
if any("tmax" == s for s in transferases):
trans[11] = '1'
# check for which of the transferases are checked
swei = ['','','','','','','','','','','']
for n in range(0,11):
swei[n] = SWeight[n]
parameters.append(','.join(swei)) #2
parameters.append(','.join(pos)) #3
parameters.append(','.join(trans)) #4
parameters.append('%s/%s/%s'%(EVT_ROOT,evtv,evtv))
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mypath = '%s/output/%s'%(ISOGLYP_HOME,jobId)
os.makedirs(mypath)
if fasta != '':
f = open('%s/FastaSequence.%s'%(mypath,jobId),'w')
f.write(fasta)
f.close()
if file[0] != '':
f = open('%s/FastaSequence.%s'%(mypath,jobId),'w')
f.write(''.join(file))
f.close()
write_para(mypath,parameters)
log = open('%s/%s.log'%(mypath,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0]), 'w')
log.write('Please Wait\nISOGlyP is processing of your submission.\n')
log.close()
os.environ["SHELL"]='/bin/bash'
comm = '/usr/bin/nohup python %s/src/python/isoglypCL.py -f %s/FastaSequence.%s -p
%s/isoPara.txt -c %s -j %s > %s/%s.nohup 2>&1 &'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,mypath,jobId,
mypath,cutoff,jobId, mypath,jobId)
cf = open('%s/script.sh'%(mypath), 'w')
cf.write('#!/bin/bash\n')
cf.write(comm)
cf.write('\nSTATUS=$?\necho $STATUS\nexit $STATUS\n')
cf.close()
os.chmod('%s/script.sh'%mypath, 0755)
process = subprocess.Popen('/usr/bin/bash %s/script.sh'%mypath, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE, shell=True)
#Send email if selected
if email and email != 'none':
import smtplib
from email.mime.text import MIMEText
link = 'http://%s%s/processing?jobId=%s'%(HOSTNAME,URLROOT,jobId)
messtxt = 'Thank you for using ISOGlyP. You can click on the following link to access
details about your submitted ISOGlyP prediction run:\n%s'%link
msg = MIMEText(messtxt)
msg['Subject'] = 'ISOGlyP Prediction Link'
msg['From'] = 'isoglyp-no-reply@utep.edu'
msg['To'] = email
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s = smtplib.SMTP('localhost')
s.sendmail('isoglyp-no-reply@utep.edu', [email], msg.as_string())
s.quit()
time.sleep(5)
if exres == 'exresults':
raise web.seeother("/exprocessing?jobId=%s"%str(jobId))
else:
raise web.seeother("/processing?jobId=%s"%str(jobId))

class Processing:
def GET(self):
vars = getVars()
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
jobId = inmap.jobId
try:
print '%s/%s/%s.log'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0])
log = open('%s/%s/%s.log'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0]),'r')
lines = log.readlines()
log.close()
if re.match('Completed',lines[-1]):
raise web.seeother('/results?jobId=%s'%jobId)
else:
status = 'The current status of jobId=%s \n'%jobId
status = status + '<br>' + '<br>'.join(lines[1:])
vars = getVars()
vars['status'] = status
return render.processing(setup=vars)
except:
return 'Error in Processing'
class ExProcessing:
def GET(self):
vars = getVars()
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
jobId = inmap.jobId
try:
print '%s/%s/%s.log'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0])
log = open('%s/%s/%s.log'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,('%s'%jobId).split('.')[0]),'r')
lines = log.readlines()
log.close()
if re.match('Completed',lines[-1]):
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raise web.seeother('/exresults?jobId=%s'%jobId)
else:
status = 'The current status of jobId=%s \n'%jobId
status = status + '<br>' + '<br>'.join(lines[1:])
vars = getVars()
vars['status'] = status
return render.exprocessing(setup=vars)
except:
return 'Error in Processing'
#Selective Peptide Generators
class SelectivePeptides:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
return render.peptides(setup=vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
inmap =
web.input(positions=[''],pos_transferases=[''],neg_transferases=[''],FastaSequence='',FastaFile=[],
SWeight=[''],exresults='',email='', EVTV=CURRENT_EV,mnc='', mpc='',numpep='', numret='')
jobId = getNextJobId()
#grab the information from the form
positions = inmap.positions
pos_transferases = inmap.pos_transferases
neg_transferases = inmap.neg_transferases
SWeight = inmap.SWeight
email = inmap.email
evtv = inmap.EVTV
parameters = []
#parameters.append(inmap.CScore) #0
#parameters.append(inmap.TScore) #1
fasta = inmap.FastaSequence
file = inmap.FastaFile
exres = inmap.exresults
mpc = inmap.mpc
mnc = inmap.mnc
numpep = inmap.numpep
numret = inmap.numret
# check for which of the positions are checked
pos = ['0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0']
if any("npe" == s for s in positions):
pos[0] = '1'
if any("np5" == s for s in positions):
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pos[1] = '1'
if any("np4" == s for s in positions):
pos[2] = '1'
if any("np3" == s for s in positions):
pos[3] = '1'
if any("np2" == s for s in positions):
pos[4] = '1'
if any("np1" == s for s in positions):
pos[5] = '1'
if any("pp1" == s for s in positions):
pos[6] = '1'
if any("pp2" == s for s in positions):
pos[7] = '1'
if any("pp3" == s for s in positions):
pos[8] = '1'
if any("pp4" == s for s in positions):
pos[9] = '1'
if any("pp5" == s for s in positions):
pos[10] = '1'
if any("ppe" == s for s in positions):
pos[11] = '1'
# check for which of the transferases are checked
pos_trans = ['0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','1']
if any("t1" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[0] = '1'
if any("t2" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[1] = '1'
if any("t3" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[2] = '1'
if any("t4" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[3] = '1'
if any("t5" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[4] = '1'
if any("t10" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[5] = '1'
if any("t11" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[6] = '1'
if any("t12" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[7] = '1'
if any("t13" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[8] = '1'
if any("t14" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[9] = '1'
if any("t16" == s for s in pos_transferases):
pos_trans[10] = '1'
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# check for which of the transferases are checked
neg_trans = ['0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','1']
if any("t1" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[0] = '1'
if any("t2" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[1] = '1'
if any("t3" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[2] = '1'
if any("t4" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[3] = '1'
if any("t5" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[4] = '1'
if any("t10" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[5] = '1'
if any("t11" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[6] = '1'
if any("t12" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[7] = '1'
if any("t13" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[8] = '1'
if any("t14" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[9] = '1'
if any("t16" == s for s in neg_transferases):
neg_trans[10] = '1'

# check for which of the transferases are checked
swei = ['','','','','','','','','','','']
for n in range(0,11):
swei[n] = SWeight[n]
parameters.append(','.join(swei)) #2
parameters.append(','.join(pos)) #3
parameters.append(','.join(pos_trans)) #4
parameters.append(','.join(neg_trans)) #5
parameters.append('%s/%s/%s'%(EVT_ROOT,evtv,evtv)) #6
mypath = '%s/output/%s'%(ISOGLYP_HOME,jobId)
os.makedirs(mypath)
ran_boo = 0
if fasta != '':
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f = open('%s/FastaSequence.%s'%(mypath,jobId),'w')
f.write(fasta)
f.close()
ran_boo = 1
if file[0] != '':
f = open('%s/FastaSequence.%s'%(mypath,jobId),'w')
f.write(''.join(file))
f.close()
ran_boo = 1
#write_para(mypath,parameters)
log = open('%s/%s.log'%(mypath,jobId), 'w')
log.write('Please Wait\nISOGlyP is processing of your submission.\n')
log.close()
os.environ["SHELL"]='/bin/bash'
if ran_boo == 1:
comm = '/usr/bin/nohup python %s/src/python/isoglyp_selective_peptide.py -f
%s/FastaSequence.%s -pc %s -nc %s -j %s -pos %s -neg %s -num %s -evt %s/%s/%s -posi %s rat %s >> %s/%s.log 2>&1 &'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,mypath,jobId, str(mpc), str(mnc), jobId,
','.join(pos_trans), ','.join(neg_trans), numret, EVT_ROOT, evtv,evtv,','.join(pos),
','.join(swei),mypath,jobId)
else:
comm = '/usr/bin/nohup python %s/src/python/isoglyp_selective_peptide.py -iter %s -pc %s
-nc %s -j %s -pos %s -neg %s -num %s -evt %s/%s/%s -posi %s -rat %s >> %s/%s.log 2>&1
&'%(PIPELINE_ROOT,str(numpep), str(mpc), str(mnc), jobId, ','.join(pos_trans),
','.join(neg_trans), str(numret), EVT_ROOT, evtv,evtv,','.join(pos), ','.join(swei),mypath,jobId)

cf = open('%s/script.sh'%(mypath), 'w')
cf.write('#!/bin/bash\n')
cf.write(comm)
cf.write('\nSTATUS=$?\necho $STATUS\nexit $STATUS\n')
cf.close()
os.chmod('%s/script.sh'%mypath, 0755)
process = subprocess.Popen('/usr/bin/bash %s/script.sh'%mypath, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE, shell=True)
#Send email if selected
if email and email != 'none':
import smtplib
from email.mime.text import MIMEText
link = 'http://%s%s/pepprocessing?jobId=%s'%(HOSTNAME,URLROOT,jobId)
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messtxt = 'Thank you for using ISOGlyP Transferase Specific Peptide Creator. You can
click on the following link to access details about your submitted ISOGlyP run:\n%s'%link
msg = MIMEText(messtxt)
msg['Subject'] = 'ISOGlyP Transferase Specific Peptide Creator Link'
msg['From'] = 'isoglyp-no-reply@utep.edu'
msg['To'] = email
s = smtplib.SMTP('localhost')
s.sendmail('isoglyp-no-reply@utep.edu', [email], msg.as_string())
s.quit()
time.sleep(5)
raise web.seeother("/pepprocessing?jobId=%s"%str(jobId))
class PepProcessing:
def GET(self):
vars = getVars()
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
jobId = inmap.jobId
try:
log = open('%s/%s/%s.log'%(OUTPUT_DIR,jobId,jobId),'r')
lines = log.readlines()
log.close()
if re.match('Completed',lines[-1]):
raise web.seeother('/pepresults?jobId=%s'%jobId)
else:
status = 'The current status of jobId=%s \n'%jobId
status = status + '<br>' + '<br>'.join(lines[1:])
vars = getVars()
vars['status'] = status
return render.pepprocessing(setup=vars)
except:
return 'Error in Processing'
def peppagination(current, max, step_size,jobid):
page = current/step_size + 1
to_pages = max/step_size + 1
last_start = (max/step_size)*step_size
toReturn = '<form name="page" action="" method="post"><div class="pagination"
align=\"left\"><input name="pagemax" type="hidden" id="maxpage" value="%s">'%(max)
if page == 1:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
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class="inactive page_link">&lt;&lt; First</span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="inactive
page_link">&lt; Prev</span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"> <strong>Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"
> Next &gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s" > Next
&gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start)
elif page == to_pages:
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"><strong> Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="inactive page_link next"> Next &gt;</a> </span>'
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"> Last &gt;&gt; </span></div>'
else:
if step_size != 100:
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toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<div class="pagination"><span title="First page of results"
class="active page_link"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s">&lt;&lt;
First</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Previous page of results" class="active page_link"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s">&lt;
Prev</a></span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current-step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="page"> <strong>Page </label>%s of
%s</strong></>'%(page,to_pages)
if step_size != 100:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"
> Next &gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size,step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s&step_size=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start,step_size)
else:
toReturn = toReturn + '<class="pagination"><span title="Next page of results"
class="active page_link next"><a href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s" > Next
&gt;</a> </span>'%(URLROOT,jobid,current+step_size)
toReturn = toReturn + '<span title="Last page of results"><a
href="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"> Last &gt;&gt;
</span></div>'%(URLROOT,jobid,last_start)
toReturn = toReturn + '</form>\n'
return toReturn

class PepResults:
def GET(self,*args,**kws):
vars = getVars()
vars['css'] = getResultsCSS()
inmap = web.input(jobId=None,seq_start='0',step_size='100')
jobId = inmap.jobId
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step_size = int(inmap.step_size)
seq_start = int(inmap.seq_start)
cur_page = (seq_start+1)/step_size
mypath = '%s/output/%s'%(ISOGLYP_HOME,jobId)
resultsFile = open('%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(mypath,jobId))
resultsCSV = resultsFile.readlines()
no_sequences = len(resultsCSV) - 7
results = resultsCSV[0]
#Start constructing the results table
results = results + '<table border=\"0\" cellpadding=\"4\" cellspacing=\"4\" width=\"70%\">'
results = results + '<tr bgcolor=\"#FFFFFF\">'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"15%\"><strong>Transferase</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T1</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T2</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T3</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T4</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T5</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T10</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T11</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T12</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T13</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T14</strong></th>'
results = results + '<th align=\"center\" width=\"5%\"><strong>T16</strong></th></tr>'
results = results + '<tr>'
for i in resultsCSV[2].strip().split(','):
results = results + '<td align=\"center\">' + i + '</td>'
results = results + '</tr><tr>'
for i in resultsCSV[3].strip().split(','):
results = results + '<td align=\"center\">' + i + '</td>'
results = results + '</tr><tr>'
for i in resultsCSV[4].strip().split(','):
results = results + '<td align=\"center\">' + i + '</td>'
results = results + '</tr><tr>'
results = results + '</tr></table>\n\n'
results = results + '<table width=\"45%"><tr><td width=\"16%\"
align=\"center\">Positions:</td>'
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results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">-5</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">-4</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">-3</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">-2</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">-1</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">X</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">+1</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">+2</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">+3</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">+4</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">+5</td></tr>'
results = results + '<tr><td width=\"16%\" align=\"center\"></td>'
for i in resultsCSV[5].strip().split(',')[1:]:
if i == "1":
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">+</td>'
elif i == "X":
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">T</td>'
else:
results = results + '<td align=\"center\" width=\"2%\">-</td>'

results = results + '</tr></table>'
results = results + 'Download: <a href=\"%s/getCSV?jobId=%s\" download
target=\"_blank\">Results</a> or \n'%(URLROOT,jobId)
results = results + '<a href=\"%s/PepFasta?jobId=%s\" download
target=\"_blank\">Fasta_Submission</a>\n'%(URLROOT,jobId)
#Place page information here.
if (seq_start + step_size) > no_sequences:
seq_stop = no_sequences
else:
seq_stop = seq_start + step_size
if no_sequences > step_size:
results = results + '\n\n<table width=\"100%\"><tr>'
results = results + '<td style=\"width:800px\"><div class="pagination"><span>Predictions:
%s to %s of %s</div></td>'%(seq_start+1, seq_stop,no_sequences)
results = results + '<td>'
results = results + peppagination(seq_start, no_sequences,step_size,jobId)
results = results + '<td></table>\n\n'
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#Display
results = results + '<table width=\"56%\"><tr>\n'
for i in resultsCSV[6].strip().split(','):
results = results + '<th width=\"14%\"><strong>' + i + '</strong></th>'
results = results + '</tr>'
for n in resultsCSV[(seq_start+7):seq_stop+7]:
sl = n.strip().split(',')
results = results + '<tr>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center">' + sl[0] + '</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center">' + sl[1] + '</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center">' + '%.2f'%float(sl[2]) + '</td>'
results = results + '<td align=\"center">' + '%.2f'%float(sl[3]) + '</td>'
results = results + '</tr>\n'
results = results + '</table>\n'
results = results + '<table width=\"100%\"><tr>'
results = results + '<td style=\"width:800px\">\n'
results = results + '<form name="step" action="%s/pepresults?jobId=%s&seq_start=%s"
method="post">'%(URLROOT,jobId,seq_start)
results = results + '<select id="step_size" name="step_size" onchange="step.submit()">'
if step_size == 25:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="25">25</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="25">25</option>'
if step_size == 50:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="50">50</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="50">50</option>'
if step_size == 100:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="100">100</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="100">100</option>'
if step_size == 250:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="250">250</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="250">250</option>'
if step_size == 500:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="500">500</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="500">500</option>'
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if step_size == 750:
results = results + '<option selected="selected" value="750">750</option>'
else:
results = results + '<option value="750">750</option>'
results = results + '</select></form>'
results = results + '</td><td>\n'
if no_sequences > step_size:
results = results + peppagination(seq_start, no_sequences,step_size,jobId)
results = results + '<td></table>'
vars['res'] = results
vars['paging'] = ''
#set paging options
return render.pepresults(setup=vars)
def POST(self,*args,**kws):
inmap = web.input(jobId=None,seq_start='0',step_size='50')
jobId = inmap.jobId
step_size = inmap.step_size
raise web.seeother("/pepresults?jobId=%s&step_size=%s"%(str(jobId),step_size))
class PepFasta:
def GET(self):
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
jobId = inmap.jobId
f = open('%s/output/%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(PROJECT_ROOT, jobId, jobId),'r')
lines = f.readlines()
result = ''
for line in lines[7:]:
sl = line.split(',')
result = result + '>' + sl[0] + ' P_EVP=' + '%.3f'%float(sl[2]) + ' N_EVP=' +
'%.3f'%float(sl[3]) +'\n' + sl[1] + '\n'
f.close()
print 'Fasta download result: %s'%jobId
web.header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment; filename=isoglyp-%s.fasta'%jobId)
web.header('Content-Type', 'text/plain')
return result
#Downloads
class getCSV:
def GET(self):
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
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jobId = inmap.jobId
f = open('%s/output/%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(PROJECT_ROOT, jobId, jobId),'r')
result = ''.join(f.readlines())
f.close()
print 'CSV download result: %s'%jobId
web.header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment; filename=isoglyp-%s.csv'%jobId)
web.header('Content-Type', 'text/csv')
return result
class getFasta:
def GET(self):
inmap = web.input(jobId=None)
jobId = inmap.jobId
f = open('%s/output/%s/FastaSequence.%s'%(PROJECT_ROOT, jobId, jobId),'r')
result = ''.join(f.readlines())
f.close()
print 'Fasta download result: %s'%jobId
web.header('Content-Disposition', 'attachment; filename=isoglyp-%s.fasta'%jobId)
web.header('Content-Type', 'text/plain')
return result
#Start the application
pid = os.getpid()
print "ISOGlyP Pipeline Submit Server: process ID %d"%pid
sys.stdout.flush()
application = web.application(urls,globals()).wsgifunc()
A1.5 Config.py
# Configuration data for the BBRC Exome analysis pipeline.
# In Python:
# import bbrcConfig as config
# print config.DB_ROOT
import os,sys
# Root of the project heirarchy.
proj_root=os.environ.get('ISOGLYP_HOME',None)
if proj_root is None:
PROJECT_ROOT='/Users/jemohl/Sites/isoglyp_v2.1'
else:
PROJECT_ROOT=proj_root
HOSTNAME = "localhost"
URLROOT = "/ISOGLYP"
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# Root of the pipeline code/data tree.
PIPELINE_ROOT=PROJECT_ROOT+'/pipeline'
#ISOGlyP Core Program
sys.path.insert(0,'%s/src/python'%PIPELINE_ROOT)
import isoglyp_core
# Root of the database tree.
db_root = os.environ.get('ISO_DB_DIR',None)
if db_root is None:
DB_ROOT=PROJECT_ROOT+'/db'
else:
DB_ROOT = db_root
evt_root = os.environ.get('ISO_EV_DIR',None)
if evt_root is None:
EVT_ROOT=DB_ROOT+'/evTables'
else:
EVT_ROOT = evt_root
CURRENT_EV = '20180127'
proj_work = os.environ.get('ISO_WORK_DIR',None)
if proj_work is None:
PROJ_WORK=PROJECT_ROOT+'/workData/work'
else:
PROJ_WORK=proj_work
# Directory containing input datasets.
INPUT_DIR=PROJECT_ROOT+'/input'
# Directory containing output datasets.
OUTPUT_DIR=PROJECT_ROOT+'/output'
A1.6 isoglyp_selective_peptide
#! /usr/bin/python
import os
import re
import sys
import argparse
from numpy.random import choice
import time
OUTPUT_DIR = ''
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from Config import *
#sys.path.insert(0,'../isoglyp_core')
#ch = choice(tList1,1,p=tListW,replace=False)[0]
#fileIn=open(,'r')
out_run = str(time.time())
workdir = os.getcwd()
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
if abspath == '':
abspath = '.'
sys.path.append(abspath)
os.chdir(abspath)
#Setting Defaults
cscore = 1
tscore = 1
#ev_dir='../EV_Tables/20170327/20170327'
ran = 0
seq = 0
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()
parser.add_argument('-f', '--fasta', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-j', '--jobId', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-pc', '--positive_cutoff', type=float, default=1.1)
parser.add_argument('-nc', '--negative_cutoff', type=float, default=0.8)
parser.add_argument('-pos', '--positive_trans', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-neg', '--negative_trans', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-iter', '--iterations', type=int, default=10000)
parser.add_argument('-num', '--num_petides', type=int, default=50)
parser.add_argument('-evt', '--enhance_val_table_dir', type=str, default=EVT_ROOT)
parser.add_argument('-posi', '--positions', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-rat', '--ratio', type=str)
args = parser.parse_args()
if args.fasta:
fileIn = args.fasta
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seq = 1
else:
ran = 1
if args.jobId:
jobId = args.jobId
else:
jobId = out_run
if not OUTPUT_DIR:
outdir = './'
else:
outdir = OUTPUT_DIR + '/' + jobId
ev_dir = args.enhance_val_table_dir
positive_cutoff = float(args.positive_cutoff)
negative_cutoff = float(args.negative_cutoff)
numPeptides = int(args.num_petides)
if args.iterations:
iterations = args.iterations
pos_trans='1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1'
neg_trans='0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1'
pos_transferases = []
pos_transferases = pos_trans.split(',')
neg_transferases = []
neg_transferases = neg_trans.split(',')
if args.positive_trans:
pos_transferases = args.positive_trans.split(',')
#pos_transferases.append('1')
if args.negative_trans:
neg_transferases = args.negative_trans.split(',')
#neg_transferases.append('1')
if args.positions:
posi = args.positions
else:
posi='0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0'
positions = []
positions = positions + [int(pos) for pos in posi.split(',')]
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if args.ratio:
ratio = args.ratio
else:
ratio='13.6,6.2,13.7,13.7,4.4,5.1,6.2,2.4,12.6,6.3,6.3'
sweight = []
sweight = [float(swei) for swei in ratio.split(',')]
#List of amino acids available for peptides
AA_list = ['A','D','E','F','G','H','I','K','L','M','N','P','Q','R','V','W','Y']
if ran == 1:
#Create weights for position specific
weights = []
for m in range(0,len(AA_list)):
weights.append(float(1.00000/len(AA_list)))
#create list of random peptides
peptides = []
for n in range(0,iterations):
temp = ''
for n in range(1,6):
if positions[n] == 1:
temp = temp + choice(AA_list,1,p=weights,replace=False)[0]
else:
temp = temp + '-'
temp = temp + 'T'
for n in range(6,11):
if positions[n] == 1:
temp = temp + choice(AA_list,1,p=weights,replace=False)[0]
else:
temp = temp + '-'
peptides.append(temp)
if seq == 1:
sequences = isoglyp_core.isoReadWrite.readFastaFile('%s'%(fileIn))
#create list of seq peptides
peptides = []
for sequence in sequences:
ind = [m.start() for m in re.finditer('[ST]',sequence[1])]
for n in ind:
toSubmit = ''
if n < 5:
for p in range(0,5-n):
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toSubmit = toSubmit + '-'
toSubmit = toSubmit + sequence[1][0:n+6]
elif n+6 > len(sequence[1]):
toSubmit = sequence[1][n-5:len(sequence[1])]
for p in range(len(toSubmit),11):
toSubmit = toSubmit + '-'
else:
toSubmit = sequence[1][n-5:n+6]
peptides.append(toSubmit)
pos_scores = {}
neg_scores = {}
for n in peptides:
psc = isoglyp_core.isoResults.constructResults(n, positions[1:11], pos_transferases, cscore,
tscore, sweight, ev_dir)
pos_scores[n] = psc[0][-1]
nsc = isoglyp_core.isoResults.constructResults(n, positions[1:11], neg_transferases, cscore,
tscore, sweight, ev_dir)
neg_scores[n] = nsc[0][-1]
pep_sorted = sorted(pos_scores, key=pos_scores.__getitem__, reverse=True)
i=0
j=0
f = open('%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(outdir,jobId), 'w')
if seq == 1:
f.write('Peptides generated from %s file\n'%fileIn)
if ran == 1:
f.write('Peptides chosen from %s randomly generated.\n'%iterations)
f.write(',T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T10,T11,T12,T13,T14,T16\n')
f.write('Selected For,%s\n'%(','.join(pos_transferases[:-1])))
f.write('Selected Against,%s\n'%(','.join(neg_transferases[:-1])))
f.write('Thr/Ser Ratio,%s\n'%ratio)
f.write('Positions,%s,X,%s\n'%(','.join(posi.split(',')[1:6]),','.join(posi.split(',')[6:11])))
f.write('Peptide Number,Sequence,Positive EVP,Negative EVP\n')
ss = 1
while positions[ss] != 1:
ss+=1
ss -= 1
st = 11
while positions[st] != 1:
st-=1
st+=1
while i < numPeptides and j < len(peptides) and float(pos_scores[pep_sorted[j]]) >
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positive_cutoff:
if neg_scores[pep_sorted[j]] < negative_cutoff:
f.write('%s,%s,%s,%s\n'%(str(i+1),pep_sorted[j][ss:st],
str(pos_scores[pep_sorted[j]]),str(neg_scores[pep_sorted[j]])))
i+=1
j+=1
f.close()
print('Completed')
A1.7 isoglypIMLocal.py
#! /usr/bin/python
#This script refines the iterative method to repredict only the regions affected by current
glycosylation.
import os
import re
import sys
import argparse
import time
#from memory_profiler import profile
workdir = os.getcwd()
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
if abspath == '':
abspath = '.'
sys.path.append(abspath)
import isoEVPtables
import isoReadWrite
import isoResults
os.chdir(abspath)
#@profile
def calIter():
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()
parser.add_argument('-f', '--fasta', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-p', '--parameters', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-c', '--cutoff', type=float)
args = parser.parse_args()
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fileIn = args.fasta
parIn = args.parameters
cutoff = args.cutoff
sequences = isoReadWrite.readFastaFile('%s/%s'%(workdir,fileIn))
para = open('%s/%s'%(workdir,parIn), 'r')
parLines = para.readlines()
para.close()
for line in parLines:
if re.search('^pos',line):
positions = []
positions.append(0)
positions = positions + [int(pos) for pos in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
positions.append(0)
if re.search('^trans', line):
transferases = []
transferases = line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')
if re.search('^ratio',line):
sweight = []
sweight = [float(swei) for swei in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
#cutoff = 2
cscore = 1
tscore = 1
resultsCSV = ''
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#O-glycosylation Prediction from ISOGlyP.utep.edu\n'
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#Thr/Ser Ratio: %s\n'%sweight
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#Positions used in Calculation: '
for n in positions[1:6]:
if n == 1:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + 'X '
else:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '- '
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + 'S/T '
for n in positions[6:11]:
if n == 1:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + 'X '
else:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '- '
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '\n'
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resultsCSV = resultsCSV + ','.join(['Iteration','Sequence Name', 'S/T', 'Position', 'Pattern',
'T1','T2', 'T3','T5','T10','T11','T12','T13','T14','T16','Max']) + '\n'
evalCSV = 'Sequence Name,Number of ST,Number of Iters,Time(ms)\n'
#with profile.timestamp('Sequence'):
for n in sequences:
evalCSV = evalCSV + n[0] + ','
start_time = time.time()
maxEVP = cutoff
iter = 0
seq = [n[1]]
lenSeq = len(n[1])
evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%(seq[0].count('S')+ seq[0].count('T'))
#with profile.timestamp('Iters'):
if re.search('[TS]',seq[0]):
scores = isoResults.constructResults(seq[iter], positions[1:11], transferases, cscore, tscore,
sweight)
tList1 = []
tList2 = []
for m in scores:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + str(iter+1) + ',' + n[0].replace(',','') + ',' + m[1][5] + ',' +
str(m[0]+1) + ',' + ','.join(str(x) for x in m[1:]) + '\n'
tList1.append(m[0])
tList2.append(max([-9999 if x=='-' else float(x) for x in m[2:]]))
maxEVP = max(tList2)
max_index = tList2.index(maxEVP)
if maxEVP >= cutoff:
seq.append(seq[iter])
iter += 1
if seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'T':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '+'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'S':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '$'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
else:
print 'Print error in reassignment'
exit
while maxEVP >= cutoff and re.search('[TS]',seq[iter]):
#Need to repeat this for each TS in the region that could be effected by the glycosylation
if tList1[max_index] < 15:
start = 0
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else:
start = tList1[max_index] - 15
if (lenSeq - tList1[max_index]) < 16:
end = lenSeq-1
else:
end = tList1[max_index] + 16
localScores = isoResults.constructResults(seq[iter][start:end], positions[1:11], transferases,
cscore, tscore, sweight)
#Need to remove the current for loop and do something that replaces the new local scores
for m in localScores:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + str(iter+1) + ',' + n[0].replace(',','') + ',' + m[1][5] + ',' +
str(m[0]+1) + ',' + ','.join(str(x) for x in m[1:]) + '\n'
if (start - tList1[max_index] + m[0]) <= 5 and (start - tList1[max_index] + m[0]) >= -5:
tList2[tList1.index(start + m[0])] = max([-9999 if x=='-' else float(x) for x in m[2:]])
#tList1.remove(tList1[max_index])
#tList2.remove(max_index)
del tList1[max_index]
del tList2[max_index]
maxEVP = max(tList2)
max_index = tList2.index(maxEVP)
if maxEVP >= cutoff:
seq.append(seq[iter])
iter += 1
if seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'T':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '+'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'S':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '$'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
else:
print 'Print error in reassignment'
exit
end_time = time.time()
evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%(iter)
evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%((end_time - start_time)*1000)
evalCSV = evalCSV + '\n'
f = open('%s/isoglyp-IT-%s-pred.fasta'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'a')
f.write('%s\n'%n[0])
f.write('%s\n'%seq[iter])
f.close()
f = open('%s/isoglyp-IT-%s.csv'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'w')
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f.write(resultsCSV)
f.close()
f = open('%s/isoglyp-IT-%s-time.csv'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'w')
f.write(evalCSV)
f.close()
calIter()
A1.8 isoglypIM_mpro.py
#! /usr/bin/python
#This script refines the iterative method to repredict only the regions affected by current
glycosylation.
import os
import re
import sys
import argparse
import time
from multiprocessing import Pool, Manager
from functools import partial
workdir = os.getcwd()
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
if abspath == '':
abspath = '.'
sys.path.append(abspath)
import isoEVPtables
import isoReadWrite
import isoResults
os.chdir(abspath)
def calIter():
#Hard coded variables
cutoff = 2
cscore = 1
tscore = 1
processes = 8
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parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()
parser.add_argument('-f', '--fasta', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-p', '--parameters', type=str)
args = parser.parse_args()
fileIn = args.fasta
parIn = args.parameters
sequences = isoReadWrite.readFastaFile('%s/%s'%(workdir,fileIn))
para = open('%s/%s'%(workdir,parIn), 'r')
parLines = para.readlines()
para.close()
for line in parLines:
if re.search('^pos',line):
positions = []
positions.append(0)
positions = positions + [int(pos) for pos in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
positions.append(0)
if re.search('^trans', line):
transferases = []
transferases = line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')
if re.search('^ratio',line):
sweight = []
sweight = [float(swei) for swei in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
resultsCSV = ''
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#O-glycosylation Prediction from ISOGlyP.utep.edu\n'
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#Thr/Ser Ratio: %s\n'%sweight
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '#Positions used in Calculation: '
for n in positions[1:6]:
if n == 1:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + 'X '
else:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '- '
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + 'S/T '
for n in positions[6:11]:
if n == 1:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + 'X '
else:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '- '
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + '\n'
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resultsCSV = resultsCSV + ','.join(['Iteration','Sequence Name', 'S/T', 'Position', 'Pattern',
'T1','T2', 'T3','T5','T10','T11','T12','T13','T14','T16','Max']) + '\n'
evalCSV = 'Sequence Name,Number of ST,Number of Iters,Time(ms)\n'
#Declare the pool
p = Pool(processes)
manager = Manager()
eval = manager.list()
results = manager.list()
partial_mp = partial(mp_predict, cutoff = cutoff, cscore = cscore, tscore = tscore, positions =
positions, transferases = transferases, sweight = sweight, fileIn = fileIn, e = eval, r = results)
res_mp = p.map(partial_mp, sequences)
evalCSV = ''.join([evalCSV,''.join(eval)])
resultsCSV = ''.join([resultsCSV,''.join(results)])
f = open('%s/isoglyp-%s.csv'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'w')
f.write(resultsCSV)
f.close()
f = open('%s/isoglyp-%s-time.csv'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'w')
f.write(evalCSV)
f.close()
#end caliter
def mp_predict(n, cutoff, cscore, tscore, positions, transferases, sweight, fileIn, e, r):
evalCSV = n[0] + ','
resultsCSV = ''
maxEVP = cutoff
iter = 0
seq = [n[1]]
lenSeq = len(n[1])
evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%(seq[0].count('S')+ seq[0].count('T'))
if re.search('[TS]',seq[0]):
scores = isoResults.constructResults(seq[iter], positions[1:11], transferases, cscore, tscore,
sweight)
tList1 = []
tList2 = []
for m in scores:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + str(iter+1) + ',' + n[0].replace(',','') + ',' + m[1][5] + ',' +
str(m[0]+1) + ',' + ','.join(str(x) for x in m[1:]) + '\n'
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tList1.append(m[0])
tList2.append(max([-9999 if x=='-' else float(x) for x in m[2:]]))
maxEVP = max(tList2)
max_index = tList2.index(maxEVP)
if maxEVP >= cutoff:
seq.append(seq[iter])
iter += 1
if seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'T':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '+'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'S':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '$'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
else:
print 'Print error in reassignment'
exit
while maxEVP >= cutoff and re.search('[TS]',seq[iter]):
if tList1[max_index] < 15:
start = 0
else:
start = tList1[max_index] - 15
if (lenSeq - tList1[max_index]) < 16:
end = lenSeq-1
else:
end = tList1[max_index] + 16
localScores = isoResults.constructResults(seq[iter][start:end], positions[1:11], transferases,
cscore, tscore, sweight)
for m in localScores:
resultsCSV = resultsCSV + str(iter+1) + ',' + n[0].replace(',','') + ',' + m[1][5] + ',' +
str(m[0]+1) + ',' + ','.join(str(x) for x in m[1:]) + '\n'
if (start - tList1[max_index] + m[0]) <= 5 and (start - tList1[max_index] + m[0]) >= -5:
tList2[tList1.index(start + m[0])] = max([-9999 if x=='-' else float(x) for x in m[2:]])
del tList1[max_index]
del tList2[max_index]
maxEVP = max(tList2)
max_index = tList2.index(maxEVP)
if maxEVP >= cutoff:
seq.append(seq[iter])
iter += 1
if seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'T':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '+'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'S':
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temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '$'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
else:
print 'Print error in reassignment'
exit
#end_time = time.time()
evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%(iter)
#evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%((end_time - start_time)*1000)
evalCSV = evalCSV + '\n'
e.append(evalCSV)
r.append(resultsCSV)
f = open('%s/isoglyp-%s-pred.fasta'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'a')
f.write('%s\n'%n[0])
f.write('%s\n'%seq[iter])
f.close()
return True
#End mp_prediction
calIter()
A1.9 isoglypRandom_v0.4.py
#! /usr/bin/python
#This script refines the iterative method to repredict only the regions affected by current
glycosylation.
#Added in spacing to include all amino acids for graphing purposes. JEM 20181025
import os
import re
import sys
import argparse
import time
from numpy.random import choice
workdir = os.getcwd()
abspath = os.path.dirname(__file__)
if abspath == '':
abspath = '.'
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sys.path.append(abspath)
import isoEVPtables
import isoReadWrite
import isoResults
os.chdir(abspath)
def calIter():
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()
parser.add_argument('-f', '--fasta', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-p', '--parameters', type=str)
parser.add_argument('-c', '--cutoff', type=float)
parser.add_argument('-s', '--spacing',type=str)
args = parser.parse_args()
fileIn = args.fasta
parIn = args.parameters
cutoff = args.cutoff
spacing = args.spacing
sequences = isoReadWrite.readFastaFile('%s/%s'%(workdir,fileIn))
para = open('%s/%s'%(workdir,parIn), 'r')
parLines = para.readlines()
para.close()
for line in parLines:
if re.search('^pos',line):
positions = []
positions.append(0)
positions = positions + [int(pos) for pos in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
positions.append(0)
if re.search('^trans', line):
transferases = []
transferases = line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')
if re.search('^ratio',line):
sweight = []
sweight = [float(swei) for swei in line.strip().split('=')[1].split(',')]
cscore = 1
tscore = 1
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for n in sequences:
pred_list = []
start_time = time.time()
for co in range(0,1000):
maxEVP = cutoff
iter = 0
seq = [n[1]]
lenSeq = len(n[1])
rounds = 1
#evalCSV = evalCSV + '%s,'%(seq[0].count('S')+ seq[0].count('T'))
if re.search('[TS]',seq[0]):
scores = isoResults.constructResults(seq[iter], positions[1:11], transferases, cscore,
tscore, sweight)
tList1 = []
tList2 = []
for m in scores:
tList1.append(m[0])
tList2.append(max([0 if x=='-' else float(x) for x in m[2:]]))
maxEVP = max(tList2)
total = sum(tList2)
tListW = []
for w in range(0,len(tList2)):
tListW.append(tList2[w]/total)
ch = choice(tList1,1,p=tListW,replace=False)[0]
max_index = tList1.index(ch)
if maxEVP >= cutoff:
seq.append(seq[iter])
iter += 1
if seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'T':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '+'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'S':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '$'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
else:
print('Print error in reassignment')
exit
while maxEVP >= cutoff and re.search('[TS]',seq[iter]) and rounds < 1000:
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if tList1[max_index] < 15:
start = 0
else:
start = tList1[max_index] - 15
if (lenSeq - tList1[max_index]) < 16:
end = lenSeq-1
else:
end = tList1[max_index] + 16
localScores = isoResults.constructResults(seq[iter][start:end], positions[1:11],
transferases, cscore, tscore, sweight)
for m in localScores:
if (start - tList1[max_index] + m[0]) <= 5 and (start - tList1[max_index] + m[0]) >= -5:
tList2[tList1.index(start + m[0])] = max([0.0 if x=='-' else float(x) for x in m[2:]])
total = sum(tList2)
tListW = []
maxEVP = max(tList2)
for w in range(0,len(tList2)):
tListW.append(tList2[w]/total)
ch = choice(tList1,1,p=tListW,replace=False)[0]
max_index = tList1.index(ch)
if maxEVP >= cutoff:
seq.append(seq[iter])
iter += 1
if seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'T':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '+'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] == 'S':
temp = list(seq[iter])
temp[tList1[max_index]] = '$'
seq[iter] = ''.join(temp)
elif seq[iter][tList1[max_index]] not in ['$','+']:
print('Error in reassignment')
exit
rounds += 1
pred_temp = []
for p in tList1:
if seq[iter][p] in ['$','+']:
pred_temp.append('1')
else:
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pred_temp.append('0')
pred_list.append(pred_temp)
end_time = time.time()
f = open('%s/isoglyp-RAN-%s-pred.csv'%(workdir, fileIn.split('.')[0]), 'w')
f.write('%s\n'%n[0])
print(len(pred_list))
if spacing == 'Y' or spacing == 'y':
f.write(','.join(list(n[1])) + '\n')
for l in pred_list:
ac = 0
toOut = []
for x in range(0,len(n[1])):
if n[1][x] == 'T' or n[1][x] == 'S':
toOut.append(l[ac])
ac += 1
else:
toOut.append('0')
f.write('%s\n'%','.join(toOut))
else:
for l in pred_list:
f.write('%s\n'%','.join(l))
f.close()
calIter()

A2

R SCRIPTS

A2.1 binf_apps_results_king
#This is used for the computation of the predictive metrics for the bioinfomratics journal
applications

#Load the results file
#raw_data_exp <- read.csv("kong_merged_v2.csv",skip=3, header=TRUE) #Kong data doesn't
work for site predictive analysis
raw_data_exp <- read.csv("king_isoglyp_comb_20180227.csv", skip=3,header=FALSE)
dim(raw_data_exp)
#Need to remove MUC2 because it is giving problems in the file
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#raw_data_exp <- raw_data_exp[raw_data_exp$Sequence != "2506877",]
#dim(raw_data_exp)
accuracy <- function(tp,fp,tn,fn){
return ((tp + tn)/(tn+tp+fp+fn))
}
sens <- function(tp,fn){
return ((tp/(tp+fn)))
}
spec <- function(tn,fp){
return ((tn/(tn+fp)))
}
matc <- function(tp,fp,tn,fn){
return (((tn*tp)-(fp*fn))/(sqrt((tn+fn)*(tn+fp)*(fp+fn)*(tp+fp))))
}
falposr <- function(tn,fp){
return ((fp/(tn+fp)))
}
pospred <- function(tp,fp){
return ((tp/(tp+fp)))
}
#Excludig NetOGlyC training data
#raw_data_exp <- raw_data_exp[raw_data_exp$V62=='U',]
fileConn <- "summary_king_ser_noratio_20190314.txt"
cat("Summary File of Prediction Accuracy",file=fileConn,append=FALSE, sep = "\n")
cat("Cutoff Accuracy
Acc.SD
Sensitivity
Sen.SD
Specificity
Spec.SD MCC MCC.SD
PPV PPV.SD
FPR
FPR.SD",file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(" Net.Accuracy Net.Acc.SD Net.SensitivityNet.Sen.SD Net.Specificity
Net.Spec.SD
Net.MCC
Net.MCC.SD Net.PPV
Net.PPV.SD Net.FPR
Net.FPR.SD",file=fileConn,append=TRUE, sep = "\n")
#cat(" NoR.AccuracyNoR.Acc.SD NoR.Sensitivity
NoR.Sen.SD NoR.Specificity
NoR.Spec.SD
NoR.MCC
NoR.MCC.SD NoR.PPV
NoR.PPV.SD NoR.FPR
NoR.FPR.SD",file=fileConn,append=TRUE, sep = "\n")
for (inc in 1:20){
cutoff = inc/10
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King_Pred <- ifelse(raw_data_exp$V7>cutoff | raw_data_exp$V12>cutoff |
raw_data_exp$V27>cutoff | raw_data_exp$V32>cutoff | raw_data_exp$V47>cutoff |
raw_data_exp$V57>cutoff, 'Y', 'N')
#To account look at accuracy without ser-thr ratio, I multiplied the ratios back into the EVP
calculations
#King_Pred_noratio <- ifelse((15.1*raw_data_exp$V7)>cutoff |
(6.61*raw_data_exp$V12)>cutoff | (8.01*raw_data_exp$V27)>cutoff |
(3*raw_data_exp$V32)>cutoff | (14.5*raw_data_exp$V47)>cutoff |
(6.35*raw_data_exp$V57)>cutoff, 'Y', 'N')
#data <- cbind(as.character(raw_data_exp[,1]), as.character(raw_data_exp$V3),
as.character(raw_data_exp$V2), King_Pred_noratio, as.character(raw_data_exp$V63),
King_Pred)
#Compile the data into a single smaller data frame
data <- cbind(as.character(raw_data_exp[,1]), as.character(raw_data_exp$V3),
as.character(raw_data_exp$V2), as.character(raw_data_exp$V61),
as.character(raw_data_exp$V63), King_Pred)
#Assign column names to each of the data elements
colnames(data) <- c('Sequence','Position','Ser.Thr','NetOGlyc','King_Exp','King_Pred')
c_acc <- c(c())
c_sen <- c(c())
c_spc <- c(c())
c_mcc <- c(c())
c_ppv <- c(c())
c_fpr <- c(c())
c_net_acc <- c(c())
c_net_sen <- c(c())
c_net_spc <- c(c())
c_net_mcc <- c(c())
c_net_ppv <- c(c())
c_net_fpr <- c(c())
#Create pos and neg sets for the current transferase
#pos_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='Y',]
#neg_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='N',]
#Create pos and neg sets for the current transferase-Thr Specific
#pos_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='Y' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='T',]
#neg_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='N' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='T',]
#Create pos and neg sets for the current transferase-Serine Specific
pos_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='Y' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='S',]
neg_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='N' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='S',]
#Excludig NetOGlyC training data
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#Determine number of samples per group, do 2/3
sub_size = round(2*dim(pos_data_exp)[1]/3)
acc <- c()
sen <- c()
spc <- c()
mcc <- c()
fpr <- c()
ppv <- c()
net_acc <- c()
net_sen <- c()
net_spc <- c()
net_mcc <- c()
net_ppv <- c()
net_fpr <- c()
for (i in 1:10){
tn <- 0
tp <- 0
fn <- 0
fp <- 0
net_tn <- 0
net_tp <- 0
net_fn <- 0
net_fp <- 0
pos.idx <-sort(sample(nrow(pos_data_exp),sub_size))
neg.idx <- sort(sample(nrow(neg_data_exp),sub_size))
pos <- pos_data_exp[pos.idx,]
neg <- neg_data_exp[neg.idx,]
for (id in 1:dim(pos)[1]){
if (pos[id,'King_Pred'] == 'Y'){
tp <- tp + 1
} else {
fn <- fn + 1
}
if (pos[id,'NetOGlyc'] == 'Y'){
net_tp <- net_tp + 1
} else {
net_fn <- net_fn + 1
}
}
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for (id in 1:dim(neg)[1]){
if (neg[id,'King_Pred'] == 'N'){
tn <- tn + 1
} else {
fp <- fp + 1
}
if (neg[id,'NetOGlyc'] == 'N'){
net_tn <- net_tn + 1
} else {
net_fp <- net_fp + 1
}
}
acc[i] <- accuracy(tp,fp,tn,fn)
sen[i] <- sens(tp,fn)
spc[i] <- spec(tn,fp)
mcc[i] <- matc(tp,fp,tn,fn)
ppv[i] <- falposr(tn,fp)
fpr[i] <- pospred(tp,fp)
net_acc[i] <- accuracy(net_tp,net_fp,net_tn,net_fn)
net_sen[i] <- sens(net_tp,net_fn)
net_spc[i] <- spec(net_tn,net_fp)
net_mcc[i] <- matc(net_tp,net_fp,net_tn,net_fn)
net_ppv[i] <- falposr(net_tn,net_fp)
net_fpr[i] <- pospred(net_tp,net_fp)
}
c_acc <- rbind(c_acc,acc)
c_sen <- rbind(c_sen,sen)
c_spc <- rbind(c_spc,spc)
c_mcc <- rbind(c_mcc,mcc)
c_fpr <- rbind(c_fpr,fpr)
c_ppv <- rbind(c_ppv,ppv)
c_net_acc <- rbind(c_net_acc,net_acc)
c_net_sen <- rbind(c_net_sen,net_sen)
c_net_spc <- rbind(c_net_spc,net_spc)
c_net_mcc <- rbind(c_net_mcc,net_mcc)
c_net_fpr <- rbind(c_net_fpr,net_fpr)
c_net_ppv <- rbind(c_net_ppv,net_ppv)
c_acc_m <- c()
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c_sen_m <- c()
c_spc_m <- c()
c_mcc_m <- c()
c_ppv_m <- c()
c_fpr_m <- c()
c_acc_sd <- c()
c_sen_sd <- c()
c_spc_sd <- c()
c_mcc_sd <- c()
c_ppv_sd <- c()
c_fpr_sd <- c()
c_net_acc_m <- c()
c_net_sen_m <- c()
c_net_spc_m <- c()
c_net_mcc_m <- c()
c_net_ppv_m <- c()
c_net_fpr_m <- c()
c_net_acc_sd <- c()
c_net_sen_sd <- c()
c_net_spc_sd <- c()
c_net_mcc_sd <- c()
c_net_ppv_sd <- c()
c_net_fpr_sd <- c()
c_acc_m <- c(c_acc_m,mean(c_acc))
c_sen_m <- c(c_sen_m,mean(c_sen))
c_spc_m <- c(c_spc_m,mean(c_spc))
c_mcc_m <- c(c_mcc_m,mean(c_mcc))
c_ppv_m <- c(c_ppv_m,mean(c_ppv))
c_fpr_m <- c(c_fpr_m,mean(c_fpr))
c_acc_sd <- c(c_acc_sd,sd(c_acc))
c_sen_sd <- c(c_sen_sd,sd(c_sen))
c_spc_sd <- c(c_spc_sd,sd(c_spc))
c_mcc_sd <- c(c_mcc_sd,sd(c_mcc))
c_ppv_sd <- c(c_ppv_sd,sd(c_ppv))
c_fpr_sd <- c(c_fpr_sd,sd(c_fpr))
c_net_acc_m <- c(c_net_acc_m,mean(c_net_acc))
c_net_sen_m <- c(c_net_sen_m,mean(c_net_sen))
c_net_spc_m <- c(c_net_spc_m,mean(c_net_spc))
c_net_mcc_m <- c(c_net_mcc_m,mean(c_net_mcc))
c_net_ppv_m <- c(c_net_ppv_m,mean(c_net_ppv))
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c_net_fpr_m <- c(c_net_fpr_m,mean(c_net_fpr))
c_net_acc_sd <- c(c_net_acc_sd,sd(c_net_acc))
c_net_sen_sd <- c(c_net_sen_sd,sd(c_net_sen))
c_net_spc_sd <- c(c_net_spc_sd,sd(c_net_spc))
c_net_mcc_sd <- c(c_net_mcc_sd,sd(c_net_mcc))
c_net_ppv_sd <- c(c_net_ppv_sd,sd(c_net_ppv))
c_net_fpr_sd <- c(c_net_fpr_sd,sd(c_net_fpr))
cat(sprintf("%.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f
%.2f
%.2f",cutoff,c_acc_m[1], c_acc_sd[1],c_sen_m[1], c_sen_sd[1],c_spc_m[1],
c_spc_sd[1],c_mcc_m[1], c_mcc_sd[1], c_ppv_m[1], c_ppv_sd[1],c_fpr_m[1],c_fpr_sd[1]
),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f
%.2f
%.2f",c_net_acc_m[1], c_net_acc_sd[1],c_net_sen_m[1],
c_net_sen_sd[1],c_net_spc_m[1], c_net_spc_sd[1],c_net_mcc_m[1], c_net_mcc_sd[1],
c_net_ppv_m[1],
c_net_ppv_sd[1],c_net_fpr_m[1],c_net_fpr_sd[1]),file=fileConn,append=TRUE, sep = "\n")
}
A2.2 feature_enhancement_calculations.r
#Reading in the data containing the multi-cell type results and the ISOGlyP EVP values
raw_data_exp <- read.csv("compiled_features.csv")
dim(raw_data_exp)
#Split data into postive and negative for only Threonine
pos_data_exp <- raw_data_exp[raw_data_exp$Positive == "Y",]
neg_data_exp <- raw_data_exp[raw_data_exp$Positive == "N",]
#There are 1806 positives
eD0.O <- c()
eD0.D <- c()
eD1.O <- c()
eD1.D <- c()
eX0.O <- c()
eX0.D <- c()
eX1.O <- c()
eX1.D <- c()
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scss.C <- c()
scss.E <- c()
scss.H <- c()
scss8.C <- c()
scss8.E <- c()
scss8.H <- c()
scss8.S <- c()
scss8.B <- c()
scss8.T <- c()
scss8.G <- c()
scss8.I <- c()
nasa.2 <- c()
nasa.3 <- c()
nasa.4 <- c()
nasa.5 <- c()
nasa.6 <- c()
nasa.7 <- c()
nasa.8 <- c()
nasa.9 <- c()
nasa.10 <- c()
nrsa.2 <- c()
nrsa.3 <- c()
nrsa.4 <- c()
nrsa.5 <- c()
nrsa.6 <- c()
nrsa.7 <- c()
nrsa.8 <- c()
nrsa.9 <- c()
nrsa.10 <- c()
sacc20.2 <- c()
sacc20.3 <- c()
sacc20.4 <- c()
sacc20.5 <- c()
sacc20.6 <- c()
sacc20.7 <- c()
sacc20.8 <- c()
sacc20.9 <- c()
sacc20.10 <- c()
#Repeat 10 times and take the average
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for (i in 1:10){
#Split the data into positive and negative training and test sets
pos.id <- sort(sample(nrow(pos_data_exp),1200))
pos <- pos_data_exp[pos.id,]
all.id <- sort(sample(nrow(raw_data_exp),46500))
all <- raw_data_exp[all.id,]
eD0.Ot <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_D_0=="O",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_D_0=="O",])[1]/46500)
eD0.O <- c(eD0.O,eD0.Ot)
eD0.Dt <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_D_0=="D",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_D_0=="D",])[1]/46500)
eD0.D <- c(eD0.D,eD0.Dt)
eD1.Ot <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_D_1=="O",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_D_1=="O",])[1]/46500)
eD1.O <- c(eD1.O,eD1.Ot)
eD1.Dt <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_D_1=="D",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_D_1=="D",])[1]/46500)
eD1.D <- c(eD1.D,eD1.Dt)
eX0.Ot <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_X_0=="O",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_X_0=="O",])[1]/46500)
eX0.O <- c(eX0.O,eX0.Ot)
eX0.Dt <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_X_0=="D",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_X_0=="D",])[1]/46500)
eX0.D <- c(eX0.D,eX0.Dt)
eX1.Ot <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_X_1=="O",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_X_1=="O",])[1]/46500)
eX1.O <- c(eX1.O,eX1.Ot)
eX1.Dt <(dim(pos[pos$espritz_X_1=="D",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$espritz_X_1=="D",])[1]/46500)
eX1.D <- c(eX1.D,eX1.Dt)
scss.Ct <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss=="C",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss=="C",])[1]/46500)
scss.C <- c(scss.C,scss.Ct)
scss.Ht <153

(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss=="H",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss=="H",])[1]/46500)
scss.H <- c(scss.H,scss.Ht)
scss.Et <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss=="E",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss=="E",])[1]/46500)
scss.E <- c(scss.E,scss.Et)
scss8.Ct <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="C",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="C",])[1]/46500)
scss8.C <- c(scss8.C,scss8.Ct)
scss8.Ht <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="H",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="H",])[1]/46500)
scss8.H <- c(scss8.H,scss8.Ht)
scss8.Et <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="E",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="E",])[1]/46500)
scss8.E <- c(scss8.E,scss8.Et)
scss8.St <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="S",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="S",])[1]/46500)
scss8.S <- c(scss8.S,scss8.St)
scss8.Bt <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="B",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="B",])[1]/46500)
scss8.B <- c(scss8.B,scss8.Bt)
scss8.Tt <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="T",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="T",])[1]/46500)
scss8.T <- c(scss8.T,scss8.Tt)
scss8.Gt <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="G",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="G",])[1]/46500)
scss8.G <- c(scss8.G,scss8.Gt)
scss8.It <(dim(pos[pos$scratch_ss8=="I",])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[all$scratch_ss8=="I",])[1]/46500)
scss8.I <- c(scss8.I,scss8.It)
sacc20.2t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)<=2,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)<
=2,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.2 <- c(sacc20.2,sacc20.2t)
sacc20.3t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==3,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=3,])[1]/46500)
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sacc20.3 <- c(sacc20.3,sacc20.3t)
sacc20.4t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==4,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=4,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.4 <- c(sacc20.4,sacc20.4t)
sacc20.5t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==5,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=5,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.5 <- c(sacc20.5,sacc20.5t)
sacc20.6t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==6,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=6,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.6 <- c(sacc20.6,sacc20.6t)
sacc20.7t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==7,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=7,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.7 <- c(sacc20.7,sacc20.7t)
sacc20.8t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==8,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=8,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.8 <- c(sacc20.8,sacc20.8t)
sacc20.9t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)==9,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)=
=9,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.9 <- c(sacc20.9,sacc20.9t)
sacc20.10t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$scratch_acc20/10)>=10,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$scratch_acc20/10)
>=10,])[1]/46500)
sacc20.10 <- c(sacc20.10,sacc20.10t)
nasa.2t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)<=2,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)<=2,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.2 <- c(nasa.2,nasa.2t)
nasa.3t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==3,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==3,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.3 <- c(nasa.3,nasa.3t)
nasa.4t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==4,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==4,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.4 <- c(nasa.4,nasa.4t)
nasa.5t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==5,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==5,])[
1]/46500)
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nasa.5 <- c(nasa.5,nasa.5t)
nasa.6t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==6,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==6,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.6 <- c(nasa.6,nasa.6t)
nasa.7t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==7,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==7,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.7 <- c(nasa.7,nasa.7t)
nasa.8t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==8,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==8,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.8 <- c(nasa.8,nasa.8t)
nasa.9t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)==9,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)==9,])[
1]/46500)
nasa.9 <- c(nasa.9,nasa.9t)
nasa.10t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_asa/10)>=10,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_asa/10)>=10,
])[1]/46500)
nasa.10 <- c(nasa.10,nasa.10t)
nrsa.2t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)<=2,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)<=2,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.2 <- c(nrsa.2,nrsa.2t)
nrsa.3t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==3,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==3,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.3 <- c(nrsa.3,nrsa.3t)
nrsa.4t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==4,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==4,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.4 <- c(nrsa.4,nrsa.4t)
nrsa.5t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==5,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==5,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.5 <- c(nrsa.5,nrsa.5t)
nrsa.6t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==6,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==6,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.6 <- c(nrsa.6,nrsa.6t)
nrsa.7t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==7,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==7,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.7 <- c(nrsa.7,nrsa.7t)
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nrsa.8t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==8,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==8,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.8 <- c(nrsa.8,nrsa.8t)
nrsa.9t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==9,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)==9,])
[1]/46500)
nrsa.9 <- c(nrsa.9,nrsa.9t)
nrsa.10t <(dim(pos[ceiling(pos$netsurf_rsa/0.1)>=10,])[1]/1200)/(dim(all[ceiling(all$netsurf_rsa/0.1)>=10
,])[1]/46500)
nrsa.10 <- c(nrsa.10,nrsa.10t)
}
fileConn <- "EV_Summary_46k_20190319.txt"
cat("Summary of Enhancement Values Created Using Steentoft
Data",file=fileConn,append=FALSE, sep = "\n")
cat("Round espritz_D_1_O
espritz_D_1_D
espritz_X_1_O
espritz_X_1_D netsurf_rsa_2 netsurf_rsa_3 netsurf_rsa_4 netsurf_rsa_5 netsurf_rsa_6
netsurf_rsa_7
netsurf_rsa_8 netsurf_rsa_9 netsurf_rsa_10 netsurf_asa_2 netsurf_asa_3
netsurf_asa_4
netsurf_asa_5 netsurf_asa_6 netsurf_asa_7 netsurf_asa_8 netsurf_asa_9
netsurf_asa_10 scratch_acc20_2 scratch_acc20_3 scratch_acc20_4
scratch_acc20_5 scratch_acc20_6
scratch_acc20_7
scratch_acc20_8
scratch_acc20_9 scratch_acc20_10
scratch_ss_C scratch_ss_H scratch_ss_E
scratch_ss8_C
scratch_ss8_H scratch_ss8_E scratch_ss8_S scratch_ss8_B scratch_ss8_T
scratch_ss8_G scratch_ss8_I",file=fileConn,append=TRUE,sep = "\n")
for (i in 1:10){
cat(sprintf("%i %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f
%.4f %.4f",i,eD1.O[i], eD1.D[i],eX1.O[i], eX1.D[i],nrsa.2[i],
nrsa.3[i],nrsa.4[i], nrsa.5[i], nrsa.6[i], nrsa.7[i],nrsa.8[i],nrsa.9[i],nrsa.10[i]
),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",nasa.2[i], nasa.3[i],nasa.4[i], nasa.5[i], nasa.6[i],
nasa.7[i],nasa.8[i],nasa.9[i],nasa.10[i] ),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)

%.4f

%.4f

%.4f

%.4f

%.4f

cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",sacc20.2[i], sacc20.3[i],sacc20.4[i], sacc20.5[i], sacc20.6[i],
sacc20.7[i],sacc20.8[i],sacc20.9[i],sacc20.10[i] ),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f",scss.C[i],

%.4f

%.4f

%.4f

%.4f
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%.4f

%.4f

%.4f

%.4f

scss.H[i],scss.E[i],scss8.C[i],scss8.H[i],scss8.E[i],scss8.S[i],scss8.B[i],scss8.T[i],scss8.G[i],scss8
.I[i] ),file=fileConn,append=TRUE,sep="\n")
}
cat(sprintf("Mean %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f
%.4f %.4f",mean(eD1.O), mean(eD1.D),mean(eX1.O),
mean(eX1.D),mean(nrsa.2), mean(nrsa.3),mean(nrsa.4), mean(nrsa.5), mean(nrsa.6),
mean(nrsa.7),mean(nrsa.8),mean(nrsa.9),mean(nrsa.10)),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)

%.4f

cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",mean(nasa.2), mean(nasa.3),mean(nasa.4), mean(nasa.5), mean(nasa.6),
mean(nasa.7),mean(nasa.8),mean(nasa.9),mean(nasa.10) ),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",mean(sacc20.2), mean(sacc20.3),mean(sacc20.4), mean(sacc20.5), mean(sacc20.6),
mean(sacc20.7),mean(sacc20.8),mean(sacc20.9),mean(sacc20.10)
),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",mean(scss.C), mean(scss.H),mean(scss.E), mean(scss8.C),
mean(scss8.H),mean(scss8.E),mean(scss8.S),mean(scss8.B),mean(scss8.T),mean(scss8.G),mean
(scss8.I)),file=fileConn,append=TRUE,sep="\n")
cat(sprintf("StdDev
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f
%.4f %.4f %.4f",sd(eD1.O), sd(eD1.D),sd(eX1.O), sd(eX1.D),sd(nrsa.2),
sd(nrsa.3),sd(nrsa.4), sd(nrsa.5), sd(nrsa.6),
sd(nrsa.7),sd(nrsa.8),sd(nrsa.9),sd(nrsa.10)),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",sd(nasa.2), sd(nasa.3),sd(nasa.4), sd(nasa.5), sd(nasa.6),
sd(nasa.7),sd(nasa.8),sd(nasa.9),sd(nasa.10) ),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",sd(sacc20.2), sd(sacc20.3),sd(sacc20.4), sd(sacc20.5),sd(sacc20.6),
sd(sacc20.7),sd(sacc20.8),sd(sacc20.9),sd(sacc20.10)),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(sprintf("
%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f
%.4f",sd(scss.C), sd(scss.H),sd(scss.E), sd(scss8.C),
sd(scss8.H),sd(scss8.E),sd(scss8.S),sd(scss8.B),sd(scss8.T),sd(scss8.G),sd(scss8.I)),file=fileCon
n,append=TRUE,sep="\n")
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A2.3 binf_apps_results_king_features.r
#This is used for the computation of the predictive metrics for the bioinfomratics journal
applications
#Load the results file
raw_data_exp <- read.csv("comb_feat_EVP_even_more.txt",header=TRUE)
dim(raw_data_exp)
accuracy <- function(tp,fp,tn,fn){
return ((tp + tn)/(tn+tp+fp+fn))
}
sens <- function(tp,fn){
return ((tp/(tp+fn)))
}
spec <- function(tn,fp){
return ((tn/(tn+fp)))
}
matc <- function(tp,fp,tn,fn){
return (((tn*tp)-(fp*fn))/(sqrt((tn+fn)*(tn+fp)*(fp+fn)*(tp+fp))))
}
falposr <- function(tn,fp){
return ((fp/(tn+fp)))
}
pospred <- function(tp,fp){
return ((tp/(tp+fp)))
}
fileConn <- "summary_hek_thr_nrsa_ed1_ss8_20190321.txt"
cat("Summary File of Prediction Accuracy",file=fileConn,append=FALSE, sep = "\n")
cat("Cutoff Accuracy
Acc.SD
Sensitivity
Sen.SD
Specificity
Spec.SD MCC MCC.SD
PPV PPV.SD
FPR
FPR.SD",file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
cat(" Net.Accuracy Net.Acc.SD Net.SensitivityNet.Sen.SD Net.Specificity
Net.Spec.SD
Net.MCC
Net.MCC.SD Net.PPV
Net.PPV.SD Net.FPR
Net.FPR.SD",file=fileConn,append=TRUE, sep = "\n")
for (inc in 1:20){
cutoff = inc/10
pred <- ifelse(raw_data_exp$HEK.NRSA.ED1.SS8>cutoff, 'Y', 'N')
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#Compile the data into a single smaller data frame
data <- cbind(as.character(raw_data_exp$Sequence), as.character(raw_data_exp$Position),
as.character(raw_data_exp$Ser.Thr), as.character(raw_data_exp$NetOglyc4),
as.character(raw_data_exp$HEK), pred)
#Assign column names to each of the data elements
colnames(data) <- c('Sequence','Position','Ser.Thr','NetOGlyc','King_Exp','King_Pred')
c_acc <- c(c())
c_sen <- c(c())
c_spc <- c(c())
c_mcc <- c(c())
c_ppv <- c(c())
c_fpr <- c(c())
c_net_acc <- c(c())
c_net_sen <- c(c())
c_net_spc <- c(c())
c_net_mcc <- c(c())
c_net_ppv <- c(c())
c_net_fpr <- c(c())
#Create pos and neg sets for the current transferase
pos_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='Y',]
neg_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='N',]
#Create pos and neg sets for the current transferase-Thr Specific
#pos_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='Y' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='T',]
#neg_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='N' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='T',]
#Create pos and neg sets for the current transferase-Serine Specific
#pos_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='Y' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='S',]
#neg_data_exp <- data[data[,'King_Exp']=='N' & data[,'Ser.Thr']=='S',]
#Excludig NetOGlyC training data
#Determine number of samples per group, do 2/3
sub_size = round(2*dim(pos_data_exp)[1]/3)
acc <- c()
sen <- c()
spc <- c()
mcc <- c()
fpr <- c()
ppv <- c()
net_acc <- c()
net_sen <- c()
net_spc <- c()
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net_mcc <- c()
net_ppv <- c()
net_fpr <- c()
for (i in 1:10){
tn <- 0
tp <- 0
fn <- 0
fp <- 0
net_tn <- 0
net_tp <- 0
net_fn <- 0
net_fp <- 0
pos.idx <-sort(sample(nrow(pos_data_exp),sub_size))
neg.idx <- sort(sample(nrow(neg_data_exp),sub_size))
pos <- pos_data_exp[pos.idx,]
neg <- neg_data_exp[neg.idx,]
for (id in 1:dim(pos)[1]){
if (pos[id,'King_Pred'] == 'Y'){
tp <- tp + 1
} else {
fn <- fn + 1
}
if (pos[id,'NetOGlyc'] == 'Y'){
net_tp <- net_tp + 1
} else {
net_fn <- net_fn + 1
}
}
for (id in 1:dim(neg)[1]){
if (neg[id,'King_Pred'] == 'N'){
tn <- tn + 1
} else {
fp <- fp + 1
}
if (neg[id,'NetOGlyc'] == 'N'){
net_tn <- net_tn + 1
} else {
net_fp <- net_fp + 1
}
}
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acc[i] <- accuracy(tp,fp,tn,fn)
sen[i] <- sens(tp,fn)
spc[i] <- spec(tn,fp)
mcc[i] <- matc(tp,fp,tn,fn)
fpr[i] <- falposr(tn,fp)
ppv[i] <- pospred(tp,fp)
net_acc[i] <- accuracy(net_tp,net_fp,net_tn,net_fn)
net_sen[i] <- sens(net_tp,net_fn)
net_spc[i] <- spec(net_tn,net_fp)
net_mcc[i] <- matc(net_tp,net_fp,net_tn,net_fn)
net_fpr[i] <- falposr(net_tn,net_fp)
net_ppv[i] <- pospred(net_tp,net_fp)
}
c_acc <- rbind(c_acc,acc)
c_sen <- rbind(c_sen,sen)
c_spc <- rbind(c_spc,spc)
c_mcc <- rbind(c_mcc,mcc)
c_fpr <- rbind(c_fpr,fpr)
c_ppv <- rbind(c_ppv,ppv)
c_net_acc <- rbind(c_net_acc,net_acc)
c_net_sen <- rbind(c_net_sen,net_sen)
c_net_spc <- rbind(c_net_spc,net_spc)
c_net_mcc <- rbind(c_net_mcc,net_mcc)
c_net_fpr <- rbind(c_net_fpr,net_fpr)
c_net_ppv <- rbind(c_net_ppv,net_ppv)
c_acc_m <- c()
c_sen_m <- c()
c_spc_m <- c()
c_mcc_m <- c()
c_ppv_m <- c()
c_fpr_m <- c()
c_acc_sd <- c()
c_sen_sd <- c()
c_spc_sd <- c()
c_mcc_sd <- c()
c_ppv_sd <- c()
c_fpr_sd <- c()
c_net_acc_m <- c()
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c_net_sen_m <- c()
c_net_spc_m <- c()
c_net_mcc_m <- c()
c_net_ppv_m <- c()
c_net_fpr_m <- c()
c_net_acc_sd <- c()
c_net_sen_sd <- c()
c_net_spc_sd <- c()
c_net_mcc_sd <- c()
c_net_ppv_sd <- c()
c_net_fpr_sd <- c()
c_acc_m <- c(c_acc_m,mean(c_acc))
c_sen_m <- c(c_sen_m,mean(c_sen))
c_spc_m <- c(c_spc_m,mean(c_spc))
c_mcc_m <- c(c_mcc_m,mean(c_mcc))
c_ppv_m <- c(c_ppv_m,mean(c_ppv))
c_fpr_m <- c(c_fpr_m,mean(c_fpr))
c_acc_sd <- c(c_acc_sd,sd(c_acc))
c_sen_sd <- c(c_sen_sd,sd(c_sen))
c_spc_sd <- c(c_spc_sd,sd(c_spc))
c_mcc_sd <- c(c_mcc_sd,sd(c_mcc))
c_ppv_sd <- c(c_ppv_sd,sd(c_ppv))
c_fpr_sd <- c(c_fpr_sd,sd(c_fpr))
c_net_acc_m <- c(c_net_acc_m,mean(c_net_acc))
c_net_sen_m <- c(c_net_sen_m,mean(c_net_sen))
c_net_spc_m <- c(c_net_spc_m,mean(c_net_spc))
c_net_mcc_m <- c(c_net_mcc_m,mean(c_net_mcc))
c_net_ppv_m <- c(c_net_ppv_m,mean(c_net_ppv))
c_net_fpr_m <- c(c_net_fpr_m,mean(c_net_fpr))
c_net_acc_sd <- c(c_net_acc_sd,sd(c_net_acc))
c_net_sen_sd <- c(c_net_sen_sd,sd(c_net_sen))
c_net_spc_sd <- c(c_net_spc_sd,sd(c_net_spc))
c_net_mcc_sd <- c(c_net_mcc_sd,sd(c_net_mcc))
c_net_ppv_sd <- c(c_net_ppv_sd,sd(c_net_ppv))
c_net_fpr_sd <- c(c_net_fpr_sd,sd(c_net_fpr))
cat(sprintf("%.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f
%.2f
%.2f",cutoff,c_acc_m[1], c_acc_sd[1],c_sen_m[1], c_sen_sd[1],c_spc_m[1],
c_spc_sd[1],c_mcc_m[1], c_mcc_sd[1], c_ppv_m[1], c_ppv_sd[1],c_fpr_m[1],c_fpr_sd[1]
),file=fileConn,append=TRUE)
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cat(sprintf("
%.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f
%.2f
%.2f",c_net_acc_m[1], c_net_acc_sd[1],c_net_sen_m[1],
c_net_sen_sd[1],c_net_spc_m[1], c_net_spc_sd[1],c_net_mcc_m[1], c_net_mcc_sd[1],
c_net_ppv_m[1],
c_net_ppv_sd[1],c_net_fpr_m[1],c_net_fpr_sd[1]),file=fileConn,append=TRUE, sep = "\n")
}
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